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Have a great one!
Go ahead, live a little. There's no
reason to go for "just a beer," when you
can have a Carta Blanca.
One taste and you'll know why this
premium beer from Mexico has won no less
than 18 gold medals for brewing excellence
Whether you're in your favorite
Mexican restaurant or at home, don't settle
for good, go for great. Have a great one.
Have a Carta Blanca.
One of the world's great beers.
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Left cornerback Nate Bradley made this
stop against Army and also Intercepted a
pass In his first starting assignment as a
Cougar.

One team at the .500 mark for the
season and another that hopes to get
there square off this afternoon in the
11th meeting ever between the Univer
sity of the Pacific and Washington
State.
The Tigers are the team at the .500
mark, and this game marks the first of
three games scheduled against Pacific10 Conference teams this year. Pacific
meets Arizona State and Arizona later
this year.
WSU enters the contest at 1-2 follow
ing last Saturday's 31-18 win over
previously undefeated Army here at
Martin Stadium. The Cougars are hop
ing they fair better today than they did
in their season-opener against another
Pacific Coast Athletic Association foe,
San Jose State, but Walden is looking
for a similar style of play.
San Jose State rallied through the air
to come from behind 20-3 and win 3126, and the air will again be filled with
footballs today by Pacific.
"Pacific is much like San Jose,"
Walden said. "Anytime you get into the
PCAA you're going to see a wide
receiver-quarterback throwing situa
tion. They throw the ball all over the
park."
The Tigers are ranked in the top 20 in
the nation in passing offense with their

Sophomore Tim Harris Is picking up where
he left off a year ago. He's rushed for 156
yards and caught six passes for 68 yards.

receiver Rainey Meszaros is also
ranked in the top 20 in individual
statistics with his 22 receptions for 327
yards.
Pacific head coach Bob Toledo is no
stranger to the Pac-10. In his second
year as head coach at UOP, he was the
secondary coach at USC prior to join
ing the Tigers. He makes no bones
about wanting to beat the Cougars,
either.
"Our goals this year are to win our
conference, win all of our home games
and beat a big name team. We feel
WSU is definitely a big name team,"
Toledo stated.
The Tiger attack centers around
quarterback Grayson Rogers, formerly
at Stanford, and wide receivers
Meszaros and Rob Wilson.
Rogers has completed 59 of 109 at
tempts through the air for 750 yards
and four touchdowns. His best game of
the season was a 22-for-35 perfor
mance and 236 yards against Idaho.
UOP won that game 24-13, ac
cumulating a season-high 408 yards in
total offense. The Tigers are averaging
333.5 yards a game in total offense.
Wilson is chasing the career receiv
ing record at UOP, although he is still
some 28 receptions away. He has 69
career catches to rank sixth and needs

Scouting Report (continued)
GO COUGARS!!!!
OUR COUNTRY
IS BEST!!!!
50,000 WATTS

Koa

VICTOR'S CIRCLE
Jerry Camp, Sr. — Spokane
Earl Fegert — Othello
Harry Masto — Moses Lake
White Swan Lumber Co., Inc. — White Swan

50,000 WATTS
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^^^country
^country radio

6228 South Regal
P.O. Box 8348
Spokane, WA 99203
509-448-2311

WE ALL HOPE YOU ALL
HAVE A GREAT SEASON!!!!
BEST IN THE COUNTRY....

Music Country

MK
STEREO

6228 South Regal
P.O. Box 8508
Spokane, WA 99203
509-448-8300

TUNE IN FOR COUNTRY MUSICCOUGAR COUNTRY THAT IS.
GO COUGARS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Dolly Parton says "Hello"

COUGAR CLUB

Pacific's Sander Market (14) was the No. 2 freshman passer In the nation last season and
Rob Wilson (right) has designs on becoming the No. 1 pass catcher In UOP history this
season.

six more today to climb into fifth.
But Walden thinks his defense has
gained enough maturity that it won't
panic if the Tigers hit a few big pass
plays.
"I think we've matured against letting
the long completion blow our minds,"
Walden said. "I think we proved that
against Army."
Army got a long completion that put
the ball on the one late in the first half,
and the Cougar defense pushed the
Cadets back to the 10 before settling
for a field goal. That was the turning
point in the win as WSU went into the
dressing room at halftime ahead 21-10
instead of 21-14.
The Cougar offense also got un
packed for the first time this year, and
Walden attributes most of that to timing
and hard work.
"Ours is a timing offense and last
Saturday was just a continuation of all
the things we're working on," Walden
said. "It takes a lot of timing and a lot of
discipline on the quarterback's part to
run the option."
Samoa Samoa had his best day this
year against Army. He ran the option
well and gained 73 yards rushing to run
his team-leading total to 178. Tim Har
ris led the Cougars with 83 yards on the
ground and now has 156 for the
season.
"Samoa's getting better and he
needed the playing time. We also got
Clete Casper more playing time. Clete's
had more playing time than Samoa had
a year ago, and everytime he steps on
the field it's going to be that much bet
ter for us in the years to come."
Walden also got to do something
against Army he's seldom had the
chance to do at WSU, and that's play a
third-string quarterback.
Freshman Ricky Turner got his first
action at the controls and impressed
everyone with his running ability, gain
ing 44 yards on just five carries.
"He also has an excellent throwing

arm so he will present , a differer
problem for people. He will take aw
that old adage of 'we'll cut off your r:,ning backs and make you beat us w
your quarterback.' Ricky runs a 4.55 •
4.6 40 yards and when you let a guy il:
that runs that fast you won't let him run
very often or he'll run you right out of
the stadium," Walden said of the task
facing opponents in years to come.
Another area the Cougars improved
on greatly against Army was turnovers
and special team breakdowns.
WSU didn't lose any fumbles and
turned the ball over once on an in
terception. The special teams also had
their best day of the season.
"It's conditional to the fact that if we
can convince our players if we don't
have any breakdowns then the other
team has to beat us with what they do
best against what we do best," Walden
said. "If we can make a team beat us by
running, passing and playing defense,
then it's going to be tougher to beat us
then if we have breakdowns in certain
phases of our game."
Tom Ramberg stepped in and filled a
gap left on WSU's punt return team with
the season-ending knee injuries to Bill
Gribble and Cameron Mitchell.
Ramberg returned four punts for 30
yards, and was close a couple of times
of breaking big gainers.
Mike Washington returned to handl
ing the kickoff chores and returned two
for 51 yards and he, too, almost broke a
long one. Washington needs 18 yards
to become the second-leading kickoff
returner in WSU history. He has 1,058
career yards. Mark Williams is second
with 1,075 and Bernard Jackson leads
with 1,242.
After today's game the Cougars hit
the road for two weeks with games
next Saturday against Arizona State
and the following weekend against
Arizona. WSU returns home Oct. 25 for
Dads' Day game with Stanford.
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WSU Women to Host Two Regionals;
Basketball, Volleyball Also in Spotlight
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Germans have 6,000 good beers to choose from but they drink Grenzquell on
special occasions. Over 500 years of brewing experience has given Grenzquell
(pronounced GRENZ-quell) a flavor rich yet mellow. It tells you with every sip
that this day is, indeed, special.

Tammy Baker hopes to lead the Cougars to
a high finish in the regional gymnastics
championships.

BY ROY NEESE
WSU Sports Information
Washington State University
women's athletics will be in the
spotlight this year with four special
events, including two Northwest
regional championship tournaments.
The Cougars will host one of the two
Northwest Women's Volleyball League
seeding tournaments Oct. 17-18 in
Bohler and New Gyms; the four-team
Dial Classic basketball tournament
Dec. 5-6 at Friel Court; the eight-team
NCWSA Northwest Regional Swimming
and Diving Championships Feb. 26-28,
and the NCWSA Northwest Regional
Gymnastics championships March 2728 in Bohler Gym.
The NWVL volleyball seeding
tourney will pit the Cougars against the
six other Division I schools in the
Northwest. The Pullman tournament,
along with one held later in the season,
determines the top-seeded teams for
the regional championships. Included
in field are the Cougars, defending
regional champ Portland State,
Oregon, Oregon State, Montana, Mon
tana State and Washington. The
Huskies opened their season with a vic
tory over top-ranked USC and the UW
is currently ranked ninth in the nation.
Tickets for the event are $6 for an all-

Guard Jeanne Eggart and her WSU team
mates are looking forward to the Dial
Basketball Tournament Dec. 5-6 on Friel
Court.

session pass, $2.50 adult general ad
mission per session and $1 student
general admission with ID. For all four
special events, there is a team discount
of 15 percent for 10 or more tickets.
The Dial Classic basketball tourna
ment will feature four teams, with firstnight action featuring WSU against
Utah and the University of Lethbridge
tangling with the University of San
Francisco. The second evening of play
features
consolation
and
championship-round play.
USF was a national playoff qualifier
in 1980 and Utah tied nationally-ranked
BYU for their league title. Lethbridge is
a relatively small, quick team which
often uses a fullcourt press for the
duration of the game.
Tickets are $4 reserved, $2.50 adult
general admission and $1 for students.
The NCWSA/AIAW Region 9 swimm
ing and diving meet will run three days,
with eight teams attempting to post
times which will qualify their swimmers
for the AIAW national championships.
WSU will host Oregon, Oregon State,
Montana, defending champion
Washington, Idaho, Puget Sound and
Canadian powerhouse Simon Fraser in
the New Gym pool, with seating limited
to just 500 per session.
Tickets are $6 for an all-session

The Northwest Women's Volleyball League
seeding tournament Oct. 17-18 will lind the
Cougars' Kathy Jentoft, right, in action.

pass, $2.50 adult general admission
and $1 for students with ID or senior
citizens over 62.
The Cougar gymnastics team, which
went from seventh to fourth place in the
region last year, hosts the NCWSA/AiAW Region 9 championships in
Bohler with an even better squad and a
chance to move up in the rankings.
Oregon State, ranked fourth in the
nation and the defending regional
champ, leads the list of teams which
also includes Washington, Oregon,
Montana and Montana State.
The team championship will be
decided on Friday night, with the top 12
individuals in each event competing
Saturday night in the individual event
championships.
Main floor tickets are $6 for an allsession pass; $3.50 adult general ad
mission and $1.50 for students/senior
citizens. Upper level seating is $2 for
adults and $1 for students/senior
citizens.
Because of the special nature of the
events, WSU students will not be admit
ted free. They must pay the student
rate.
Tickets are now on sale for all four
special events at the WSU Ticket Office
in Bohler Gym. In-state residents can
call toll-free 1-800-572-7563, out of
state call 1-509-335-9626.
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try; Dr. Bruce A. McFadden, professor and
chairman of the program in biochemistry
and biophysics; Dr. Clarence R. Ryan, Jr.,
chairman of the Department of Agricul
tural Chemistry and professor of
biochemistry and Dr. Ralph R. Yount, pro
fessor of biochemistry and biophysics.
Research teams of the six charter
members include about 50 pre- and
post-doctoral scientists. The Fellows an
nually receive grants totalling more than
three-quarters of a million dollars from
such agencies as the National Institutes of

Dr. Clarence A. Ryan, Jr. examines some
Peruvian potato samples with laboratory
technician Gary Pearce. The Kjeldahl Ap
paratus, at left, is used to test for protein in
potatoes.

E

stablishment of the Washington
State University Institute of Biologi
cal Chemistry brings together what
is considered the strongest collection of
agricultural biological chemists in the
country.
Its primary goal is to bring into focus
productive research programs in biologi
cal chemistry that are relevant to agricul
ture. This will be done by consolidating
productive research efforts in biological
chemistry, agricultural chemistry and
biophysics.
Dr. Pappachan E. Kolattukudy, a world
authority on the natural protection sys
tem of plants to disease, will serve as the
institute's director. He and five other lead
ing WSU scientists were named fellows of
the institute. This group will recruit new
members on the basis of outstanding re
search programs in biological chemistry
relevant to agriculture.
Charter members, in addition to Dr.
Kolattukudy, are Dr. Rodney Croteau, as
sociate professor of biochemistry; Dr.
Frank A. Loewus, professor of biochemis

Health, the National Science Foundation
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Findings by Dr. Kolattukudy are impor
Dr. Bruce McFadden is a recognized leader
tant in a broad range of problems ranging
in the study of a key enzyme involved in
from plant diseases to human health. One
photosynthesis.
of his projects opens up the possibility of
a new approach to protect plants from
wheat, and by nematodes, which are
fungi, an approach now being attempted serious parasites in crop plants, farm
by some of the world's major industrial animals and humans. They are seeking
firms.
agents which block this special process
His research team, in studying and thus control these pests. A recent
biochemical processes involving fat, is finding by the group that the same
credited with discovering how plants biochemical process is also shared by
make their protective polyester coatings animal embryos could lead to novel ap
called cutin and suberin. The team proaches to birth control.
showed how fungi penetrate the protec
Dr. Ryan's research would both protect
tive coating, gaining entry into plants by and increase our food supply. On one
using an enzyme which digests the skin. hand, his findings have led to the dis
They further found fungal infection can covery of a natural plant defense which
be stopped by keeping the enzyme from
holds much promise in the search for
functioning. By using mild chemicals to new and environmentally sound plant
stop the enzyme from penetrating the protection. Very simply, these studies
protective coating, there would be no would destroy the appetite of bugs which
need to kill the fungus with potent chem destroy plants. The knowledge comes
icals. This could save growers and con from his discovery of a wound-hormone
sumers billions of dollars, and cut the use which spreads the news of an attack on
of more toxic and more costly chemical one part of a plant to all its parts. This re
fungicides.
sults in the plant producing proteinase
Croteau's program has application in inhibitors, which interfere with the diges
industry as well as in agriculture and tion of insects feeding on the plant by in
food production. He leads a research hibiting their protein-digesting enzymes.
group which is unraveling the biochemi
The WSU scientist has also developed a
cal secrets of how plants produce ter- high protein potato which could help the
penes, the major constituents of essential world's food supply more inexpensively
oils used in flavors, fragrances and phar than other sources of protein. Ryan is
maceuticals.
known for discovering a rapid method of
Essential oils are of growing impor measuring the content of high quality
tance not only in the synthesizing of proteins in potatoes, which is being used
flavor and fragrance, but as natural indus to identify high protein potatoes in breed
trial raw materials, especially with our ing programs.
declining petrochemical resources. The
Dr. \bunt's field is muscle biochemis
basic information Croteau's team obtains try, particularly muscle contraction. He is
is likely to have direct bearing on the ag well known for his research on the con
ricultural production of essential oils, version of chemical energy into me
and applications in areas as diverse as chanical energy of movement in muscle.
ecology and energy.
He seeks to understand how muscles
Dr. McFadden is a recognized leader in move so treatment of diseases involving
the study of a key enzyme involved in abnormalities in muscle, such as muscu
photosynthesis. His aim is increasing lar dystrophy, might be made possible.
photosynthesis and plant productivity.
Agriculture is the No. 1 industry in the
Another area of study by his research State of Washington, and obviously will
team may make it possible to control benefit from such a coordination of re
plant and animal pests. The team is search efforts. The impact, however, as is
studying the glyoxalate cycle. This is a evident from the research each of the six
biochemical process shared by fungi, is doing, will be felt throughout the world,
such as that which causes stripe rust in especially where people are hungry.
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Give your home
the finishing touch.
The pushbutton phone. It picks up a room and at
the same time lets you pick up some speed.You see,
Touch Calling is twice as fast (and much more fun)
than taking the long way around.
If you'd like to do your dialing finger a favor, take it
down to the GTE Phone Mart and point it to your
favorite pushbutton phone. No matter what your
decorating style, you'll find a phone style and
color to match. And after you pick out your
phone, all you have to do is take it home.
It's never been easier to get in touch.

T

he decade of the '70s saw Washing
ton State University construct a
12,000-seat Performing Arts Col
iseum, its football stadium undergo three
facelifts and a new track and field com
plex and baseball field dot the Cougar
campus, giving the Cougars some of the
finest facilities on the West Coast.
"We may not have the biggest facilities,
but we have some of the most practical
facilities on the West Coast," WSU director
of athletics Sam Jankovich said.

WSU's Clarence D. Martin Stadium
underwent three major facelifts during
the '70s, one following the fire in the
spring of 1970 which destroyed the re
served seating side of the football
stadium. The second came in 1975 when
new student stands were built and the
latest facelift came in 1979 when the
stadium floor was lowered 16 feet and
11,000 seats added to increase the ca
pacity to 39,000.
Along with the latest stadium expan
sion project was the construction of a
new track and field complex on the old
Bailey Baseball Field, and the construc
tion of a new Bailey Field across from the
Performing Arts Coliseum. The track
complex will have permanent seating for
approximately 3,000 fans, while Bailey
Field will have permanent seating for
roughly 4,000 fans.
Also during the early part of the '70s

the Performing Arts Coliseum was built to
house the Cougar basketball teams. The
multi-purpose coliseum is also used for
concerts, lectures and a variety of other
activities. It seats 12,058 for basketball.
"I've always been a believer that good
facilities attract good coaches and
athletes," Jankovich said. "In order for
Washington State to be competitive in the
Pacific-10 Conference, the need for better
playing and practice sites was extremely
important. We can already see the bene
fits from the improvements made in these
areas. And not only are the facilities better
for our coaches and athletes, but they
also are better for our fans.
"We look forward to a very positive dec
ade of the '80s. I think Washington State
will continue to grow and prosper and be
a very integral part of the Pacific-10 Con
ference, which is the best athletic confer
ence in the country," Jankovich said.

Put a new Phone
in your life.

Besides basketball, the Performing Arts Coliseum may be used for con
certs, lectures and other activities.

Touch Calling not available in all areas.

Convenient Phone Mart locations:
Pullman, Moscow, Orofino, Kennewick, Wenatchee,
Quincy, Chelan, Coeur d'Alene, Sandpoint, Newport,
Donners Ferry, Libby.

The new Bailey Field faces the Performing Arts Col- Clarence D. Martin Stadium has undergone three facelifts in the last decade,
iseum.
-

A Century of
great taste

Pac-10 Football
Schedule1980
(All home games in bold)

OREGON STATE

UCLA
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29

Colorado
Purdue
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Stanford
Cal
Arizona
Oregon
Arizona State
use
OSU @ Tokyo

Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 22

Florida
Army
Arizona
Michigan
Oregon
Oregon State
UCLA

use

Arizona State
wsu
Stanford

WASHINGTON

The R.T. French Company is
celebrating its one hundredth year
of providing America with great
tasting products.
And French's mustard is part of
this great flavor family. It's the
largest selling mustard and the
mustard served at more sporting
events than any other brand.

Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

Air Force
Northwestern
Oregon
Oklahoma St.
Oregon St.
Stanford
Navy
Arizona St.
Arizona

use
wsu

use
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Dec. 6

200JETS.1500TAKE-OFFS DAILY.
OVER 90CITIES.35,000 PROFESSIONALS.

Oregon
Tulane
Boston Coll.
Oklahoma
San Jose St.
UCLA
Washington
WSU
Oregon St.
use
Cal

OREGON
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

Stanford
Kansas
Michigan St.
Washington
Cal
use
UNLV
WSU
UCLA
Oregon St.
Arizona St.

WASHINGTON ST.
Sept. 13

Tennessee
So. Carolina
Minnesota
Arizona St.
Arizona
Oregon
Cal
Stanford
Washington
UCLA
Notre Dame

Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

San Jose St.
@ Spk. (N)
Tennessee
Army
UOP
Arizona St.
Arizona
Stanford
Oregon
Oregon St.
Cal
Washington® Spk.

ARIZONA

ARIZONA STATE

Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29

Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29

Colorado St. (N)
Cal
Iowa
use (N)
WSU (N)
Notre Dame (N)
UCLA
Washington
UOP
Oregon St.
Arizona St.

(N) Night game

R. T. French Company, One Mustard St., Rochester, N.Y

Wyoming
Arizona State
Texas
Washington
Cal
Long Beach St.
Stanford
WSU
Oregon
Arizona
UCLA @ Tokyo

STANFORD

CALIFORNIA
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29

Houston (N)
Oregon St. (N)
Ohio State

Delta is an airline run by professionals. Like Nancy
Kilch, Flight Attendant.

Last year, Delta carried more than 40 million
passengers.
And this year, we'll carry even more.
Many, of course, will come from the North
west area where Delta has jets that fan out
across the country from Seattle/Tacoma and
Portland. To Texas, the Deep South, Florida,
the Midwest and East Coast. To England
and Germany. To Canada, Bermuda, the
Bahamas and Puerto Rico, too.
Next trip, fly with the Delta profession
als. And have a great flight.
For reservations, see your Travel Agent
or call Delta. You can charge your ticket on
any major general-purpose credit card.

Montreal)
BurlingtorJ

.Seattle/
\Tacoma

ADE LTTA.

Hartford'
Springfiej
{New York/
GkNeyiark
!hiMdni|ip
(Washingtc

SYSTEM ROUTE MAP
Salt lake City
.San Francisco

Kansas Cil
ivansyillej
[NashyiHe^
^Oallas/T
i ft.Worth .
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use

WSU (N)
UOP (N)
Washington
Cal (N)
UCLA (N)
Oregon (N)
Arizona

Frankfur

'etersburg,

San Juan

DELTA IS READY WHEN YOU ARE

ever, he had the misfortune of backing up
Jack Thomson, now of Cincinnati Bengal
fame, and last-year Steve Grant. Samoa
came from Long Beach CC.
Casper, too, is in his third year. He was
around for Thompson's last season and
saw some action last year. While
Thompson was a senior, Casper sat on the
sidelines, injured.

/

w

Tim Davey

I

f size is any indication, Washington
State's offense is well anchored this
year, with the likes of Allan Kennedy,
Steve Johnson, John Little and Greg Sykes
battling it out in the trenches.
There are only six starters back from
last year's offensive unit that finished
third in the Pacific-10 in total offense, but
those six starters are concentrated on the
front line, where the action starts.
There's a new quarterback operating
WSU's veer offense and a couple of new
running backs, at least initially, carrying
the ball.
But with a veteran front line, Cougar
head coach Jim Walden doesn't find it
surprising that his offense might be even
more productive than in 1979.
"When the ball is snapped the action
starts up front, and that's where a lot of
our experience happens to be," Walden
offers.
Indeed, Walden's backfield performers
can gain a lot of confidence from the ex
perience of the line, and their size. 'An
choring" WSU's line may be a very true
statement.
The leader is Allan Kennedy, who last
year was an all-conference and All-West
Coast tackle. Kennedy goes 6-7 and 270
pounds, maybe a few more. He's quick,
smart and, above all, a hard worker. A
senior, he also has four years experience.
But Kennedy doesn't stand out
alongside his front-line teammates. Not
when he is flanked by the likes of 6-6 Steve
Johnson, 6-7 Kevin Sloan, 6-6 Greg Sykes
and a few others.
WSU's offensive line, like last year's, is
BIG: including, oddly enough, tackle John

Little. He weighs in at slightly more than
Kennedy. Sykes tips the scales at 243
pounds, Sloan goes 270 pounds and
Johnson weighs 260.
The real "little" guys up front are guard
Gary Patrickand center Eugene Emerson.
A swing man last year at guard and cen
ter, Emerson, 6-2, 226, is one of the most
valuable Cougar performers because he
can play two spots. Patrick is slightly big
ger at 6-3, 233.

Even in the receiver spots you'll find
size. Tight end Pat Beach, a starter last
year and a superb blocker, goes 6-4 and
235 pounds. He caught 23 passes last
year.
Wide receiver Mike Wilson is no midget
at 6-2 and 203, but he has the speed to
break the long play. Then there is Jim
Whatley, WSU's top receiver last year with
31 receptions. Whatley, a flanker, stands
tall at 6-0 and 172 pounds, and like the
others, he loves to block.
In fact, the WSU receiver corps would
almost rather brag about great blocks
they have made than great catches. Al
most. It's an obsession with the WSU re
ceivers and a prime factor in the success
of WSU's run oriented veer offense.
The quarterback duties this year
should belong to senior Samoa Samoa
and sophomore Clete Casper. While
neither is a stranger to the Cougar pro
gram, this is the first year either has really
had a chance to run the team.
Samoa, who throws from the port side
and wears jersey number 11 to match his
repeating name, is in his third year. How-

Mike Washington

1. Ceramic coffee mug w/gold lettering on
black or white 7.95
2. Washable cougar mascot10.00
3. Ceramic stein w/gold relief emblem on
black or white 16.95
4. WSU pennant .79,1.95,3.50
5. Pendleton robe-in-a-bag 50.00
6. Thermal coffee mug
2.95, thermal stein 4.50
7. NPIZ Jersey—natural
w/scarlet design, Adult, S,
M, L, XL, 10.95
8. Ladies Cougar Pride
T-shirt, S, M, L. Red or
White 6.95
9. V.S.361
gray T-shirt
w/shoulder
stripes, Adult
S, M, L,
XL 6.95

6

10- White T-shirt w/red design. Adult S, M, L, XL 5.95, Youth XS, S, M, L

1

4.95. Adult T-shirt w/metallic design on red, navy or royal 5.95.
11. Bib 3.95. Same design available on white youth sweatshirt 7.95.
White youth T-shirt w/scarlet sleeves 4.50 XS, S, M, L.
12. Baseball undershirt. White body w/red sleeves & design. Adult S,
M, L, XL 5.95
13. Hooded sweatshirt, white or gray. Adult XS, S, M, L, XL 13.95
14. 100% cotton JET shorts. Adults—white w/navy or scarlet trim; navy
or scarlet w/white trim. S, M, L, XL 4.95. Youth S, M, L, XL in scarlet
or navy w/white 3.95
15. Pacer sweatshirt, gray w/c rimson. Adult S, M, L, XL 14.95
16. Runner short, gray w/crimson & navy side stripes, Adult S, M, L, XL
5.95
17. Sprinter Tank Top, gray w/crimson trim, Adult S, M, L, XL 5.95
18. Strider Pant, gray w/crimson leg stripe, elastic waist, Adult S, M, L,
XL 12.50

Allan Kennedy

The Cougars lost versatile Tali Ena and
fleet Ray Williams via graduation and the
pros, but there was talent waiting in the
wings. Mike Washington returns for his
senior year after sitting out the 1979 cam
paign and Tim Harris gave a hint of his
ability last year.
Washington entered the season with a
shot at WSU's career kickoff return record
and before season's end could establish
himself as one of WSU's all-time rushing
leaders. He has size, 5-11,191, and speed.
TWo years ago as a regular he ranked as
one of the top backs in the league.
Harris, on the other hand, saw a lot of
action last year as the No. 2 running back.
He gained 414 yards rushing, the top mark
ever for a WSU freshman, and also led the
team in kickoff returns with 18 for a 19.9
average.
With both Washington and Harris to
call upon, Walden has an enjoyable prob
lem in deciding who returns kickoffs.
WSU also boasts one of the league's
premier punters in Tim Davey. The
Spokane junior averaged 41.2 last year in
earning
All-Pacific-10
second-team
honors. The year before he averaged 41.1
and was all-league honorable mention.
Following the progression, Davey should
average 41.3 this year and be named to the
first team.
But even if that doesn't happen, the
Cougars know that when it is time to
punt, Davey will get the job done.

20.

Lined nylon Windbreaker. Cardinal w/silver & cardinal knit cuffs
and collar. Adult S, M, L, XL, XXL 29.95
Hooded sweatshirt. Adult, gray, crimson or navy, S, M, L, XL 13.95.
Youth S, M, L, gray w/crimson sleeves and hood 10.95. Same design
available on gray tank top, Adult M, L, XL, 5.95. Adult T-shirt gray,
blue or white, S, M, L, XL 5.95. Youth gray T-shirt XS, S, M, L3.95.

OUGflRS

NE 700 Thatuna, Pullman, WA 99163
Mail Orders only
Quan.

Item

Size

Color

Price

Charge my # .

Total Price

Master Charge
Visa
Wash, residents add
Name
5% sales tax
Address—
Zip
StateCity _
Postage: up to 10.00 odd .90,10.00-20.00 add 1.75, 20.00 & up add 2.00.10% off any WSU
Shirt. One item per customer.
Void after Nov. 30,1980

A NATURAL GAS
POWERED RAZOR?
Ridiculous. There are some jobs that no other
energy source can do as well as electricity. And
those are the jobs that we've got to start saving
electricity for.
NaturalGas, on the other hand,can serve you in
other ways very well. It can make cold things
warm... your home, your bath water, and the food
you eat. Natural Gas does these jobs quickly and
efficiently.
We have ample supplies of Natural Gas here in
the Pacific Northwest. Proven reserves and
stored amounts to last for decades.
Electricity, however, is in short supply. And
demand for electricity is growing at an astronom
ical pace.
If we expect to have adequate energy in our
future, we must begin now to manage our exist
ing resources. You can help. Natural Gas for
heating ... Save electricity for the things it
does best.

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER COMPANY

W

SU head coach Jim Walden likes
his defense to exhibit some of
the same characteristics dis
played by the team's nickname.
Quick like a cat... mobile ... chases you
from sideline to sideline ... has a hungry
look ... has nine lives •... never gives up.
This year's Cougar defensive edition
probably displays those characteristics

more than any of Walden's previous
squads and the results are beginning to
show.
"We want our defense to pursue the
ball wherever it goes. Ideally there should
be 12 guys around the ball when the play
is halted and 11 of them should be defen
sive players," Walden offers.
It's taken awhile, but this year's Cougar
defensive team is beginning to play like
Walden wants. They get to the ball
quicker than past teams, move from
sideline to sideline faster, and have more
players around the ball when the play is

INFLATION IS
EVERYBODY'S
HEADACHE!
Find relief in this
free booklet.Write:
"Dollars and Sense"
Pueblo, Colorado,

81009.
We can all beat
inflation if we
just use our
dollars and sense.
VatS I

A public service message of The Advertising Council and The U.S. Departments
of Agriculture, Commerce, Labor and Treasury. Presented by this magazine.

Melvin Sanders/Brian Flones
Walker were regulars a year ago. So was
Ken Collins, John Winslow and Lewis
Lobdell.
Now there is a lot more help for those
veterans.
There are two new faces to help the
linebacker corps, John Samuelson and
Ken Johnson, reinforcements for Ken
Emmil and Dennis Braun, both starters
from time to time a year ago.
Braun, 6-2, 215, is a junior, while Emmil,
6-1, 215, is a sophomore. The Cougars
turned to the junior college picture for
both Samuelson, 6-2, 205, and Johnson,
6-0,204, so both are now juniors, meaning
WSU's linebackers will be together for a
couple of years.
A year ago injuries and lack of overall
depth forced members of WSU's secon
dary to play at least two positions, one as
a cornerback, the other as a safety. That
shouldn't be a problem this year.
Here again, Walden turned to the junior
colleges for help.

•

There are a number of new faces in
WSU's defensive lineup this year, most of
them from the junior college ranks of a
year ago. But that's not to say there aren't
a few pretty fair veterans returning.
One of the Cougars' problems in recent
years has been depth on defense. There
have been some fine players, just not
nearly enough of them.
Melvin Sanders and Scott Pelluer have
been in the lineup almost their entire
careers. Both are seniors. Down linemen
Matt Elisara, Brian Flones and Mike

Matt Elisara

Not all of the faces are new, however.
Darren Talley, a 5-11, 175-pound sopho
more, and juniors John West, 6-1,183, Jeff
Files, 6-1, 180, and Gary Teague, 6-0, 186,
all saw more action at more positions last
year than they care to remember.
In all, there are six new JC players on
the Cougar secondary depth chart this
season. Billy Gribble was on the Cougar
campus a year ago and played a few
downs, but is just now beginning to come
into his own at left corner. Gribble is 5-9,
167, and joins Talley and another new
comer, Nate Bradley, 5-10,186.
On the opposite side Files is joined by
the only senior in WSU's secondary, Hugh
Parker, 5-10,190. Parker also came to WSU
via the JC route two years ago.
Teague has a lot of new help at his
strong safety spot with the addition of Joe
Taylor, 6-0,185, and Rod Harmon, 6-1,186.
The same can be said for West at free
safety. Add Paul Sorensen, 6-0, 190, and
Rod Retherford, 5-10,175, to that position.
Suddenly the Cougars have some
bodies to work with and the results are
pleasing to Walden and his defensive
coaches.
While the Cougars aren't huge up front,
there's enough size to get the job done,
Walden believes.
Pelluer, 212, and Sanders, 220, both
stand 6-2 at their outside linebacker
spots. Elisara tops the front three in
weight at 6-3, 250, but Winslow, 6-4, 235,
Collins, 6-3, 230, and Walker, 6-3, 246, are
in the same neighborhood size-wise.
The Cougars' place kicking is in good
shape with fifth-year senior Mike DeSanto. The 5-8,155-pounder waited in the
wings until getting the starting spot last
year and he made good on it. He made 23
of 27 extra point attempts and eight of 11
field goal tries, including a 47-yarder. His
47 points led the Cougars in scoring.

WHY DO PEOPLE JOIN
THE COUGAR CLUB?

by Art Rosenbaum, San Francisco CHRONICLE

A

football maneuver deserving of
more
respect—at
least
by
definition—is the short pass to
the remaining back. It's called The Dump,
The Layoff, The Check or Check-off, The
Dink, The Valve as in safety valve, or any
other diminishing description that
comes to mind.
No longer is this "dump" something
the quarterback throws away only as a
last measure. As zone defenses become
more sophisticated and less penetrable,
continued

.. .TO Here (Martin Stadium, 1979). COUGAR CLUB Made it Happenl

My Name
I am nominating the following Cougar Club
proapccts: Please send brochure and applica
tion Immediately.

Address _
(Please Print)

(Please Print)
NAME

1

ADDRESS
YOU
CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN I
CALL: 309-335-6815.
OR MAIL THE COUPON ON THE LEFT
TO: Cougar Club Office
Bohler Gym B-19
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164

MMW

The SeasonJfclongs to Jantzen

Fall Fashion Breakthrough
Cut chenille will add a timely touch to your wardrobe.

the tiny flip has gained up-front space in
the playbook. More than an embarrass
ment to the quarterback, more than a
mere safety valve, the short or even
shorter pass in modern football is not
only a standard low-risk call, but a key to
ball control.
Typically, the quarterback has three or
four or even five intended receivers ... his
primary or primaries go fairly long, the
secondary or secondaries have medium
routes and then, if those avenues are
closed, there remains the little swing to
the nearby halfback. If all goes well, the
back has completed his initial blocking
assignment and is free to catch and run.
More than likely he will have but one po
tential tackier in the area, a lollypop situa
tion for a runner. Maybe he'll advance
only two or threeyards, but on this kind of
a one-on-one situation, he might well
clear for seven or eight on the way to
another first down. Beautiful, right?
Aha, the critic scoffs, that's like drawing
X's and O's. It looks good on paper but de
fenses react to repeating patterns, and
too many "valves" will simply get those
backs smothered as the game wears on.
True, but that's how life is in the flexible
world of football. The valve remains a
third choice of a passing QB but a vitally
important choice nevertheless. Excessive
pressure on any area relieves another.
Perhaps the tight end is loose for 10 yards,
or a flare becomes practical, or a curl to
the flanker, and on and on. Football tacti
cians would make good accordionists.
Their plays must vary—in and out, short
and long.
The next critical voice will say, "But our
team does not pass much. Our coach
echoes the old protest that "only three
things can happen with a forward pass
and two are bad." No dispute. The run
ning game, especially with powerful per
sonnel, is the heart of the game. Most
schools, including those consistently in
the nation's Top Ten, adhere to the basic
number of plays—two-thirds running,
one-third passing.
However, let's examine the modern col
lege "running" game. A good many rec
orded runs are actual runs-off-theoption, and the option includes a back
ward pass. In such situations, the quar
terback dances along the line searching
for an opening and when he doesn't find
it, lures tacklers toward him until, at the
final instant, he laterals to a trailing back.
When done well, this is a good yardage,
good control play and it comes off a form
of the pass.
The statistician doesn't call it a pass,
but in fact it's a high risk procedure that
puts a "live" ball in the air. In contrast to
the incomplete forward pass, an uncaught lateral can be recovered by the
opposition. To be more accurate, this ob
server submits, game statistics should be

continued

separated to include yardage off the short
as well as the long pass; running yardage
off the straight handoff or snap, and
"passing" yardage off the option lateral.
In that way we'd get a better under
standing of ball control off the pass—
both the forward and the lateral pass.
A classic confrontation to illustrate
both philosophies occurred on Septem
ber 9, 1978, when strong-running Ok
lahoma defeated pass-powered Stanford.
For a while, this offensive show had the
appearance of a 1000-yard game—500 on
each side. It wound up with Oklahoma
gaining a net 496 and Stanford 401. It also
wound up, on the final play, with the ball
flying 36 yards down to the Oklahoma end
zone. Had Kenny Margerum, Stanford's
All-America sophomore, been able to
hold it, Stanford would have won on the
extra point. He did not and Oklahoma
prevailed, 35-29.
It was a skittery exciting, wonderful
college show. From a tactical view,
though, this was a marvelous example of
two daring, opposite offenses. Oklahoma
had Billy Sims and other smashing driv
ers, and its coach was willing to accept
some of the perils of the option to get Sims

and friends into the open.
Statistics can be boring, but not these:
Oklahoma EIGHT (8) fumbles, FOUR (4)
lost. Stanford FOUR (4) pass interceptions.
Oklahoma 67 rushing attempts, Stan
ford 30.
Oklahoma 375 yards rushing, Stanford
102.

Stanford 49 pass attempts, 32 com
pleted; Oklahoma 13 pass attempts, five
completed,
one
intercepted. (Ad
ditionally, Stanford had four "pitches"—
laterals to the halfback that, in this con
text, should be termed passes. All were at
tempted on early downs for ball control
and all succeeded, for a total of 24 yards.)
Oklahoma 24 first downs, Stanford 22.
Those stats are almost even but indi
cate the tremendous difference in styles
and attitudes. A wild, wild day, yet a re
markable documentation of two types of
ball control.
The major point of this play-by-play
re-examination, of course, is to demon
strate how two offense-minded college
teams could be extremely conscious of
controlling the ball while appearing to be
hysterically overeager. Oklahoma had a
continued
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A good passing quarterback can spot his target come rain or shine.

history of fumbling but regarded the
dangers—putting the ball everywhere,
including in the air—worth the rewards.
Stanford opted for the flexible pass attack
with nine receivers, hut another stat from
that game is worth a special check: 17
passes were shorties to the backs, four
over the line to the tight ends, and 11 to
the wide receivers.
That ratio has become fairly standard
now for passing teams, including the
pros. The QR is not considered chicken if
he doesn't unleash the bomb every other
down. Moving the ball upheld in tiny
chunks, while maintaining possession, is
the mark of leadership. Obviously such
leadership must include a passing arm
with a camera brain. The quarterback has
a number of pictures he must flash be
tween the time he accepts the ball from
the center and the time he releases. He
must identify the defensive setup, with
particular attention to the linebackers
and cornerbacks. Then, while taking his
backward steps, he must see from the
corner of his eye how his receivers are
maneuvering against their defenders. If
he takes a seven-step drop, he should
know by the fifth step where and to whom
he will throw the ball.
The quick look downfield, through step
5, is crucial for a quality quarterback.
Coaches suspect that many passing QBs
can only focus on one-half the field while
4t

wheeling back, and will throw blindly to a
primary receiver if rushed. Some of the
great ones like Roger Staubach and Bart
Starr learned in school how to look, and
look again, before making the big deci
sion .
Calling a play is not as difficult as fulfil
ling it. So let's take the easy way for a few
paragraphs and fantasize ourselves into
the passing quarterback's role in a
midfield situation. Remember, our domi
nant thought here is ball control.
First down—We're going to try for five
yards and we'll take what their defense
will give us. Okay, let's call a play-action
pass with the wide receiver going downfield 15 yards on a hook, the flanker cross
ing underneath beyond the line, the tight
end blocking, fullback blocking, and the
halfback prepared to move off his block if
the ball must be dumped. Now, if the WIl
is open, we pump to him. If not, we dump
to the halfback who (let's say) advances
five.
Second down—Definitely a possession
down, or control down, pass. Maybe an
out to the sideline, or a WR comeback, or a
short curl. We might be fortunate with a
long gainer, but more likely we'd like a six
yarder to the TE. bet's agree it's incom
plete.
Third down—Yardage needed. Third
and five is not for control, but for a first
down. A screen is a ball-control pass with

reasonable chance of success. Even bet
ter is a draw (a fake pass and run). We
make only lour yards.
Fourth down (and one)—The crowd
says "Go for it." The coach and quarter
back are not deaf. Given a reasonable po
sition, like inside their 40, we might take a
chance. The score and the amount of
time left are important factors. In some
instances this could be a long ball play, if
the defense is drawn in; in others a quar
terback sneak, but most likely a double
tight end, old-fashioned line buck. (PS. We
win.)
The defense against a passing team,
especially one that employs the short (or
ball control) type, is not simple. Rushing
the quarterback is still the No. 1 method.
He can't throw if he's flat on his seat,
linebackers have great responsibility, in
particular the inside LB who stands close
to the line and can "read" a QB's eyes on
the drop back. Middle linebackers are
pests for QBs. Often they sneak to one
side or the other while the play is begin
ning and when the QB gives it the quick
look he can be deceived by the false mo
tions and lulled into an interception.
Well, so much for tactics and tech
niques. Now you have the spectator's op
tion of doing what comes naturally ...
watching the ball.

America's autumn ritual is underway, and the fall line up of all-stars in jeans,
shirts and tops is playing at The Gap. The
world's largest seller of Levi's® jeans has
the looks, sizes, and values you want.
Plus action and sweat looks you can't
find anywhere else, for guys, gals and
kids. Touch down at one of The Gap's
450 stores nationwide.
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NCAA Division I Records

Marc Wilson
TOTAL OFFENSE
Most Plays

Bill Anderson
Season—296, Bill Anderson (Tulsa), 1965.
Career—642, Chuck Hixson (SMU), 196870.

Kent Kitzmann
SCORING
Most Points Scored

Game—43, Jim Brown (Syracuse) vs. Col
Game—76, Mike Stripling (Tulsa) vs.
gate, 1956.
Most Passes Had Intercepted
Memphis State, 1968.
Season—580, Bill Anderson (Tulsa), 1965. Game—9, John Reaves (Florida) vs. Au Season—174, Lydell Mitchell (Penn State),
1971.
Career—1,579, Gene Swick (Toledo), burn, 1969.
Season—34, John Eckman (Witchita Career—356, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1973-76.
1972-75.
Most Touchdowns Scored
State), 1966.
Most Yards Gained
Game—599, Virgil Carter (BYU) vs. Career—68, Zeke Bratkowski (Georgia), Game—7, Arnold (Showboat) Boykin
(Mississippi) vs. Mississippi State, 1951.
1951-53.
Texas-El Paso, 1966.
Season—29, Lydell Mitchell (Penn State),
Season—3,343, Bill Anderson (Tulsa), Most Yards Gained
Game—571, Marc Wilson (Brigham 1971.
1965.
Career—59, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1973-76;
Career—8,074, Gene Swick (Toledo), Young) vs. Utah, 1977.
Glenn Davis (Army), 1943-46.
Season—3,720, Marc Wilson (BYU), 1979.
1972-75.
Career—7,818, Jack Thompson (Washing Most Extra Points Made Kicking
BUSHING
Game—13, Terry Leiweke (Houston) vs.
ton State), 1975-78.
Most Rushes
Tulsa, 1968.
Most
Touchdown
Passes
Game—57, Kent Kitzmann (Minnesota)
Game—9, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State) Season—60, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1973;
vs. Illinois, 1977.
Rich Sanger (Nebraska), 1971.
Season—358, Steve Owens (Oklahoma), vs. New Mexico State, 1969.
Season—39, Dennis Shaw (San Diego Career—149, Rich Sanger (Nebraska),
1969.
1971-73.
Career—1,074, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1973- State), 1969.
Career—69, Steve Ramsey (North Texas Most Field Goals Made
76.
Game—6, Vince Fusco (Duke) vs. ClemState), 1967-69.
Most Yards Gained
son, 1976; Frank Nester (W. Virginia) vs. VilRECEIVING
Game—356, Eddie Lee Ivery (Georgia
lanova,
1972; Charley Gogolak (Princeton)
Most
Passes
Caught
Tech) vs. Air Force, 1978.
Game—22, Jay Miller (BYU) vs. New vs. Rutgers, 1965.
Season—1,948, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1976.
Season—22, Matt Bahr (Penn State), 1978.
Career—6,082, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1973- Mexico, 1973.
Season—134, Howard TWillev (Tulsa), Career—56, Tony Franklin (Texas A&M),
76.
1975-78.
1965.
Most Touchdowns Scored Rushing
ALL PURPOSE RUNNING
Game—7, Arnold (Showboat) Boykin Career—261, Howard Hvilley (Tulsa),
Yardage
from Rushing, Receiving and
1963-65.
(Mississippi) vs. Mississippi State, 1951.
all Runbacks
Season—26, Lydell Mitchell (Penn State), Most Yards Gained
Game—349, Chuck Hughes (Texas-El Game—397, Eric Allen (Michigan State)
1971.
vs. Purdue, 1971.
Career—56, Steve Owens (Oklahoma), Paso) vs. North Texas State, 1965.
Season—1,779, Howard TWilley (Tulsa), Season—2,193, Art Luppino (Arizona),
1967-69.
1954.
1965.
PASSING
Career—3,598, Ron Sellers (Florida State), Career—6,615, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1973Most Passes Attempted
76.
Game—69, Chuck Hixson (SMU) vs. Ohio 1966-68.
Most Touchdown Passes Caught
State, 1968.
Season—509, Bill Anderson (Tulsa), 1965. Game—6, Tim Delaney (San Diego State)
Career—1,128, John Reaves (Florida), vs. New Mexico State, 1969.
(Records taken from The Official 1980 NCAA Football
Season—18, Tom Reynolds (San Diego
1969-71.
Records, copyright 1980 by the NCAA; used with
State), 1969.
Most Passes Completed
permission. Copies of this record book may be pur
chased from the NCAA Publishing Service, PO. Box
Game—42, Bill Anderson ClVilsa) vs. Career—34, Elmo Wright (Houston),
1906, Shawnee Mission, KS 66222.)
1968-70.
Southern Illinois, 1965.
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WATCH ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

By Mark Hyinan
Philadelphia BULLETIN

T

he next time the book club gets to
gether for debate about life after
death, the future availability of fos
sil fuels and comparably unknowable
truths, you might want to raise another
topic for discussion. Innocently prepare a
soft drink, wipe a potato chip across the
clam dip and ask, "Who do you feel
are more effective placement special
ists—conventional kickers or the soccer
stylers?"
You may not get an answer, but you are
sure to get some strange looks.
The question is not new. To devotees of
college football, the on-going rivalry be
tween conventional and soccer-style
kickers is as familiar as the post pattern.
For most of college football's history,
placements (kickoffs and field goal at
tempts) were the private domain of the
conventional, straight-ahead kickers. Of
ten, the players selected were hefty line
men who did not win the job so much as
they were stuck with it. The philosophy
went something like this: A man with a
large foot and a healthy bit of bulk could
kick further than a man without them.

Something so special
is meant to be shared.
Though it is not readily apparent, there
must have been an ounce of logic buried
in there somewhere.
That attitude prevailed until an un
deniable fact was discovered. On college
campuses across the land—often on
fields adjoining football stadia—frail, in
defatigable little jack rabbits were playing

continued

continued

a European concoction called soccer.
And, horror of horrors, these little men
with their short pants and impressive
grade point averages could kick a soccer
ball with more skill, distance and accu
racy than any strong-footed offensive
lineman.
A dilemma ensued. College coaches
wanted to win games, but they also
wanted to preserve football for manly,
burly, beefy men.To invite in soccer's best
booters was likened by some football
head coaches to a shapely blonde asking
the resident intellect to a drive-in movie.
It just wasn't done.
The change in attitude came gradually.
At the start, soccer style kickers dripped
into the game like water from a faulty
faucet. The success of those sidewinding
pioneers increased the flow of soccer
style kickers in college football to a steady
dribble, however, and before long, the old
and irrational objection to outsiders on
the inside was no more. Ability to split the

Soccer style kickers dominate football.

CAREFUL HOMEOWNERSSAVE WITH SAFECO
Insurance for your car, home, life and business.
Look in the Yellow Pages for your nearest independent SAFECO agent.
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goal posts and reach the end zone, as it
always should have been, was at last the
only kicking criterion.
In the years that have passed since
they first teed it up, soccer style kickers
have made great strides. Today, they are
not only accepted by the college football
establishment, they dominate it. Last
year, for example, only three of the top 10
field goal kickers in college football were
conventional kickers, according to the Na
tional Collegiate Athletic Association.The
remaining seven were sidewinders. Even
more telling is this statistic: Of the top 55
kickers in the college game last year, 40
succeeded with soccer style.
And finally, a fact most college coaches
must already suspect: A year ago, the
soccer style kickers in Division I of college
football split goal posts on 59.4 percent of
their tries. The conventional kickers were
not as successful,hitting on only 56.7 per
cent.
The shift from conventional to side-

Not available in Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Vermont.
.

•

winding dominance has occurred with
both completeness and startling speed.
Whereas the important kicking question
not too many years ago was: "Is there a
place in football for soccer style?" in
telligent men now argue whether the
straight-on kickers will soon go the way of
the hoola-hoop and dinosaur. On that
subject, there is less than unanimity of
opinion.
One eastern college soccer coach,
whose players have gone to the football
varsity and on to the pros, worries more
about the end than the means."Ifyou can
kick the ball through the goal posts, it
makes no difference whether you hit it
withyour toe,your instep oryour heel," he
says.
"Nobody's going to pay much attention
to how you lined up, how you ap
proached the ball and if you ever played
high school soccer as long as you suc
ceed.
"Personally, I'd rather see a kid hit the
ball with his instep (as soccer style kick
ers do) because you get a greater surface
area in contact with the ball. It's generally
a route to greater accuracy. But there's no
way I'm going to monkey with a con
ventional kicker, tell him soccer tech
nique is superior."
Indeed, the question of style raises odd
questions. Though the desired result is
identical, there is a vast difference be
tween the methods used by the side
winders and straight-on proponents.
The beauty of the conventional method
is its simplicity. The kicker simply paces
off several steps in a line directly behind
the holder or tee, does an about-face and
marches back toward the ball. When he
returns to the football, he brings his toe to
the ball. The desired result, naturally, is a
high, true boot. The period of study is
long and sometimes frustrating.
"Conventional kickers take longer to de
velop and coaches aren't always long on
patience, especially with kickers," ex
plains a straight-on kicker, formerly from
a southern school, who now stars in the
professional ranks. He added, "I don't
think soccer style kickers get more dis
tance and I'll match my accuracy from 55
yards and in against anybody's."
The sidewinding technique is very dif
ferent. As the name suggests, the kicker
approaches from the side. The swing of
the leg, unlike the technique used by con
ventional kickers, involves not only the
toe, but the leg, thigh and even groin
muscles. In contrast to straight-on
kickers, sidewinders strike the ball with
the instep of the kicking foot, thus apply
ing more surface area of the shoe to more
surface area of the ball. Soccer coaches
and record books suggest that the result
is greater distance and accuracy than
conventional kickers could ever hope for.
' The soccer way, there's less chance of a

complete error than when you're taking
the ball on the toe of the shoe and putting
it up against a much smaller part of the
ball," the soccer coach insists. "The
chance of the thing going completely
awry is increased."
The coach added, parenthetically, "But
if you can get the job done with the toe,
that's fine."
One of college football's finest kickers, a
sidewinder who finished in the NCAA's
top 15 last year, suspects the increased
use of thigh and groin muscles accounts
for sidewinders' consistently superior
results.
"We use a lot more muscles in our legs,"
he says. "The conventional guy uses only
the top part of his legs. Soccer guys use
those muscles, the groin muscles and a
lot more of the body.
"For me, it's just like playing golf—
exactly. When I'm kicking, it's like swing
ing a nine-iron. It's a nice fluid swing that
I can repeat time and again."
That is not to say conventional kickers
cannot do the same. Straight-on booter
Dale Castro of Maryland was second, be
hind sidewinder Ish Ordonez of Arkan
sas, in overall field goal success last year.
Castro hit an impressive 17 of 21field goal
tries (81 percent) and booted an average
of 1.55 three-pointers per game. Don
Stump of McNeese St. (15 of 21 FGs) and
Allan McElroy of Alabama (15 of 22) were
conventional kickers who placed in the
NCAA's top 10 last year.
It also should be said that the record for
the longest field goals in Div. I college
football history is held, in part, by Bussell
Erxleben and Steve Little, both con
ventional kickers from Southwest Confer
ence schools. The distance is a cosmic 67
yards.
Another successful sidewinder re
mains unimpressed."Ten years down the
line, I see the soccer stylist really starting
to dominate the game," he says.
"Because of the availability of soccer
players and their being brought up tech
nically able to kick a ball, those are the
people who will do the kicking.
In this sidewinder's view, the only thing
that can extract the conventional kickers
from the disrepute into which they have
fallen is—get this— the creation of a
new sport.
"Soccer, a game that puts a premium on
kicking with the instep, has made
sidewinders what they are, he said. If
there was a game which involved only
kicking the ball with your toe, then we'd
really have a conflict here.
"At the moment, there is no breeding
ground for the conventional kicker.
Whereas soccer kickers get instruction,
the conventional guy is mainly selftaught. If that ever changes, watch out.We
might be kicking them from end zone to
end zone."
lit

The winner
the annual game
between
&

gains posses
sion of the
"Sweet Sioux"
tomahawk.
When first estab
lished, the trophy was an authentic
wooden Indian of the type that
formerly graced the front of cigar
stores throughout the nation.
This trophy
began as a
team's water jug,
which was inad
vertently left be
hind after a 1903
Big Ten game.
When Coach
Fielding Vost re
quested it be re
turned, the opposing team answered
"come and get it." The two teams
which play for this "Little Brown Jug"
are
and

This trophy con
tains repro
ductions of a
mule, a goat, and
a falcon. Name
the teams in
volved in the
competition for
this trophy.

The MacArthur Bowl was first offered
for competition in 1959. Designed by
Tiffany & Co., it contains almost 400
ounces of silver and took eight
months to fashion. Who is enthled to
win the MacArthur Bowl?

Y
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DIRECTIONS: Match these
famous trophies with the
teams who compete for
them.
• West Virginia
• Louisiana State
• North Carolina
• Penn State
• Cal
• Washington State
• Stanford
• Washington
• Pitt
• Army
• Duke
• Minnesota
• DePauw
• Northwestern
• Purdue
• Michigan
• Wabash
• Iowa
• Illinois
• Navy
• The outstanding
college football
team of the season
• Air Force
• Indiana
• Clemson
• Princeton
• The winner of the
NCAA Division II
Championship

16 - 19 YOU DESERVE A TROPHY!
13 - 15 YOU'RE STILL FIRST TEAM.
10 - 12 REDSH1RT THIS YEAR.
7 - 9 HIT THE SHOWERS.

The Monon Bell,
an old railroad
engine bell, is
the trophy
awarded to the
victor of the
"oldest uninter
rupted football
rivalry west of
the AllegheniesJ
Name the two teams involved in this
rivalry.
and

Floyd was a na
tional cham
pionship hog
back in 1935. He
became the ob
ject of a wager
between the
governors of
two states as to
the outcome of
the football game between
_&

The Apple Trophy
is held for
one year by the
winner of the
game between

Bach of these two teams tries to do a
hatchet job on the other. That is why
this famous trophy is shaped like an
axe. The teams arc
—
and
•
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\6u look like you just heard
from DeanWitter.

There are some people in this world who just
aren't easy to please, especially when it comes to their
investments. But at Dean Witter Reynolds, we can help
please even the hard-to-please investor, with a full line
of investments and services... all the way from stocks
and bonds to tax shelters, insurance and financial
planning. And with people—people who know how
to best tackle your investment needs.
Today, that's something even a hard-to-please
investor can smile about.
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DEAN WITTER REYNOLDS
One investment firm
you'll be glad to hear from.
Member SIPC

NCAA Divisions II & III Records

Game—20, Harold Robers (Austin Peay)
vs. Murray State, 1969; 20, Pete Thompson,
Carroll (Wis.) vs. Augustana (111.), 1978.
Season—96, Ed Bell (Idaho State), 1969.
Career—253, Chris Myers (Kenyon),
1967-70.

Game—79, Kaipo Spencer (Santa Clara)
vs. Portland State, 1975.
Season—527, Tim Von Dulm (Portland
State), 1970.
Career—1,510, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.

Most Yards Gained

Most Yards Gained

Game—363, Tom Nettles (San Diego
State) vs. Southern Mississippi, 1968.
Season—1,581, Dan Fulton (NebraskaOmaha), 1976.
Career—4,354, Bruce Cerone (YanktonEmporia State), 1966-69.

Game—562, Bob Toledo (San Francisco
State) vs. Hayward State, 1967.
Season—3,463, June Jones (Portland
State), 1976.
Career—8,385, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.

Most Touchdown Passes Caught

RUSHING

Game—8, Paul Zaeske (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968.
Season—20, Ed Bell (Idaho State), 1969.
Career—49, Bruce Cerone (YanktonEmporia State), 1966-69.

Most Rushes

Game—61, Mark Perkins (Hobart) vs. RPI,
1968.
Season—350, Leon Burns (Long Beach
State), 1969.
Career—1,072, Bernie Peeters (Luther),
1968-71.

SCORING
Most Points Scored

Game—48, Paul Zaeske (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968; Junior Wolf (Panhan
dle State) vs. St. Mary's (Kansas), 1958.
Season—178, Terry Metcalf (Long Beach
State), 1971.
Career—464, Walter Payton (Jackson
State), 1971-74.

Most Yards Gained

Game—382; Kelly Ellis, (No. Iowa) vs.
Western 111., 1970.
Season—1,775, Jim Holder (Panhandle
State), 1963.
Career—5,042, Chris Cobb, Eastern 111.,
1976-79.

Most Touchdowns Scored

Most Touchdowns Scored Rushing

Game—8, Paul Zaeske (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968; Junior Wolf (Panhan
dle State) vs. St. Mary's (Kansas), 1958.
Season—29, Terry Metcalf (Long Beach
State), 1971.
Career—66, Walter Payton (Jackson State),
1971-74.

Game—8, Junior Wolf (Panhandle State)
vs. St. Mary's (Kansas), 1958.
Season—28, Terry Metcalf (Long Beach
State), 1971.
Career—63, Walter Payton (Jackson State),
1971-74.
PASSING
Most Passes Attempted

Most Passes Completed

Game—43, George Bork (Northern Il
linois) vs. Central Michigan, 1963.
Season—259, Tim Von Dulm (Portland
State), 1970.
Career—642, Jim Lindsey (Abilene Chris
tian), 1967-70.
Most Passes Had Intercepted

Season—32, Joe Stetser (Chico State),
1967.
Career—70, Craig Solomon (Southwest
ern, Tenn.), 1975-78.

2 nearby Robert Trent Jones golf courses and
26 tennis courts close to the hotel. Our own
beach for swimming, water skiing and water
sports. A heated pool. Horseback riding at
Ponderosa Ranch. Indoor and Outdoor Theme
Parties.
Elegant dining in the only hotel restaurant on
the lake. Live entertainment in the lounge.
Excitement in our 24 hour casino. 20,000 sq. ft.
of Meeting Space [a ballroom of 8,000 sq. ft ]
accommodating 1,000 theatre style or 700 for
banquet—plus additional meeting rooms. An
j
experienced meeting planning staff. Regularly
.
scheduled transportation from Reno
^ Jn
Int'l Airport.
Call Director of Sales: 702-831-1111

RECEIVING
Most Passes Caught

TOTAL OFFENSE
Most Plays

Game—72, Kaipo Spencer (Santa Clara)
vs. Portland State, 1975; Joe Stetser (Chico
State) vs. Oregon Tech, 1967.
Season—490, Tim Von Dulm (Portland
State), 1970.
Career—1,237, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.

Lake Tahoe the way it was... and still is. 460 newly
appointed rooms and suites on the North Shore
plus a Regency Club Level with Concierge and
special VIP amenities.

Most Extra Points Made Kicking

Ed Bell
Most Yards Gained

Game—568, Bob Toledo (San Francisco
State) vs. Hayward State, 1967.
Season—3,518, June Jones (Portland
State), 1976.
Career—8,521, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.

Game—14, Art Anderson (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968.
Season—57, Ben Falcone (Waynesburg),
1967.
Career—135, Bill Swartz (Coll. Emporia),
1961-64.
Most Field Goals Made

Most Touchdown Passes

Game—5, 10 players have made 5 field
goals in a game, from 1971 to 1979.
Season—20, Tom Jurich (Northern
Arizona), 1977.
Career—64, Mike Wood (Southeast
Missouri), 1974-77.

Game—10, Bruce Swanson (North Park)
vs. North Central, 1968.
Season—45, Bob Toledo (San Francisco
State), 1967.
Career—93, Doug Williams (Grambling),
1974-77.

(Records taken from The Official 1980 NCAA Football
Records, copyright 1980 by the NCAA; used with
permission. Copies of this record book may be pur
chased from the NCAA Publishing Service, RO. Box
1906, Shawnee Mission, KS 66222.)
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THE
NICKEL
DEFENSE: HOW IT WORKS

by David McCollum, Arkansas DEMOCRAT

Y

ou've been asked to be in a formal wedding party.
Men, do you buy a tuxedo when you know you'll
have occasion to wear it only once or twice the next
few years? Women, do you purchase an elegant dress
that will only be appropriate for one occasion?
The dilemma is similar to one that confronts the collegiate
coach concerning the practicality of the nickel defense. Unless
a team commonly roams among a certain specialized strata,
the nickel defense may not be worth the price it s a luxury in
the Nieman-Marcus catalogue of college defenses.
Practice time and the makeup of a teams schedule are the
continued
17t

This exciting halftime series on
ABC-TV, NCAA football, isolates the
great moments of games past and
present. It's presented on behalf
of Fireman's Fund and your
local independent insurance
agents. The independent
men and women who work

for you—not for us or any other insur
ance company. And who take pride in
getting you the best insurance for
your needs. So join us on ABC-TV,
NCAA football. Check your local
newspaper for game times in your
area. You won't wapt to miss
the action.

NICKEL DEFENSE
major issues in the effectiveness of the
defense.
For some schools, the nickel can result
in great dividends. For other teams, it just
doesn't make sense.
Do you put a set of sleek radial tires
with frill chrome mags on the rusty ole
jalopy you use only for trips to the favorite
fishing hole?
The nickel defense, so named because
a team will insert a fifth defensive back
into the game during an obvious passing
situation, is a highly specialized man
euver. It can be flashy, spectacular and
prompt raves. A price must be paid for its
use.
The defense has become almost extinct
in some regions and the option offense is
the predator. A high-powered option at
tack is to the nickel defense like a mon
goose is to snakes. Thus, in regions where
option football and scrambling quarter
backs are dominant, the nickel defense is
seldom seen. In conferences where there
are several teams with dangerous dropback passing attacks, such as the Pac-10
or Western Athletic Conference, or where
option football in relation to the quarter
back has been downplayed, such as the
Big Ten, the defense is more common.
"The team you would use it against is
primarily the dropback passing team that
you know would pass most of the time on
third and long or in obvious passing situa
tions," said a highly successful major col

continued

lege coach. "We don't see that type of
team that often anymore, so the time it
takes to install the nickel defense is not
worth the use."
Before going into a more detailed ac
count of the pros and cons of the defen
sive scheme, a formal introduction is
needed.
The nickel defense is not new to college
football.
"It's like a lot of things you see in foot
ball," said a major college defensive coor
dinator. "It has been used for a long time,
but it has become more glamorized and
has acquired a mystique because some
one gave it a nickname. I've seen it used
for about 15 or 20 years, and I think it
really became popular in the days when
the emphasis in college football all over
was on the pass and you saw a lot of
dropback quarterbacks. It received the
name more recently."
The basic nickel defense involves sub
stituting an extra defensive back in pas
sing situations, but some teams have even
begun inserting two extra backs.
From that point, the defense becomes
more complicated because of the various
options. The defensive back can be sub
stituted for a linebacker, an end, a
noseguard and what the defense does
with the extra back can depend on the
position change. The extra pass defender
is many times used to double team a
standout split end or flanker or to provide

Defensive backs flood the field in the nickel defense.

pass coverage on a back. He can also be
used to double team a tight end or to
provide double coverage on both sides for
a team that uses two split ends. The back
can blitz and on the next series he might
fake the same blitz and cover a back.
The defensive team can also utilize the
extra defensive back to provide extra
coverage in a zone defense. The defense
can rush three men and play zone with
the other eight, which would provide
coverage of the three deep zones and still
free a safety to freelance the entire field.
"A team once put an extra defensive
back in against us, but dropped its
noseguard on pass coverage. Our quar
terback didn't recognize it and it resulted
in an interception," said a coach of a
major college known for its passing at
tack. "I've seen a team put the back in at
tackle and he would cover one of our
backs. The main thing the defense has
done to us is to take away the effect of
throwing to our backs. It's harder to get
them open in the open field. Then, you're
forced to go to the deeper routes. If you
do, you're throwing into the strength of
the defense. It can give them a big
play.
"It's difficult to throw against if you live
and die by the pass. If your quarterback
doesn't recognize the defense and make
the right adjustment, you have a turn
over."
The sophistication of option attacks
has also made the nickel defense vulner
able to big plays on the offensive end.
'Against an option team, you come up
short defensively with the nickel defense
even on third and long," said a major col
lege coach in the Southwest. "You're sub
stituting somebody who will have to play
an option and he may not be used to that
and he might not be able to make all the
necessary adjustments. You don't get
good pitch support and you're changing
option responsibilities with your person
nel. Even in a zone defense, you can get
hit in a soft spot in that zone with a sweep
and it could result in a big play or a
touchdown.
"For a good option team with a good
option quarterback, the coach contin
ued, "it's not that difficult to make first
down on third and six or seven against a
defense that is soft on running supports
And you could get a lot more.
"You're definitely more vulnerable in
your underneath coverage in a nickel de
fense against an option football team,
said a defensive coordinator for a school
in the Southeast. "You just can't get run
support against the pitch. It's something
we can't chance against most of the
teams we play. If there's a breakdown, it's
a long gain. A good scrambling quarter
back can kill you in it."
"We used to use the defense a good bit,
continued
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ITS LIKE GETTING
FREE GASOLINE
when you change to
Quaker State Sterling Motor Oil.
Quaker State Sterling lubricates better than regular
oils, so changing your oil to Sterling can get you better gas
mileage. It's specially blended and fortified with new and im
proved additives to cut friction and improve wear protection.
With Quaker State Sterling in the crankcase your
engine doesn't work as hard—so your gasoline goes farther.
It's like having extra gas in the tank, for free!
Like all Quaker State Motor Oils, Sterling can help
your car last and help you avoid expensive engine repairs.
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ill them Lee Riders. You'll call them the Ultimate Jeans, for all the right reasons. They 're built to fit trim
-eat. They're 100% cotton denim for long wear. And they're authentic Western every stitch of the way
ee Company, 640 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019. (212) 765-4215.
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NICKEL DEFENSE
but it got to the point where the scouts in
the press box for the other team would
spot it immediately when we substi
tuted," said the coach of the passoriented team. "They just came at us with
the option, knocked everybody off the
line of scrimmage and made a chunk of
yardage. Wed put aback in for a defensive
end, and when you do that, you're vul
nerable to the option sweep if they recog
nize it. The lineman would knock our
back clear back about six or seven yards,
then they were out of the gate.
Although all the coaches interviewed
conceded the nickel defense can result in
a turnover against a passing team in cer
tain situations, they noted that the mul
titude of options and changing respon
sibilities among defensive personnel
makes it a difficult defense to install as
part of the overall scheme. Many coaches
don't have time for such luxury.
"When you're deciding what your de
fensive package will be for any particular
year, anything you include in the package
means you have to spend practice time
on it," said a defensive coordinator who
has coached in several regions of the
country. "It takes time to keep people re
freshed on all their assignments in the
various options of the nickel defense. If we

continued

had three or four teams on our schedule
that threw the ball and had dangerous
passing attacks like Brigham Young or
Stanford, we might incorporate it into the
defensive package for that year. If there
aren't a lot of throwing teams on the
schedule, it's not worth the time you
spend practicing it. You just can t stick a
defensive alignment in a closet some
where and use it for special occasions.
Ybu've got to spend time polishing it.
"Any defense is only good as long as you
can execute it," he continued. "No. 1, you
may be wasting valuable practice time on
a defense that is not practical for your
conference. No. 2, because it s so different
and has so many changing respon
sibilities, it may not be worth the time as
far as what you eventually get out of it.
Maybe you get an advantage for a few
plays in one game—is that worth a whole
season of practice time just to keep the
players refreshed? That's a decision that s
different for everybody."
'Any time you go with a substitute,
you're running the risk of someone trying
to do things he's not familiar with," said
another head coach. "It can change a
whole lot of assignments. The key thing is
time. It got to the point with us that we
were spending too much time practicing

trying to give people different looks and
we got ourselves confused and had
breakdowns in the process. Thats why
we quit using the nickel defense.'
An offensive coordinator, who has
served as an assistant for several teams in
different areas of the country, is not sure
the nickel defense is an automatic advan
tage for defenders.
"We do not attack an entire defensive
scheme with our passing game," he said.
"Our attack is based on beating one or two
individuals, not a whole defense. No mat
ter what the defense, in long yardage
situations, we'll try to get three of our
people in an area where the other team
has two, or two where it has one. The nic
kel defense could cause us to audiblize a
lot to get people in those gaps, but it
would not change our basic offense in at
tacking it.
"Besides," he continued, "I don't think
the length of the pass route is as impor
tant as timing. I think timing is the key to
the passing game. The other team knows
where you have to go to get the first down
and that's where it will stack its defense.
Most times, I think you'll see the receiver
having to run the ball after he catches it to
make the necessary yardage. That's
where timing comes in."
<•'

The Overland® Tie,
a blucher oxford,
fully leather lined with
foam padded quarters and
Vibram® Caravelle sole.
Available in five colors for
about seventy-eight dollars.

Johnston
^Murphy*

(^asuals
Write for J®*M Casuals style folder
(Genesco Park, Nashville, TN 37202)
or call 800-447-4700 toll free
for your nearest dealer.
In Illinois, call 800-322-4400.
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YOU'RE STILL THIRSTY
AFTER A SOFT DRINK?

HISTORY OF
PAC-tO
CONFERENCE

©Nikon Inc. 1980

This is the Nikon for you. Amazingly small, easy to
use, and very easy to afford. Born of the tradition
of quality that makes Nikon the overwhelming
choice of professional photographers. Ready to
give you superbly sharp, life-like color shofs any
pro could be proud of. Automatically!
Just focus and shoot—Nikon space-age
electronics do the rest. The Nikon EM even
alerts you with an audible "beep" if light
conditions are not right for best results.
Add the low-cost motor drive and fire away at
up to 2 shots a second. Turn night into day with
the inexpensive, totally automatic thyristor
flash. Zero in on key plays with sharp Nikon
telephoto or zoom lenses... take in the
whole field with Nikon wide angle
lenses. Now you don't have to be a
pro to shoot like one!
All this Nikon picture-ability can be
yours for a lot less than you'd imagine. See
the Nikon EM and its even more advanced team
mates—the compact automatic Nikon FE and
classic FM —at your Nikon dealer. You'll find him in
the Yellow Pages. Or, write to Nikon Inc., Dept. N-1,
Garden City, New York 11530. Subsidiary of
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. UB8

The l\likan EH.
iiest way to cat
ail the action!
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he Pacific-10 Conference has long had the welldeserved reputation as the strongest, most competi
tive, and most successful intercollegiate athletic
conference in the country. The conference has a
long and rich history which backs up that reputation.
The roots of the Pac-lO go back 65 years. On December
a, 1915, the Pacific Coast Conference was founded at a
meeting at the Oregon Hotel in Pordand. Original mem
bership consisted of four schools—University of Califor
nia, University of Washington, University of Oregon, and
Oregon State College (now Oregon State University).
Pacific Coast Conference play began in 1916. One year
later, Washington State was accepted into the PCC and
Stanford University joined in 1918.
In 1922, the PCC expanded to eight teams with the ad
mission of University of Southern California and Univer
sity of Idaho. Montana joined the conference in 1924 and
in 1928 the PCC grew to lO members with the addition of
UCLA.
The Pacific Coast Conference competed as a 10-team
league until 1950, with the exception of 1943-1945 when
World War II somewhat curtailed athletic competition at
the university level. In 1950, Montana resigned from the
conference to join the Mountain States Conference. The
PCC continued as a nine-team conference through 1958.
In 1959, the PCC was dissolved and a new conference
was formed called the Athletic Association of Western Uni
versities. Original AAWTJ membership consisted of Cali
fornia, Stanford, Southern California, UCLA and Washing
ton. Washington State became a member in 1962 with Ore
gon and Oregon State joining in 1964. In 1968 the name
Pacific-8 Conference was adopted.
Ten years later, on July 1, 1978, University of Arizona
and Arizona State University were admitted and the
Pacific-lO Conference became a reality.
In 1940 the office of Commissioner was established and
Edwin IV. Atherton was appointed to that position.Atherton
served until 1944 and was succeeded by Victor O. Schmidt
who held the position from 1944 through 1958.
Thomas J. Hamilton became Executive Director of the
AAWU, later the Pac-8, in 1959, and was succeeded by curreill Pacific-10 Conference Executive Director Wiles Hallock in 1971.
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Every football fan knows that
the score doesn't always give a
good picture of a game. A few
statistics, like those that can be
kept on this page can make
the picture clearer, show what
the individual stars contribute
and. help to win post-game
"debates. Besides, it c m be
fun to second guess the offi
cial scorers whose statistics,
will appear in tomorrow's pa
pers. But before you -tart
here are some pointers on
being a statistician:
1. Keep cumulative totals to
be informed "up to the min
ute'' and to simplify your figur
ing ot team totals. Example:
J o n e s g a i n s 5, b , 9 , 2 y a r d s a n d
you write 1, 9, 18, 20 o n his
line.
2. On plays involving penal
ties measured from the point
of the foul, credit the rusher
or pass receiver with yardage
only to the point of the infrac
tion.
i . Charge gains and losses
on fumbles to the player who,
in your |udgment, contributed
most to the error.
4. Don't score two-point
conversion attempts after
touchdowns as rushing or
passing plays.

J^if> J|
A new breed of Weeds
is popping up everywhere.
Alumni Weeds are casual,yet dressy enough to wear
with practically everythingin your wardrobe This new
breed of Weeds gives you superb comfort, combined with
long wearing, rugged Vibram soles So pop your feet
into a pair at any participating Florsheim dealer. You 11 be
amazed at how quickly Weeds will
Thc AllimHj
grOW On yOU.

FROM FLORSHEIM
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CONFERENCE

1960 PAC-10 CONFERENCE
MEDAL WINNERS

KIKI VANDE WEGHE, UCLA, is the
best-shooting forward in UCLA history.
Kiki was the Bruins' leading scorer (19.5)
and rebounder (6.8) as he helped guide
his team to the 1980 NCAA Championship
game and No. 2 spot in the nation. He also
wound up as the eighth all-time UCLA
scorer with 1380 points in the last four
seasons. A 3.40 economics major, he is
two-time Academic All-America and
nominee for Outstanding Senior Award
and Chancellor's Marshall at UCLA.

DAVE SEVERN, Arizona State, has been
named a recipient of the prestigious
Pacific-10 Conference Medal for 1980. The
177-pound wrestler graduated last May
from the ASU School of Engineering with
a 3.43 G.PA.
A two-time All-America selection
(1979-80), Severn holds the ASU career

BRAD BUDDE, USC, was a unanimous
All-America offensive guard on USC's
Rose Bowl champion football team. He
won the coveted Lombardi Award in 1979
as the nation's outstanding college foot
ball lineman. A four-year starter at Troy,
Budde was the first freshman to start a
season opener at USC since World War II.
From his position, he threw one of the key
blocks on USC's famous "tailback sweep,"
springing Charles White on his way to a
Heisman Trophy. Also an excellent stu
dent with a 3.1 grade point average in
public administration, Budde was named
to the Academic All-America squad.

record for most wins (122). He was the
WAC champion in his weight class in
1976-77, the Pac-10 champ in 1979 and the
Pac-10 runner-up in 1980. Severn holds
the ASU record for the fastest fall (:07) and
was ASU wrestling team captain three
years (1977-79-80).

JIM JE8ERNIG, Washington State track
and field
standout, is an NCAA AllAmerica in the indoor 35-pound weight
and a two-time All-America outdoors in
the hammer. He graduated magna cum
laude in 1980, achieving a 4.0 grade point
average with a double major in German
and business, and a double minor in
Spanish and economics. He has a per
sonal best in the hammer of 216-0 and a
PR in the discus of 195-10.

JOE NEHLS, honored as the University
of Arizona's Pacific-10 Conference Medal
winner for the academic year of 1979-80,
wound up as the Wildcats' fourth all-time
leading scorer on
the basketball
hardwood.
Nehls, a 6-4, 180-pounder from
Hinsdale, 111., totaled 1,409 points in his
four-year career, and that came despite
totaling just four free throws in his
freshman year.
Nehls wound up as the conference's
and school's single-season free throw
percentage leader, hitting 108-of-122 for
88.5 percent, a record for the Pac-10 and
Arizona. His career percentage of 85.5
(271-of-317) is UA's all-time best.

PAUL ZUVELLA, Stanford's senior sec
ond baseman, worked his way into the
Cardinal all-time greats file following his
second successive All-Pacific-10 Confer
ence season.
Zuvella, the only member of coach
Mark Marquess' team to play in every one
of the club's 53 games, led Stanford in
nine of the 16 offensive departments, in
cluding batting average (.347), hits (68),
runs (50), doubles (15), walks (40) and sto
len bases (23 of 28).
Zuvella was adept in the field, also,
making only nine errors in 307 chances at
second base in 1980—a fielding percent
age of .971.
A communications major with a 3.2
G.PA., Zuvella was valedictorian of his
Ayer H.S. class in 1976.

SCOTT BLISS, Oregon, earned allAmerica honors in wrestling as both a
sophomore and as a senior. He capped
his career by taking second place in the
national championships at 150 pounds in
1980.
Bliss established new school records
both for victories in a season (34), and fora
career (120), shattering the previous
career mark of 87.
Bliss was Pac-10 champion as a senior,
having been runner-up in his junior and
sophomore seasons.
He was named to the West squad for
the annual East-West all-star meet in his
senior year.
As a junior and as a senior he was
named Oregon's outstanding wrestler.

HOWARD HARRIS, Oregon State, is the NCAA record-holder for career wrestling
wins with 169. Harris, a landscape architecture major from Salem, Ore., was four-time
All-America at OSU and capped off his career by being named the Outstanding Wres
tler at the 1980 NCAA Wrestling Championships after pinning his way through the
heavyweight division. He completed his senior season with a 46-0 record and won 41 of
his matches by fall. A three-time Pacific-10 champion, Harris was named the Outstand
ing Wrestler at the 1980 Pac-10 Championships and was the recipient of the 1980 Ore
gon State "Hustle Award" which combines athletic and academic achievement.

DOIJG TRUE, California, personifies the
student-athlete. Graduated from Cal with
a 3.4 GPA in chemical engineering, he was
twice chosen to the Pac-10 All-Academic
team and, following his senior season,
was a first-team
pick by the Pac-10
coaches to the all-conference squad.
Doug concluded his brilliant four-year
season as the Bear's No. 3 all-time rebounder (862), No. 6 all-time scorer (1215),
and the No. 3 all-time assist leader (281).
He played in all 108 games of his four-year
Cal career and started in 107 of those.
Both achievements established new Cal
records. As a senior True ranked 10th
among conference scoring leaders with a
15.1 per game average and third among
rebound leaders with a 9.1 average.

HARRELL, Washington's AllPac-10, All-Coast and Academic AllAmerica linebacker, has been named one
of ten athletes to receive the Pacific-10
Conference Medal.
Harrell earned a starting berth with the
Huskies his sophomore year, was the
team's No. 2 tackier as a junior and led the
Huskies in tackles last season (129), while
serving as the defensive huddle signalcaller. Harrell also led the Washington de
fense in interceptions with three, return
ing one for a touchdown.
Harrell earned first-team All-Academic
honors and received an NCAA PostGraduate Scholarship.
BRUCE

Drexel Bumham Lambert presents:

The Gnomes of \vall Street
The Gnome's Helmet.
It covers a head packed
with financial secrets.

The Gnome's Eyeglasses.
To compensate for a noted
tendency towards
farsightedness.

The Gnome's Eyes.
Super peripheral vision,
for spotting investment
opportunities.

The Gnome's Ears.
Equipped with a built-in
filter that separates
rumor from truth.

The Gnome's Neck. Typically

The Gnome's Hands.

very short. For sticking your
neck out can be the most
dangerous move for a
serious investor.

Developed by evolution
to keep a strong grip
on reality.

The Gnome's Briefcase.

The Gnome's Tummy.

Packed with a host of
investment aids.

Rounded and cushioned
so the gnome can roll
with the punches.

The Gnome's Knees. Strong and flexible,
for quick shifting of investment directions.

The Gnome's Tootwear.
Lightweight, durable,
designed to keep gnomes
solidly on the ground.

The Gnome's Legs. Short and sturdy,
so his feet are solidly on the ground.

Gnome News is Good News.
Drexel Bumham Lambert's staff of
over 3,000 includes more than a
few gnome-like experts whose market
observations are made available
Offices In:

Drexel Burnham Lambert

Beverly Hills, CA (213) 273-0250
Encino, CA (213) 990-0200
Fresno, CA (209) 486-1080
La Jolla, CA (714) 459-4261
Century City, CA (213) 552-8300
Los Angeles, CA (213) 628-4000

INCORPORATED

The professionalswho care.

to all our customers simultaneously.
You see, Drexel Burnham Lambert is a
big investment banking and securities
firm. But not too big. For we know
your future determines our future.

Oakland, CA (415) 835-5300
Palo Alto, CA (415) 494-8500
San Francisco, CA (415) 981-7030
Scottsdale, AZ (602) 941-2100
Seattle, WA (206) 625-0404

Offices In principle financial centers worldwide. Copyright, Drexel Burnham Lambert Incorporated, 1980. Member SIPC.

Put a new charge in your
driving — with the Kelly Super
Charger 70,60 or 50 series
tires. And the high-perfor
mance Super Charger 70 or 60
radials. They set the standard
for superior handling. They
set the pace for today's ultrawide, ultra-modern styling.
Whatever you're driving, there's
a performance-tested Super
Charger made for you. See
your Kelly-Springfield dealer.

We're out to change
America's tires.

European taste*
At easy to swallow prices.

It's a fact—for about the same price you're paying for Budweiser or Miller, you can enjoy the
genuine European taste of world-famous Tuborg Gold—or experience the different taste of an au
thentic dark beer, Tuborg Deluxe Dark.

Pat Beach
Tight End

At Bowens
Running Back

Nate Bradley
Cornerback

Dennis Braun
Weakside Linebacker

Clete Casper
Quarterback

Ken Collins
Defensive Tackle

Tim Davey
Punter

Mike DeSanto
Placekicker

John Dreyer
Offensive Guard

Matt Elisara
Defensive Tackle

Eugene Emerson
Center

Ken Emmil
Strongside Linebacker
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FRESH MOUNTAIN BARS
GIVE YOU SOMETHING
TO KICK ABOUT.

An official size football is yours for
five wrappers from fresh Mountain
Bars of any flavor, plus just $4.95.
If you prefer, you can have a NERF"
football for five wrappers and just
$3.50. Send wrappers, your name
and address, and check or Money
Order to:
FOOTBALL, BROWN & HALEY
P.O. Box 1596
Tacoma, WA 98401
makes 'em daily, 'cept Sunday.

And to get you started collecting
wrappers land enjoying the freshest,
most delicious candy you can buy),
we're making this offer: Purchase
one Mountain Bar and get a second
one FREE with this coupon.
Look for other offers on
regular and cherry Moun
tain Bar coupons. Offer
good through December
31. 1981. Void where
| prohibited by law.
I Mountain Bars get you
I into Northwest sports!

PEANUT BUTTER

WORLD-FAMOUS TUBORG BEERS ARE ENJOYED
IN 104 COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD.
Tuborg Beers are products of the Carling National Breweries, Inc.,
a subsidiary of G. Heileman Brewing Company, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.

LOOKING GOOD
TOGETHERKREH-TV

MOUNTAIN
GOOD FOR REGULAR CHERRY AND PEANUT BUTTER MOUNTAIN BARS.
Retailer: This coupon Is redeemable by consumer for a free Mountain BaT" "h 'hc
H^/!K5Sm
Bar plus 7C handling charges provided as follows: For payment, mail coupons to Brown & HaJey/Amer can

Clearing Service Inc.. P.O. Box 19220. Portland. Oregon 97219. Invoices proving purchase of sufficient stock
S
cover coupons presented must be shown upon request. Any sales tax mus.bepaldb^heconsumer.Offer
good only in the U.S.A. Void where prohibited, licensed, taxed or restricted by law. Good only on the above
g

offer. Any other use constitutesfraud. Cash value 1/20of K. Offer expires December 31. 1981

Brian Flones
Noseguard

Paul Escalera
Flanker

Jeff Files
Cornerback

Bill Gribble
Cornerback

Bill Harper
Flanker

Dirk Hunter
Outside Linebacker

Tim Harris
Running Back

SSMU

Mike Washington

Ted Jacobsen
Defensive Tackle

Ken Johnson
Weakside Linebacker

Steve Johnson
Offensive Tackle

Allan Kennedy
Offensive Tackle

John Little
Offensive Tackle

Lewis Lobdell
Noseguard

Darren Talley
Cornerback

Joe Taylor
Strong Safety

Gary Teague
Strong Safety

Pat Lynch
Noseguard

Mike Martin
Running Back

Mark McKay
Offensive Guard

Cameron Mitchell
Split End

Hugh Parker
Cornerback

Gary Patrick
Offensive Guard

Mike Walker
Defensive Tackle

MlkeW.JleJ.ee
Running Back

Je»"| Wee.
Free Safety

Scott Pelluer

Jj«W*
HanKer

«»»
M
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Washington State University 1980 Roster
Pos.

No. Name

Ht.

Wt.

Class

Hometown

No. Name
Jeff Neese

Pos.
QB

Class

Ht.

Wt.

6-4

180

So.

Hometowi
Evanston, IL

89

Pat Beach*

TE

6-4

235

Jr.

Pullman

17

96

Lee Blakeney

WLB 6-1

207

Fr.

Concord, CA

50

Mike Palumbo

OT

6-3

250

Fr.

Calgary, Alberta

27

Hugh Parker*

CB

5-10 190

Sr.

Sacramento, CA

49

Scott Block

FL

6-0

174

Jr.

Mercer Island

13

Mark Blocker

CB

5-9

151

Jr.

Los Angeles, CA

63

Gary Patrick*

OG

6-3

233

So.

Yakima

Boise, ID

47

Scott Pelluer***

OLB

6-2

212

Sr.

Bellevue

20

Al Bowens

RB

5-10 166

So.

30

Nate Bradley

CB

5-10 186

Jr.

Santa Ana, CA

74

Gunnar Petersen

OT

6-5

252

So.

37

Dennis Braun*

WLB 6-2

215

Jr.

Corvallis, OR

18

Mark Pleis

OLB

6-2

190

Jr.

Clete Casper*

QB

188

So.

Issaquah

81

Jeff Poppe

SE

6-0

174

Jr.

Mt. Vernon

9

6-0

54

Ron Claudon

C

6-3

226

So.

95

Ken Collins**

DT

6-3

230

Jr.

16

Tim Davey**

P

5-11 180

Jr.

Yelm
Lafayette, CA

Auburn

68

Greg Porter**

OG

6-3

242

Jr.

Pleasant Hills, CA

Cashmere

66

David Pritchard

C

6-0

230

Jr.

Tacoma

Tom Ramberg

RB

5-10 195

Jr.

Auburn

Spokane

40

Mike DeSanto*

PK

5-8

155

Sr.

Seattle

70

Gary Richards

DT

6-5

226

So.

Bellevue

71

John Dreyer*

OG

6-3

241

So.

Coeur d'Alene, ID

11

Samoa Samoa*

QB

6-2

202

Sr.

Long Beach, CA

73

Matt Elisara*

DT

6-3

250

Jr. Pago Pago, Am.Samoa

69

Kirk Samuelson

OG

6-3

215

Fr.

White Salmon

1

32

Sonny Elkinton

OLB

6-3

200

So.

Vancouver

38

Melvin Sanders***

OLB

6-2

220

Sr.

Los Angeles, CA

67

Eugene Emerson**

C

6-2

226

Sr.

San Jose, CA

51

Steve Sebahar

C

6-3

241

So.

Pleasanton, CA

Jr.

34

Ken Emmil*

SLB

6-1

215

So.

Lake Stevens

Compton, CA

Peter Shaw

FS

6-0

181

10

Brian Sickler**

OLB

6-1

214

Sr.

Dallas, PA

78

Kevin Sloan

OT

6-7

270

So.

Costa Mesa, CA

48

6-2

200

Jr.

Santa Ana, CA

6-1

180

Jr.

Wenatchee

6-3

248

So.

Chattaroy

28

Paul Sorensen

FS

6-0

189

Jr.

6-1

211

Sr.

Sedro Woolley

85

Tom Spencer*

TE

6-3

228

So.

Richmond, CA

185

Fr.

56

Greg Sykes*

OG

6-6

243

Sr.

Los Angeles, CA

87

Paul Escalera*

FL

41

Jeff Files**

CB

60

Charlie Flager

OT

61

Brian Flones**

NG

22

Doug Hall

RB

6-0

29

Rod Harmon

S

6-0

182

Jr.

Moscow, ID
Los Angeles, CA

43

Tim Harris*

RB

5-9

187

So.

Compton, CA

3

52

Dave Harrison

C

6-3

215

So.

Gig Harbor

83

Rick Hedlund*

TE

6-6

241

Sr.

Kent

79

Milford Hodge

DT

6-4

250

Fr.

46

Dirk Hunter

OLB

6-1

218

Jr.

64

Ted Jacobsen

DT

6-3

230

So.

Graham

75

Steve Johnson***

OT

6-6

260

Sr.

Wenatchee

15

Jeff Keller

FL

6-0

185

Jr.

Baldwin Park, CA

44

Walnut Creek, CA

Darren Talley*

CB

5-11 175

So.

Longview

Joe Taylor

SS

6-0

185

So.

Jersey City, NJ

98

Rico Tipton

SLB

6-3

200

Jr.

94

Junior Tupuola

SLB

6-2

215

Fr.

Alameda, CA

San Francisco, CA

12

Ricky Turner

QB

6-0

165

Fr.

Compton, CA

Tacoma

91

Pili Tutuvanu

OLB

93

Bryan Van Horn

DT

26

Mike Washington*** RB
John S. West**

FS

6-1

24

Citrus Heights, CA

Fr.

Carson, CA

215

Fr.

Phoenix, AZ

5-10 191

Sr.

Tacoma

183

Jr.

Marysville

6-0

172

Sr.

Bellevue
Sparks, NV

6-3

210

6-4

72

Allan Kennedy***

OT

6-7

275

Sr.

Woodland Hills, CA

21

Jim Whatley**

FL

92

Leighton, Vince

WLB 6-2

195

Fr.

Spokane

57

Brent White

SLB

6-3

225

Fr.

Ward Leland

PK

196

Spokane

84

Jamie White

TE

6-3

220

Fr.

Lapwai, ID

Chris Williams

RB

5-10 182

Fr.

Pacoima, CA

4

6-0

So.

77

John Little*

OT

6-3

275

Sr.

Raymond

31

97

Lewis Lobdell*

NG

6-2

220

So.

Enumclaw

76

Eric Williams

DT

6-4

228

Fr.

Stockton, CA

58

Dan Lynch

OG

6-4

215

Fr.

Spokane

42

Robert Williams

RB

6-0

205

So.

Compton, CA

23

Mike Martin*

RB

5-8

177

So.

Tacoma

86

Mike Wilson**

SE

6-2

203

Sr.

Carson, CA

55

Mark McKay*

OG

6-3

231

Jr.

Lacrosse

80

Keith Millard

TE

6-5

228

Fr.

Pleasanton, CA

No mirrors, no wires, nothing up our
sleeve. Citation really is both com
pact and mid-size. Watch closely.

Compact on the outside.
Outside,Citation measures only
15 feet bumper to bumper. That's trim
enough to fit into 3/4 of a parking
space.

Mid-size on the inside.
No hocus-pocus. What we did
was to mount Citation's engine
sideways, giving you enough room
inside to seat five adults comfortably.
With space left over in the
hatchback that could even surprise
Houdini. There's also a removable
shelf panel that makes every bit of
cargo just seem to disappear.

•Indicates varsity letters

The Season Belongs to Jantzen^

You've got to drive it to believe it.
Of course, there's a lot more
about Citation than meets the eye.
• There's its front-wheel-drive
traction on wet roads, through snow
and in mud.
• The way its ride can make a stretch
of road seem a whole lot smoother.
• Its impressive acceleration.
• And yet still, in the hatchback,
wagon-like convenience.
Why not see your Chevy dealer
about buying or leasing the new
Chevy Citation. You might be
amazed. It could be just the car you
have in mind.

tt's a whole new kind of compact car.

CHEVY CITATION
\
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Have aCoke
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify the same product of The Coca-Cola Company.

THE TIGERS
2
7
8
10
12
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
27
28
31
33
37
38
39
41
43
44
45
46
48
50
52

Tracy
Harrison
Council
Wolsky
Shibata
O'Rourke
Rogers
Miller
Berg
Ragland
Parcells
Morehouse
Warren
Greene
Sullivan
Ramirez
Cowling
Einck
DeShano
Mcintosh
Thomas
Blackwell
Wilson
Culpepper
Batiste
Haka
Harmon

DB
WR
PK
DB
DB
DB
QB
QB
DB
DB
WR
RB
RB
DB
ILB
RB
OLB
ILB
LB/RB
RB
DB
RB
WR
RB
DB
OG
ILB

54
55
57
58
59
60
63
64
65
66
67
68
70
74
75
77
79
80
82
83
84
85
86
87
90
97
99

Chulick
C
Hearn
C
Merriweather ... OLB
Graddy
ILB
Chapa
OLB
Western
OG
DeSadier
OG
Dunlap
NG
Avriett
OG
McGahan
OG
Hout
OT
Howard
OT
Triplett
DT
Ross
DT
Smith
DT
Penn
OT
Layher
OT
Meszaros
WR
Crump
WR
Carter
OG
Schreiner
TE
Camp
TE
Horodecky
WR
Perro
DT
Kinney
P/PK
Johnson
NG
Bednarek
DT

When WSU has the ball

When Pacific has the ball
TIGER OFFENSE
80 RAINEY MESZAROS
77 RICK PENN ....
66 DAN McGAHAN
67 KURT HOUT ...
50 RICHARD HAKA
68 RICK HOWARD
84 PAUL SCHREINER
16 GRAYSON ROGERS
44 GARY BLACKWELL
27 KIRBY WARREN ...
45 ROB WILSON

. SE
..LT
. LG
...C
. RG
. RT
. TE
.QB
. FB
. TB
..FL

COUGAR DEFENSE
47 SCOTT PELLUER
73 MATT ELISARA .,
61 BRIAN FLONES ..
95 KEN COLLINS ...
38 MELVIN SANDERS
96 LEE BLAKENEY .
34 KEN EMMIL
30 NATE BRADLEY .
3 JOE TAYLOR ....
28 PAUL SORENSEN
41 JEFF FILES

OFFICIALS

THE COUGARS

Referee
Umpire
Head Linesman
Line Judge

.OLB
.. .LT
.. NG
.. RT
.OLB
.WLB
. SLB
. LCB
. SS
.. FS
. RCB

John Presley
George Rankins
Aaron Pointer
Gaylord Bryan

COUGAR OFFENSE
86 MIKE WILSON
75 STEVE JOHNSON ..
56 GREG SYKES
67 EUGENE EMERSON
63 GARY PATRICK....
72 ALLAN KENNEDY..
83 RICK HEDLUND ...
11 SAMOA SAMOA ...
43 TIM HARRIS
26 MIKE WASHINGTON
21 JIM WHATLEY

Field Judge
Back Judge
Alternate

WALLA WALLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Gary Hirst
John Barger
Dennis Peterson

.. SE
...LT
.. LG
....C
.. RG
.. RT
.. TE
.. QB
.. RB
.. FB
...FL

TIGER DEFENSE
37 THOMAS COWLING..
87 MARCUS PERRO ....
97 MARK JOHNSON
99 JEFF BEDNAREK ....
57 MIKE MERRIWEATHER
52 KIRK HARMON
31 SEAN SULLIVAN ...
2 JEFF TRACY
20 DARRYL RAGLAND ,
12 STAN SHIBATA
43 TERRY THOMAS ...

..SLB
....LT
... NG
... RT
..WLB
...ILB
...ILB
..SCB
..ROV
... FS
. WCB

... .PK
1 DeSanto
....SS
3 Taylor
... .PK
4 Leland
....QB
9 Casper
.. OLB
10 Sickler
....QB
11 Samoa
... .QB
12 Turner
... .CB
13 Blocker
.... FL
15 Keller
P
16 Davey
... .QB
17 Neese
.. OLB
18 Pleis
... .RB
20 Bowens
.... FL
21 Whatley
. .. .RB
22 Hall
. .. .RB
23 Martin
....CB
24 Talley
26 Washington .. ....RB
....CB
27 Parker
FB
28 Sorensen
S
29 Harmon
CB
30 Bradley
RB
31 Williams. C ...
.. OLB
32 Elkinton
. . .SLB
34 Emmil
. .. WLB
37 Braun
... OLB
38 Sanders
RB
40 Ramberg
CB
41 Files
RB
42 Williams, R ..
RB
43 Harris
FS
44 West
...
OLB
46 Hunter
... OLB
47 Pelluer
FS
48 Shaw
FL
49 Block
OT
50 Palumbo
C
51 Sebahar
C
52 Harrison

C
54 Ciaudon
... OG
55 McKay
.. OG
56 Sykes
.. .SLB
57 White. B
..
. OG
58 Lynch, D
... .OT
60 Flager
... .NG
61 Flones
... OG
63 Patrick
....DT
64 Jacobsen
C
66 Pritchard
C
67 Emerson
...
OG
68 Porter
69 Samuelson .. ... OG
....DT
70 Richards
... OG
71 Dreyer
72 Kennedy — ...OT
73 Elisara
... .OT
74 Petersen
75 Johnson, S .. ....OT
76 Williams, E .. ....DT
....OT
77 Little
... .OT
78 Sloan
....DT
79 Hodge
.... TE
80 Millard
....SE
81 Poppe
TE
83 Hedlund
TE
84 White, J
TE
85 Spencer
SE
86 Wilson
FL
87 Escalera
TE
89 Beach
... OLB
91 Tutuvanu
... WLB
92 Leighton
DT
93 Van Horn ..
....SLB
94 Tupuola
DT
95 Collins
96 Blakeney ... ... WLB
NG
97 Lobdell
....SLB
98 Tipton

University of The Pacific 1980 Roster
No. Name

Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

Yr.

Hometown

No. Name

Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

Yr.

Hometown
Jackson

65

Mike Avriett

OG

6-4

232

Fr.

Lomita

79

Floyd Layher

OT

6-8

267

Fr.

48

Don Batiste

DB

5-11 170

Fr.

Compton

66

Dan McGahan

OG

6-2

225

So.

99

Jeff Bednarek

DT

6-4

252

Sr.

Trenton, Ml

57

Mike Merriweather

OLB

6-3

213

Jr.

Vallejo

19

Ken Berg

DB

6-0

188

Sr.

Del Mar

80

Rainey Meszaros

WR

6-0

175

Jr.

Cupertino

44

Gary Blackwell

FB

5-11 200

So.

Norwalk

17

Harley Miller

QB

5-10 179

Jr.

Moraga

85

Tony Camp

TE

6-5

225

Fr.

Costa Mesa

23

John Morehouse

TB

5-7

161

So.

Tracy

59

Juan Chapa

OLB

6-1

220

Sr.

Hollister

15

Bob O'Rourke

DB

6-3

198

So.

Manteca

54

David Chulick

C

6-4

222

Fr.

Piano, TX

21

Garry Parcells

WR

5-11 175

Fr.

Canoga Park

Jeff Council

PK

5-10 167

Downey

77

Rick Penn

OT

6-6

261

So.

Anaheim

37

Thomas Cowling

OLB

6-2

200

Fr.

Sacramento

87

Marcus Perro

DT

6-4

238

So.

Compton

46

Tony Culpepper

TB

6-1

180

Sr.

Inglewood

20

Darryl Ragland

DB

6-1

181

Jr.

El Dorado Hills

63

Charles DeSadier

OG

6-1

259

Sr.

Rialto

33

Matt Ramirez

FB

5-11 190

Fr.

San Jose

39

Ken DeShano

FB

6-3

225

Fr.

Orange

16

Grayson Rogers

QB

6-4

213

Jr.

Bakersfield

64

George Dunlap

NG

6-2

230

So.

Pleasant Hill

74

Neil Ross

ILB

6-3

223

Fr.

Costa Mesa

38

Kevin Einck

OLB

6-2

208

Fr.

Anaheim

84

Paul Schreiner

TE

6-2

225

Jr.

Napa

58

Scott Graddy

ILB

6-1

207

So."

San Rafael

12

Stan Shibata

DB

6-0

179

Jr.

Fountain Valley

28

Kevin Greene

DB

5-11 171

Fr.

Ventura

75

Cary Smith

DT

6-6

225

Fr.

Walnut Creek

50

Richard Haka

OG

6-4

240

Jr.

Marysville

31

Sean Sullivan

ILB

6-2

227

Sr.

Fremont

52

Kirk Harmon

ILB

6-3

235

Jr.

Burbank

43

Terry Thomas

DB

6-0

174

Jr.

Richmond

George Harrison

WR

6-1

189

So.

Auburn

2

Jeff Tracy

DB

5-9

170

Sr.

Canyon Country

55

Jim Hearn

C

6-2

238

Fr.

Simi Valley

70

Craig Triplett

DT

6-5

224

Fr.

Loomis

86

Bob Horodecky

WR

6-2

185

Fr.

Van Nuys

27

Kirby Warren

RB

6-1

180

Fr.

Las Vegas, NV

67

Kurt Hout

C

6-4

250

Jr.

Concord

60

Rick Western

OG

6-3

235

Jr.

Yuba City

68

Rick Howard

OT

6-7

240

Sr.

Los Banos

45

Rob Wilson

WR

5-10 180

Sr.

Berkeley

97

Mark Johnson

NG

6-3

222

Sr.

Escondido

10

Bill Wolsky

DB

6-2

190

Fr.

Boulder, CO

90

Scott Kinney

P/PK 6-1

195

Fr.

Pleasanton

8

7

So.

PUT OUR AGENTS TO THE TEST,

Carmichael

&
g3SAFECO

If you've got a question about insurance, see an independent SAFECO agent listed in the Yellow Pages.

How would you like to go to Arizona
with the Cougars?
Seats are still available on the
Cougar Club Couples Trip to Arizona.
The trip starts Oct. 10 and returns Oct.
18. Included in the trip is the Arizona
State football game in Tempe Oct. 11
and the Arizona game Oct. 18. Head
quarters for the week will be the
Registry Resort in Phoenix.
Anyone interested in the trip can
contact the Cougar Club Office in
Bohler Gym or call 1-509-335-6815 for
more information.
*

*

*

Washington State's next home game
will be Oct. 25 when Stanford visits
Martin Stadium for a 1 p.m. Dads' Day
game.
Stanford, which upset Oklahoma last
week in Norman, OK, is led by the pas
sing of quarterback John Elway and the
running of Darrin Nelson.
There will be a Coaches Breakfast at
8:30 a.m. in the Compton Union
Building. Reservations can be made

Cougar
Paws

through the WSU Cougar Club Office in
Boyler Gym in person or by calling 1509-335-6815.
Tickets for this and all Cougar home
games can be obtained by calling toll
free in Washington 1-800-572-7563.
Fans outside the state can call 1-509335-9626.
*

*

*

Washington State's international ex
hibition game against the Russian
Nationals Nov. 23 in Spokane has been
canceled.
The Amateur Basketball Association
is trying to arrange for another country
to replace the Russians on their U.S.
tour.
The WSU ticket office will contact all
fans who have ordered tickets for the
Russian contest, and in the event

THE COUGARS AFTER THREE

another team is scheduled those
orders will be honored.
*

*

*

Washington State head football
coach Jim Walden will review today's
game and take a look ahead to next
week's game with Arizona State at a
Cougar Club luncheon Monday in
Spokane.
The noon gathering will be held at
the Ridpath Hotel. Films of today's
game will also be shown Tuesday at the
Four Seas in Seattle beginning at noon,
and at the Country Squire in Tacoma at
7 p.m.
*

*

*

Season basketball ticket orders are
now being accepted by the Washington
State ticket office in Bohler Gym.
The regular season opens Nov. 28 in
Spokane against Seattle Pacific.
To order your tickets contact the
ticket office in Bohler Gym or call 1800-572-7563 toll free in Washington.
Fans outside the state can call 1-509335-96^6.

1980 Cougar Freshmen

1980 WSU RESULTS

26-31
23-35
31-18
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

San Jose State at Spokane
Tennessee at Knoxville
Army at Pullman
Pacific at Pullman
Arizona State at Tempe
Arizona at Tucson
Stanford at Pullman
Oregon at Eugene
Oregon State at Pullman
California at Berkeley
Washington at Spokane
PA
38
11
1
50
75

PC
18
5
0
23
45

PI
3
0
1
4
6

YDS
323
55
0
378
652

PCT
.474
.455
.000
.460
.600

TD
2
0
0
2
7

LG
58
18
0
58
49

TCB
44
38
19
23
4
12
5
4
7
156
133

YG
225
181
106
98
46
51
44
22
15
789
566

YL
47
25
0
0
0
6
0
0
18
96
74

NYG
178
156
106
98
46
45
44
22
-3
692
492

AVG
4.0
4.1
5.6
4.3
11.5
3.8
8.8
5.0
-2.1
4.44
3.70

TD
3
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
5

LG
28
20
18
13
41
12
23
9
9
41
45

PASSING
Samoa
Casper
Turner
WSU:
OPP:
RUSHING
Samoa
Harris
Williams
Ramberg
Wilson
Washington
Turner
Martin
Casper
WSU:
OPP:

PUNT RETURNS
Ramberg
Gribble
Mitchell
Sorensen
WSU:
OPP:

Lee Blakeney
Weakside Linebacker

Keith Millard
Tight End

Pili Tutuvanu
Outside Linebacker

Nathan Davis
Split End

Mike Palumbo
Noseguard

Bryan Van Horn
Defensive Tackle

Doug Hall
Running Back

Kirk Samuelson
Offensive Guard

Brent White
Strongside Linebacker

Milford Hodge
Defensive Tackle

Rico Tipton
Strongside Linebacker

Jamie White
Tight End

Vince Leighton
Outside Linebacker

Junior Tupuola
Strongside Linebacker

Chris Williams
Running Back

Dan Lynch
Offensive Guard

^k'J.urrl.0r
quarterback

nlSTniri.
uetensive lacsie

DEFENSIVE STATS
Lee Blakeney, lb
Ken Emmil, lb
Brian Flones, ng
Scott Pelluer, olb
Ken Collins, dt
Paul Sorensen, s
Gary Teague, s
Brian Sickler, olb
Matt Elisara, dt
Jeff Files, cb
Dennis Braun, lb
John West, cb
Melvin Sanders, olb
Dirk Hunter, olb
Billy Gribble, cb
Nate Bradley, cb
Ted Jacobsen, dt
Mike Walker, dt
Peter Shaw, fs
Darren Talley, cb
Mark Pleis, olb
Rico Tipton, olb
Brent White, lb
Hugh Parker, cb
Bryan Van Horn, dt
Cameron Mitchell, wr
Robert Williams, rb
Tim Davey, p
Jim Whatley, wr
Joe Taylor, cb
WSU TOTALS:

NO
4
2
2
1
9
13
6
15
TOTAL
29
27
25
22
21
16
16
14
12
10
10
8
8
8
7
7
7
5
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
273

YDS
30
27
24
4
85
85
65
65

AVG
7.5
13.5
12.0
4.0
9.4
6.5
10.8
4.3

TD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SOLO ASSISTS
18
11
14
13
10
15
5
17
10
11
7
9
12
4
8
6
3
9
3
7
5
5
5
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
1
6
6
1
2
3
2
1
0
3
2
0
1
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
128
145

LG
14
19
17
4
19
19
32
32

KO RETURNS
Mitchell
Washington
Harris
Sorensen
WSU:
OPP:

NO
5
2
1
1
9
10

YDS
113
51
21
10
194
231

AVG
22.6
25.5
21.0
10.0
21.6
23.1

TD
0
0
0
0
0
0

LG
27
28
21
10
28
33

PUNTING
Davey
WSU:
OPP:

NO
15
15
13

YDS
597
597
554

AVG
39.8
39.8
42.6

LG
59
59
56

BK
0
0
0

RECEIVING
Whatley
Harris
Wilson
Beach
Escalera
Ramberg
WSU:
OPP:

NO
7
6
4
3
2
1
23
45

YDS
144
68
101
25
31
9
378
652

AVG
20.6
11.3
25.3
8.3
15.5
9.0
16.4
14.5

TD
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
6

LG
45
31
58
11
18
9
58
49

PR
TD
SCORING
DeSanto
3
Samoa
1
2
Williams
2
Ramberg
1
Harris
1
Whatley
1
Washington
01
10
WSU:
01
11
OPP:
DeSanto FGs: 19, 48, 30, (34, 65, 46), 26

K
6/7

FG
4/7

6/7
8/9

4/7
2/2

PI
2/32

1/12
1/25

1/20

1/0

KJRB HAS GON€
COUGAR CRAZY
6/89

TP
18
18
14
12
6
6
6
80
82

PACIFIC

UOP STATISTICS
RUSHING
Blackwell
Warren
Morehouse
Schreiner
Lang
Ramirez
Parks
Miller
Culpepper
Parcells
Rogers
UOP
OPP:

PASSING
Rogers
Miller
UOP:
OPP:

TCB
48
41
21
1

1
1
1

5
3

1
21
145
209

PC
59
18

77
29

YL

YG
300
119
110
29
2
2
4
9

11
20

6
0
0
0
0
9

6

6

0
26
607
976

7
103
185
188

PA
109
30
139
65

PCT
.546
.600
.551
.446

PUNTING
Miller
UOP:
OPP:

NYG
289
99
104
29
2
2
4
0
0
-7
-77
422
788

PI
3

0
3

6

NO
29
29
23

AVG
6.0

2.4
5.0
29.0
2.0

2.0
4.0
0.0

0.0
-7.0
-3.7
2.9
3.8

YDS
750
162
912
356

YDS
1175
1175
880

LG
73
13
25
29
2
2
4
5
6
-7
17
73
84

TD
4
0
4

2

AVG
40.5
40.5
38.3

TD
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
9

LG
48
30
48
50

LG
52
52
61

KICKOFF RETURNS
Meszaros
Parcells
Culpepper
Morehouse
Ramirez
UOP:
OPP:

NO
2
3
2
1
1
10
11

YDS
48
64
40
15
14
181
257

LG
28
24
26
15
14
28
70

TD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AVG
24.0
21.3
20.0
15.0
14.0
18.1
23.4

PUNT RETURNS
Meszaros
UOP:
OPP:

NO
6
6
13

YDS
4
4
72

LG
2
2
18

TD
0
0
0

AVG
0.7
0.7
5.5

RECEIVING
Meszaros
Morehouse
Wilson
Warren
Schreiner
Blackwell
Carp
Parcells
Horodecky
Lang
Harrison
Culpepper
UOP:
OPP:

NO
22
12
11
8
8
6
3
3
1
1
1
1
77
29

YDS
327
108
154
70
82
60
43
24
15
3
7
9
912
356

TD
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
2

LG
48
46
20
28
19
17
30
12
15
3
7
9
48
50

AVG
14.9
9.0
14.0
8.8
10.3
10.0
14.3
8.0
15.0
3.0
7.0
9.0
11.8
12.3

CONFERENCE

PAC-10 CONFERENCE STAFF
WILES HALLOCK
Executive Director
Wiles Hallock, who succeeded Admiral Tom Hamiltonin 1971, possesses an exception
ally varied background with which to serve the Pacific-10 Conference as its Executive
Director.
.
.
f
An outstanding sprinter/quarter-miler as an undergraduate at the Universi y o
Denver (class of 1939), Hallock has moved successively and successfully in o
sportswriting, radio broadcasting, sports information, track coaching, NCAA public
relations and TV liaison, and finally,conference administration as Commissioner o
e
Western Athletic Conference prior to being chosen as Executive Director of the then
PflC"8 Conference
His career in intercollegiate athletics began in 1949 after six years of sports writing
and broadcasting split by four years service in the U.S. Navy, where he attained
e
rank of Lt. Commander as an air navigator during World War II.
Sports Information Director at the University of Wyoming for 11 years and track
coach there from 1952 to 1956, Hallock moved to the University of California, Berkeley m
1960 as SID, became Public Relations Director of the NCAA in 1963, Director of the
NCAA's New York office in 1967, and in 1968 was named Commissioner of the Western
Athletic Conference.
Very active in NCAA affairs, Hallock is currently chairman of two committeesPromotion and Professional Sports Liaison—and holds membership on the Associ
ation's Television and Classification committees. He recently completed a two-year
stint as President of the Collegiate Commissioners Association, and for seven years was
a member of the NCAA's important Basketball Tournament Committee.
During his 14years as a sports information director,Hallock earned the three hlg"es
honors offered by the College Sports Information Directors of America. He was CoSIDA's first president in 1954, won the Arch Ward award as the nation s standout SID in
1963, and in 1969 was elected to CoSIDA's first Hall ol Fame roster.
The Pac-10's Executive Director is married to the former Marjorie Eldred and t e
Hallocks have two children and two grandchildren.
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MIKE SLIVE
Assistant Executive Director

JIM MULDOON
Public Relations Director

JACK SPRENGER
Supervisor of Fbotball Officials

Mike Slive was named assistant executive
director in July, 1979. Slive is a graduate ol
Dartmouth College with a law degree
from the University of Virginia and a Mas
ters of Law from Georgetown University.
He served as Assistant Director of Ath
letics at Dartmouth from 1968 to 1970 be
fore entering private legal practice. Slive
served five years as a district court judge
before becoming a superior court admin
istrator in New Hampshire. During his
time on the bench, Slive maintained his
active involvement in intercollegiate ath
letics as a member of the Dartmouth Col
lege Athletic Council. Slive is married,
and he and his wife Elizabeth have a

Jim Muldoon joined the Pacific-10 Con
ference staff on April 1, 1978 as public
relations director. A graduate of the Uni
versity of Notre Dame, Muldoon served
one year as assistant sports information
director at San Diego State University.
Prior to joining the Pacific-10, he worked
four years, 1974 to 1978, for the San Fran
cisco 49ers. With the 49ers, Muldoon was
assistant director of public relations as
well as working in the scouting depart-

Jack Sprenger is enteringhis ninth year as
supervisor of Pacific-10 football officials. A
veteran of over 30 years of active officiat
ing, he was associated with the Pacific
Intercollegiate Officiating Bureau as an
official from 1942 to 1969, served as an
officials' observer for two years, and be
came supervisor in 1971. He was a referee
in three Rose Bowl games and an equal
number of East-West Shrine games. A
standout gridiron star himself, Sprenger
was an all-conference guard at the Col

daughter Anna.

ment.

lege of Puget Sound.

Business Banana.
Slip into something comfortable.
Business Coach
on Hughes Airwest.

Beyond
lights lies
form of adventure!
Side by side with the renowned hot action
of Nevada... the cool air of adventure!
Discover the excitement of a "different"
Nevada. The Nevada famous for excellent
alpine and cross country skiing.
Snowmobile on outstanding trails. Miles
of perfect white! Nevada.
Either way. Check into it today!
STATE OF NEVADA, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CAPITOL COMPLEX, CARSON CITY, NEVADA 89710

Can insurance be made more affordable!
First off the plane.
Extra leg room.
Plus free pens and
stationery.

First-class size seats,

A Hughes Airwest exclusive! Compare Business Coach with anyone else's
First Class service and price. You'll agree our low surcharge makes
Business Coach a travel bargain. It's just good business sense.
Business Coach costs only a few dollars more than the regular undiscounted one-way
coach fare. The surcharge applies everywhere we fly in the U.S.

Hughes Airwest.
Yes. Top Banana in the West.

YES.H you give up
smoking#
Farmers offers meaningful dis
counts for qualified non-smokers
on their car, fire, home and life
insurance.
^

YES, if you take
higher deductibles.
Farmers can increase the deducti
bles on your car and home insur
ance to, say, $500. That way you
take care of the smaller things
that happen and Farmers takes
care of the big, and you save big
on your premiums.

YES,if you insure your
life the Alpha way.
Farmers Alpha Plan offers the
young family man a substantial
amount of life protection for a
very modest premium. In other
words, life insurance when he
needs it the most and probably
can afford it the least.

just ask...your Farmers Agent likes to say "YES"
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ALL-AMERICA SELECTIONS
1940—Frankie Albert, QB
Hugh Gallameau, HB
1941—Frankie Albert, QB
1942—Chuck Taylor, G
1949—Ken Rose, E
1950—Bill McColl, E
1951—Bill McColl, E
Gary Kerkorian, QB
1953—Bob Garrett, QB
Sam Morley, E
1955—Paul Wiggin, T
1956—John Brodie, QB
Paul Wiggin, T
1959—Chris Burford, E
1964—John Chappie, G

The following list of Pacific-lO first team All-America
selections, reaching back as far as 1916, is further
proof of the Pac-lO's reputation as the strongest and
most competitive conference in the nation.
ARIZONA

1971—Mark Arneson, LB
ARIZONA STATE

1967—Curley Culp, MG
1968—Ron Pritchard, LB
1970—J.D. Hill, SE
1971—Windlan Hall, CB
1972—Woody Green, HB
Steve Holden, WB
CALIFORNIA

1921—Harold Muller, E
1922—Harold Muller, E
1924—Edwin Horrell, C
1928—Irvin Phillips, E
1929—Bert Schwarz, G
Roy Riegels, C
1930—Ted Beckett, G
1931—Rusty Gill, HB
1934—Arleigh Williams, HB
1935—I-awrence Lutz, T
1936—Robert Herwig, C
1937—Samual Chapman, HB
Perry Schwartz, E
John Meek, QB
Vard Stockton, G
Robert Herwig, C
1938—Vic Bottari, HB
1940—Robert Reinhard, T
1941—Robert Reinhard, T
1947—Rod Franz, G
1948—Rod Franz, G
Jackie Jensen, FB
OREGON

1916—Shy Huntington, QB
1931—George Christenson, T
1933—Mike Mikulak, HB
1934—Raymond Morse, E
1945—Jake Leicht, HB
1948—Norm Van Brocklin, QB
1954—George Shaw, QB
1961—Steve Barnett, T
OREGON STATE

1921—Gap Powell, FB
1928—Howard Maple, QB
1933—Ade Schwammel, T
Red Franklin, HB
1940—Vic Sears, T
1946—Bill Gray, C
1956—John White, T
1958—Ted Bates, T
STANFORD

1924—Jim Lawson, E
1925—Ernie Nevers, FB
1926—Ted Shipkey, E
1928—Seraphim Post, G
Don Robesky, G
1930—Phil Moffatt, HB
1932—Bill Corbus, G

1972—Jackie Wallace, DB
1975—T. Bell, WR
1973—Woody Green, HB
Danny White, QB
1974—Bob Breunig, LB
1975—Mike Haynes, CB
Larry Gordon, LB
1977—John Jefferson, WR
1978—A1 Harris, DE
Jim Turner, T
1949—Rod Franz, G
Jim TUmer, T
Forest Klein, G
1950—Les Richter, G
Jim Monachino, RB
Carl Van Heuit, DB
1951—Les Richter, G
1952—John Olszewski, HB
1953—Matt Hazeltine, C
1954—Matt Hazeltine, C
Paul Larson, QB
Sam Williams, QB
1958—Joe Kapp, QB
1964—Craig Morton, QB
1968—Ed White, NG
1971—Sherman White, DT
1974—Steve Bartkowski, QB
Chris Mackie, G
1975—Chuck Muncie, HB
Steve Rivera, WR
1976—Ted Albrecht, G
Joe Roth, QB

UCLA

Hi.

Bob Berry
Oregon
WKf

Roy Riege
California

use

Jerry Robinson
UCLA

Bill Corbus
Stanford

1962—Steve Barnett, T
Mel Renfro, HB
1963—Mel Renfro, HB
1964—Bob Berry, QB
1967—Jim Smith, DHB
1970—Bob Newland, SE
1971—Bobby Moore
(Ahmad Rashad), HB
Tom Drougas, OT
1962—Terry Baker, QB
1963—Vern Burke, E
1964—Jack O'Billovich, LB
1967—Jon Sandstrom G
Jess Lewis, T
1968—John Didioli, C
Bill Enyart, FB
1972—Steve Brown, LB

1933—Bill Corbus, G
1934—Bobby Grayson, FB
Monk Moscrip, E
Bob Reynolds, T
Bones Hamilton, HB
1935—Bobby Grayson, FB
Monk Moscrip, E

1939- -Kenny Washington, HB
1945- -A1 Sparlis, G
1946- -Burr Baldwin, E
1950- -Donn Moomaw, LB
1952- -Donn Moomaw, LB
1953- -Paul Cameron, HB
1954- -Jack Ellena, T
Jim Salsbury, G
Bob Davenport, FB
1955- -Bob Davenport, FB
Hardiman Cureton, G
Rommie Loudd, E
Jim Brown, G
1957- -Dick Wallen, E
1958- -Bill Leeka, T
1960- -Bill Kilmer, HB
1961- -Ron Hull, C
1962- -Kermit Alexander, HB
1966- -Mel Farr, HB

Woody Green
Arizona State

Washington State

1925—Brice Taylor, G
1926—Mort Kaer, B
1927—Morley Drury, B
Jess Hibbs, T
1928—Jess Hibbs, T
Don Williams, B
1929—Nate Barragar, G
Francis Tappaan, E
1930—Garrett Arbelbide, E
Orv Mohler, B
Erny Pinckert, B
1931—Johnny Baker, G
Erny Pinckert, B
Gus Shaver, B
Stan Williamson, C
1932—Tay Brown, T
Aaron Rosenberg, G
Ernie Smith, T
1933—Aaron Rosenberg, G
Irving Warburton, B
1938—Harry Smith, G
1939—Grenny Lansdell, B
Harry Smith, G
1943—Ralph Heywood, E
1944—John Ferraro, T
1947—Paul Cleary, E
John Ferraro, T
1951—Pat Cannamela, LB
Frank Gifford, B
1952—Jim Sears, DB
Elmer Willhoite, G
1955—Jon Arnett, B
1959—Ron Mix, T
Dan Ficca, T
Marlin McKeever, E

Ray Handley, HB
1968—Malcolm Snider, OT
1969—Don Parish, LB
1970—Jim Plunkett, QB
1971—Jeff Siemon, LB
Pete Lazetich, DG
1973—Pat Donovan, DE
Roger Stillwell, DE
Mike Boryla, QB
Rod Garcia, K
1974—Pat Donovan, DE
1976—Duncan McColl, DE
1977—Guy Benjamin, QB
Gordon King, OT
1979—Ken Margerum, WR
1967 -Gary Beban, QB
Don Manning, LB
1969 -Mike Ballou, LB
Floyd Reese, DT
1971 -Dave Dalby, C
1973 -Jimmy Allen, DB
Efren Hen-era, K
Kermit Johnson, RB
James McAlister, RB
Fred McNeill, DE
1975- -John Sciarra, QB
Randy Cross, OG
Cliff Frazier, NG
1976- -Jeff Dankworth, QB
Oscar Edwards, DB
Jerry Robinson, LB
1977 -Jerry Robinson, LB
1978 -Kenny Easley, S
Jerry Robinson, LB
1979—Kenny Easley, S

Vern Burke
Oregon State

JL
Vf
l

Mike McKeever, G
1960—Marlin McKeever, E
1962—Hal Bedsole, E
Damon Bame, LB
O.J. Simpson
1963—Damon Bame, LB
use
Marvin Powell, OT
1964—Bill Fisk, OG
1976—Ricky Bell, TB
Mike Garrett, TB
Gary Jeter, DT
1965—Mike Garrett, TB
Dennis Thurman, DB
1966—Nate Shaw, DB
Marvin Powell, OT
Ron Yary, OT
1977—Dennis Thurman, DB
1967—O.J. Simpson, TB
Ron Yary, OT
Adrian Young, LB
WASHINGTON
Tim Rossovich, DE
1916—Louis Seagraves, G
1968—OJ. Simpson, TB
1925—George Wilson, HB
Mike Battle, DB
1928—Chuck Carroll, HB
1969—Jimmy Gunn, DE
1929—Merle Hufford, HB
A1 Cowlings, DT
1930—Paul Schwegler, T
Sid Smith, OT
1931—Paul Schwegler, T
Clarence Davis, TB
1932—Dave Nisbet, E
1970—Charles Weaver, DE
1933—Bill Smith, E
1971—John Vella, OT
1936—Jim Cain, HB
Willie Hall, LB
Max Starcevich, G
1972—Charles Young, TE
1937—Vic Markov, T
Richard Wood, LB
1940—Jay MacDowell, E
Sam Cunningham, FB
Ray Frankowski, G
Pete Adams, OT
Rudy Mucha, C
John Grant, DT
1973—Lynn Swann, FL
WASHINGTON STATE
Richard Wood, LB
1930—Glenn Edwards, T
Booker Brown, OT
Mel Hein, C
Artimus Parker, DB
Harold Ahlskog, T
1974—Anthony Davis, TB
1936—Ed Goddard, QB
Richard Wood, LB
1941—Dale Gentry, E
Charles Phillips, DB
1942—Bob Kennedy, FB
1975—Ricky Bell, TB

H

*

Mark Arneson
Arizona

1978—Pat Howell, OG
Charles White, TB
1979—Charles White, TB
Brad Budde, OG
Dennis Johnson, LB

1941—Ray Frankowski, G
1950—Dick Sprague, DB
Don Heinrich, QB
1951—Hugh McElhenny, FB
Don Heinrich, QB
1952—Don Heinrich, QB
1953—Milt Bohart, G
1959—Bob Schloredt, QB
4960—Roy McKasson, C
4963—Rick Redman, LB/G
1964—Rick Redman, LB/G
4966—Tom Greenlee, DE
1968—Al Wbrley, DB
1972—Calvin Jones, CB
4978—Jeff Toews, OT
1948—Laurie Niemi, T
1956—Bill Steiger, E
1961—Hugh Campbell, E
4g64—Clancy Williams, HB
1965—Wayne Foster, DT
1974—Geoff Reece, C
1978—Jack Thompson, QB

I

PAC -10 RECORD HOLDERS
ALL-TIME INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
(NOTE: Bowl game performances are included in career records, but not season records)

SCORING
MOST POINTS:
Game:
Season:
Career:

36, Dick Dunn (California! vs. Nevada,1922.
Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972.
132 (22 TDs), O. J. Simpson (USC), 1968.
318, Charles White (USC), 1976-79.

MOST TOUCHDOWNS:
Game:
Season:
Career:

6, Dick Dunn (California), vs. Nevada, 1922; Anthony Davis (USC), vs.
Notre Dame, 1972.
22, O. J. Simpson (USC),1968.
53, Charles White (USC), 1976-79.

MOST PAT'S:
Game:
Season:
Career:

12, Chuck Diedrick (WSU), vs. Idaho, 1975.
60, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1973 (60-64).
121, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1971-73.

MOST PAT'S ATTEMPTED:
Career:

12, Chuck Diedrick, (WSU), vs. Idaho, 1975.
64, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1973 (60-64).
127, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1971-73.

2-Yr. Career: 3,423, O.J. Simpson (USC), 1967-68.
Half:
268, Jerry Drew (California), vs. Oregon State, 1954 (2nd half)

MOST YARDS:
Freshman:
Sophomore:
Junior:
Senior:

1,069, Darrin Nelson (Stanford), 1977
1,291, Charles White (USC), 1977
1,875, Ricky Bell (USC), 1975
1,803, Charles White (USC),1979

MOST CARRIES:
Game:
Season:
Career:

51, Ricky Bell (USC), vs. WSU,1976
357, Ricky Bell (USC), 1975.
1,147, Charles White (USC),1976-79.

BEST RUSHING AVERAGE:
Season:
Career:

180.3, Charles White (USC), 1979 (1,803yards in 10 games).
163.0, O. J.Simpson (USC), 1967-68 (3,423yards in 21 games).

BEST PLAY AVERAGE:
Game:
Season:

25.7, Jerry Drew (California), vs. OSU,1951 (11 for 283).
(Minimum 40 rushes):122 Jackie Robinson (UCLA), 1939 (42 for 512).
(Minimum 100 rushes): 7.5, Kermit Johnson (UCLA),1973 (150
for 1129).
(Minimum 200 rushes): 6.7, Kermit Johnson (UCLA), 1971-73 (370
for 2495).

BEST PAT PERCENTAGE:

Career:

Game:
Season:
Career:

MOST SEASONS RUSHED1,000 YARDS: 3,Anthony Davis (USC), 1972-74;

1.000 (12 of12), Chuck Diedrick, (WSU) vs. Idaho,1975.
(Minimum 35):1.000 (38 of 38), Mike Lansford (Washington),1979.
1.000 (38 of 38) Rick Kulaas (Oregon State), 1973-74.

Charles White (USC),1977-79.

LONGEST FIELD GOAL: 59 yards, Rod Garcia (Stanford), vs. USC,1973.

FRESHMEN GAINING 1,000 YARDS: 1,069, Darrin Nelson (Stanford), 1977.

MOST FIELD GOALS:
Game:
Season:
Career:

4, by several: First by Bill Shoemaker (Stanford) vs. Hilane, 1966; Last
by Steve Robbins (Washington), vs. UCLA,1977.
18, Rod Garcia (Stanford), 1973.
50, Jim Breech (California), 1974-77.

5, Duke Morrison (California), vs.
Washington, 1921; Hugh McElhenny (Washington), vs. Washington
State, 1950.

MOST POINTS BY KICKING:
Career:

-FRANK BORMAN, PRESIDENT EASTERN AIRLINES

MOST TDs BY RUSHING:
Game:

"EVEN ON THE PLANE OF THE FUTURE,
SERVICE CAN'T DE ATHING OF THE PAST."

ALL-PURPOSE RUNNING

260, Jim Breech (California), 1974-77.

MOST YARDS:
TOTAL OFFENSE
MOST YARDS:
me:
Season:
Career:

438, Steve Dils (Stanford), vs. WSU, 1978
2,898, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1970 (2,715 passing, 183 rushing).
8,178, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1968-70 (7,809 passing, 369 rushing).

MOST PLAYS, RUSHING AND PASSING:
Game:
Season:
Career:

63, Steve Dils (Stanford), vs.WSU, 1978
481, Steve Dils (Stanford), 1978
1,345, Jack Thompson (WSU),1975-78 (259 running 1086 passing)

278.6, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1969 (2,786 yards in 10 games).
255.6, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1968-70 (8,178yards in 32 games).

MOST TOUCHDOWNS RESPONSIBLE FOR,
SCORED AND PASSING:
Game:

Season:
Career:

368, Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972 (99R, 51 Rec., 218KOR).
2,096, Charles White (USC),1978 (1,760 R, 191 Rec., 145 KOR).
7,226, Charles White (USC),1976-79 (6,245 Rush, 541Rec., 440 KOR).
4,098, O.J. Simpson, (USC), 1967-68.

PASSING
LONGEST SCORING PLAY: 96 yards, Jim Plunkett to Randy Vfrtaha,
(Stanford),
vs. WSU,1970

MOST YARDS:

MOST YARDS PER GAME:
Season:
Career:

Game:
Season:
Career:
3-Yr. Career:

6, Dick Dunn (California), vs. Nevada,1922; Paul Cameron (UCLA), vs.
Santa Clara, 1951; Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972; Jack
Thompson (WSU), vs. Arizona St.,1978.
23, Steve Dils (Stanford), 1978.
63, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1968-70;Jack Thompson (WSU),1975-78.

Game:
Season:
Career:

430 Steve Dils (Stanford) vs. WSU, 1978
2,943, Steve Dils (Stanford), 1978
7,818, Jack Thompson (WSU),1975-78

No matter how well-designed a plane is, it's the service you get on it thatfounts
Take our A-300 It's a new breed of wide-body, with excellent fuel-efficiency,
quieter engines, and plenty of room for you and your belongings. It s the plane of the
fiitnrp and Eastern's the only U.S. carrier that has it.
But even the most advanced plane can't make your flight enjoyable. It takes

MOST PASSES ATTEMPTED:
Game:
Season:
Career:

57, Sonny Sixkiller, (Washington), vs. USC, 1970.
391, Steve Dils, (Stanford), 1978
1,086, Jack Thompson (WSU),1975-78

MOST PASSES COMPLETED:
Game:
Season:
Career:

35, Guy Benjamin (Stanford), vs. UCLA,1976.
247, Steve Dils (Stanford), 1978.
601 (of1,086), Jack Thompson (WSU),1975-78.

RUSHING
Longest Run: 99, Terry Baker (OSU) vs. Villanova,1962 Liberty Bowl.
Regular Season Game: 98, Mark Malone (Arizona State) vs. Utah State, 1979.
Conference Game: 98, Bill Powell (California) vs. OSU,1951.

BEST PERCENTAGE:
Game:
Season:

MOST YARDS:
Game:
Season:
Career:

347, Ricky Bell (USC), vs. WSU, 1976.
1,875, Ricky Bell (USC), 1975.
6,245, Charles White (USC), 1976-79

Career:

1.000 (10 of10), Steve Endicott (Oregon State), vs. UCLA, 1971.
.872 (34 of 39), Dick Norman (Stanford), vs. California, 1959.
(Minimum 100 attempts): .671 (216 of 322), Rich Campbell
(California),
1979.
.633 (274 of 433), Steve Dils (Stanford), 1977-78.

continued

^ PLike Eastern's Michele Montpetit, Cynthia Bowen and
Captain Bill Preissner. They work hard to make what could be
a cold plane a little warmer. Good service may be an oldfashioned idea, but at Eastern, it'll never become obsolete.
If we want your business in the future, we have to earn
our wings every day.
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INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
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COWFEREHCE^

MOST TD PASSES THROWN:
Game:
5, Craig Morton (California), vs.San Jose State,1963; Chris Rowland,

Season:
Career:

(Washington), vs. California,1973; Mike Boryla (Stanford), vs. WSU,
1973; Jack Thompson (WSU), vs. Washington,1976; Steve Dils
(Stanford) vs. WSU, 1978.
22, Steve Dils (Stanford), 1978.
53, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1968-70; Jack Thompson (WSU), 1975-78.

MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED:
Game:
6, George Shaw (Oregon), vs. Washington, 1952; Jerry Henderson

Season:
Career:

(WSU), vs. Arizona State, 1967; Sonny Sixkiller (Washington), vs.
Oregon State, 1970; Chuck Peck
(WSU) vs. California,1974.
24, Dan Fouts (Oregon), 1970; Chris Rowland (Washington),1973; Ty
Paine (WSU), 1970.
54, Dan Fouts (Oregon), 1970-72;iy Paine (WSU),1970-72.

REST INTERCEPTION AVOIDANCE; SEASON
(Minimum 200 Attempts):
2.08% (5 of 240), Paul McDonald (USC), 1979.

MOST PASSES WITHOUT INTERCEPTION:

PUNTING
LONGEST PUNT: 85 yards, Ernie Zampese (USC), vs. Wisconsin, 1956.
REST AVERAGE:
Game:
58.0, Kirk Wilson (UCLA), vs. Kansas,1956.
Season:
49.3 (30 for1,479), Kirk Wilson (UCLA), 1956.
Career:
44.6 (77 for 3,432), Kirk Wilson (UCLA), 1956-58.
MOST PUNTS:
Game:
17, Leo Ziel (Washington), vs. California, 1923.
Season:
94, John Misko (OSU), 1978.
Career:
217, Gavin Hedrick (WSU), 1974-77.
MOST YARDS PUNTED:
Game:
573, Mike Monahan (WSU), vs. Stanford, 1969.
Season:
3,637, John Misko (OSU),1978.
Career:
9,409, Gavin Hedrick (WSU), 1974-77.
HAD BLOCKED, SEASON: 4, Bob Dunn (Washington), 1953.
LONGEST RUN WITH BLOCKED PUNT: 76 yards, Orrie Robbins
(Oregon State), vs. USC,1927.

MOST TDs BY BLOCKED PUNT: 2, Robert Gaines, (Washington), vs.
Stanford, 1975.

143, Paul McDonald (USC), 1979.

PASS RECEIVING
MOST RECEPTIONS:
Game:
14, Eric Cross (Stanford), vs. Hawaii,1972.
Season:
71, Gene Washington (Stanford), 1968.
Career:
176, Hugh Campbell (WSU), 1960-62.
MOST YARDS:
Game:
289, Wesley Walker (California) vs. San Jose St., 1976.
Season:
1,124, Mike Levenseller (WSU), 1976.
Career:
2,452, Hugh Campbell (WSU), 1960-62.

MOST TD RECEPTIONS:
Game:
3, by many players. First by Bob Wilkinson (UCLA) vs. Washington,

Season:
Career:

1949. Last by Steve Coury (Oregon State), vs. WSU,
1979. TVvice by Vfern Burke (OSU), Steve Sweeney (California), and
Bobby Moore (Oregon).
13, Steve Sweeney (California),1972.
22, Hugh Campbell (WSU), 1960-62, Wesley Walker
(California) 1973-76.

MOST CONSECUTIVE GAMES CATCHING A PASS:

PUNT RETURNS
LONGEST RETURN: 100 yards, Hugh McElhenny (Washington),
vs. USC, 1951;Don Guest (California), vs. WSU, 1966.

MOST RETURNS:
Game:
13, Phil Moffatt (Stanford), vs. Dartmouth,1930.
Season:
47, Mike Battle (USC), 1967.
Career:
99, Mike Battle (USC), 1966-68.
MOST YARDS RETURNED:
Game:
162 (4 returns), Mike Garrett (USC), vs. California, 1965.
Season:
570, Mike Battle (USC), 1967.
Career:
1,105 (78 returns), Jake Leicht (Oregon), 1945-47.
BEST RETURN AVERAGE:
Season:
262 (10 for 262), Sam Brown (UCLA), 1954.
Career:
18.8, Don Guest (California), 1965-66.
TD'S BY PUNT RETURN:
Game:
2, Sam Brown (UCLA), vs. Stanford, 1954; Mike Garrett (USC), vs.
Season:
Career:

California, 1965.
3, Jim Sears (USC),1952; Sam Brown (UCLA), 1954; Mark Williams
(WSU), 1969; Mark Lee (Washington), 1979.
4, Sam Brown (UCLA), 1954-55.

36, Randy Simmrin (USC) 1975-77.

INTERCEPTIONS
LONGEST INTERCEPTION RETURN: 100yards, Jim Jurkovich [California)
vs. USC, 1940; Jimmy Allen (UCLA), vs. California,1973.

MOST INTERCEPTIONS:
Game:
4, Shy Huntington (Oregon) vs. Penn, 1917 Rose Bowl; Bobby

Season:
Career:

Grayson (Stanford) vs. Washington, 1934; Adrian Young (USC) vs.
Notre Dame, 1967; A1 Worley (Washington) vs. Idaho, 1968; Steve
Brown (OSU) vs. Stanford, 1971; Herman Edwards (California)
vs. WSU,1974.
14, Al Worley (Washington),1968.
20, Artimus Parker (USC), 1971-73 and Phil Moffat (Stanford), 192931.

MOST YARDS RETURNED INTERCEPTIONS:
Game:
181, Charles Phillips (USC), vs. Iowa,1974. (2 interceptions).
Season:
302, Charles Phillips (USC), 1974. (7 interceptions).
Career:
365, Charles Phillips (USC), 1972-74.
INTERCEPTIONS RETURNED FOR TDs:
Game:
2, Bobby Grayson (Stanford), vs. Washington, 1934; Jim Psaltis (USC),

Season:
Career:

vs. WSU,1952; Charles Phillips (USC), vs. Iowa, 1974; Brian Baggot
(UCLA) vs.
California 1978.
3, Charles Phillips (USC), 1974.
3, Jerry Robinson (UCLA),1975-78; Charles Phillips (USC), 1972-74.

Where would a wise investor seek
sound advice, attentive service,
unbeatable information, and
unmatched financial strength?

KICKOFF RETURNS
MOST RETURNS:
Game:
10 (173 yards), Wesley Walker (California), vs. Alabama, 1973.
Season:
32, Ray Taroli (Oregon State), 1971.
Career:
83, Ray Taroli (Oregon State), 1971, '73-74.
MOST YARDS RETURNED:
Game:
218 (3 returns), Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame,1972.
Season:
908, Ray Taroli (Oregon State),1971.
Career:
2,160, Ray Taroli (Oregon State), 1971, '73-74.
BEST RETURN AVERAGE:
Game:
82.0, Ron Inge (Stanford), vs. Oregon State, 1973 (2 for 164).
Season:
42.5, Anthony Davis (USC),1974.
Career:
34.0, Anthony Davis (USC), 1972-74.
MOST TD S BY KICKOFF RETURN:
Game:
2, Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972.
Season:
3, Anthony Davis (USC), 1974.
Career:
6, Anthony Davis (USC),1972-74.
LONG RETURN: 100, by 5 different players: First by Ed Solinsky (California), vs.
California Aggies, 1937; Last by Anthony Davis (USC) vs. Arkansas
and vs. Notre Dame, 1974.

FUMBLES
MOST YARDS RETURNED:
Game:
99, Jim Smith (Oregon), vs. Oregon State, 1949. Charles Phillips

Merrill Lynch says,
close to home.
Don't misunderstand. There's
nothing wrong with searching far
and wide for investment ideas. It's
not easy to get rich these days.
But to search on your own is a
full-time job-and-a-half. You have to
read everything, digest it all, ana
lyze the information, act on it...and
do it fast, because opportunities
become ancient history in precious
little time.
Meanwhile, some of the best
investment ideas are sitting practi
cally on your doorstep, at a nearby
office of Merrill Lynch.
We have the resources and
the people to know, really know,
investment opportunities as diverse
as oil drilling partnerships and
Treasury Bill futures, options and
retirement plans.
Our research team is the best
on Wall Street—in Wall Street's
own opinion. And we make it easy
to use that unrivaled resource: com
puter terminals at every Merrill
Lynch office can instantly print out

A breed apart
up-to-the-minute opinions on more
than 1200 stocks.
Best of all is the way we tailor
our advice to your requirements.
Before offering a single suggestion,
your Merrill Lynch Account Exec
utive will spend a long while listen
ing. Finding out what you really
need. Because the smartest invest
ment plans—the plans most likely
to succeed—start with a clear
definition of where they want to go.
Are you looking for security or the

(USC), vs. Iowa, 1974.
1980 Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, S1PC.

opportunity to speculate? For cur
rent income or capital growth?
What you tell us determines in
large part what we tell you.
So we make a point of develop
ing, for each customer, a sound
long-term investment strategy, and
we encourage you to stick with it
and not be sidetracked by invest
ment fads or temporary market
aberrations. And we give you the
security of knowing that we're
going to stick with you and see you
through to your goals. Merrill
Lynch has more ffian $800 million
in capital resources working for
you, and we plan to be advising you
long after all those fad investments
have been written off.
So drop in at a nearby Merrill
Lynch office and look over some of
the brochures that explain our phi
losophy and way of doing things.
Don't worry...we won't ask you to
buy anything. In fact, we probably
won't even let you, until we get to
know you better.

Merrill Lynch

The Best
number in lodging

Call us on it!
Call Best Western's toll-free reserva
tions number into play when you
plan your next business trip, vacation
or weekend get-away. We'll get you
a place to stay and a rental car if you
need one. We'll tell you where you
can enjoy tennis, golf, skiing, year
'round swimming, fine dining, live

entertainment and in-room movies.
We'll give you more information on
more places to stay than anyone
else in the world. All you need is the
Best number in lodging. Call us on it!

1-800-528-1234.
*|n Arizona 1-800-352-1222, Phoenix 279-7600
In Canada 1-800-268-8993, Toronto 485-2632

6«st
Western
World's Largest Lodging Chain
United States, Canada,Mexico, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, England. Ireland, Scotland Wales,
France, Spain, Austria, Switzerland,Denmark, Sweden,Finland, Andorra, Luxembourg, Australia. New Zealand

by Mary Schmitt
Milwaukee JOURNAL
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o you think that all this live mascot
stuff is for the birds? Well, you may
be right. At least at Rice, which has
an owl for a mascot. Or at Auburn, which
has a war eagle for a mascot even though
the school's official nickname is the Ti
gers.
You say that college athletics are going
to the dogs? Right again. Georgia, Yale and
Mississippi State all have bulldogs for
mascots. Tennessee has a blue tick coon
dog, and Washington has a husky, which
goes by the haughty name of Regents Denali.
You think we're just horsing around,
don't you? But they do just that at Ten
nessee, Southern Cal, Wyoming, Texas
Tech and Oklahoma, each of which has
some kind of horse as a mascot.
This really is not just a lot of bull. Alcontinued

Three of college football's most famous mascots:
The LSU Tiger, Traveller of USC and the Texas
Longhorn, Bevo.

Discover the original
goodness of King's Hawaiian Bread.
The natural ingredients blend together
wonderfully to enhance the flavor ol hamburgers, hot
dogs, tuna and grilled cheese. Whatever your favorite sandwich
or snack...try it with King's Hawaiian Bread. We promise you...a little
taste of Hawaii in every bite. Bite after bite, you'll find King's Hawaiian
Bread.. .soooo... delicious!!!!

Taste the Difference!!

cHje Orlgiijal

KING'S Hawaiian Bread
King's International Bakery • Torrance, CA 90504 • Honolulu, HI 96814

One quick look
isallyouget.
Our front mid-engine rotary
race cars can take your breath
away faster than you can say
RX-7. Specially-prepared RX-7s
won four big races in a row in
early 1980, with GTU victories
in the 12 Hours of Sebring, at
Road Atlanta, in the Riverside
5-Hour, and at Laguna Seca.
The front mid-engine Mazda

RX-7 you can buy offers virtual
ly everything you could want in
a refined sports car. Like sleek,
slippery aerodynamic styling.
Superb handling. Tremendous
acceleration. And a list of
standard features as long as
your arm. (The RX-7 GS, for
example, comes with 5-speed,
AM/FM stereo, steel-belted

radials, electric hatch release,
and more.)
See you at the races. Or at
your nearest Mazda dealer.

The more you look,
the more you like.
Mazda's rotary engine licensed by NSU-WANKEL.

continued

EranTarkenton Blazer
This finely tailored, superbly
crafted coat is America's hottest
selling new Blazer. The Fran
Tarkenton Blazer by Higgins is
available at leading retailers
everywhere.
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though that may be the case at the Uni
versity of Colorado, which has a 1,400pound buffalo for a mascot, or at Texas,
which has a 1,000-pound steer as its
namesake.
Are you finding all of this a little un
bearable? It just so happens that they
have the cutest little bear cubs as mascots
at Baylor. And California once had a live
bear cub as a mascot, but it got to be too
big and dangerous, so it was replaced by a
student in a bear costume, who, sup
posedly, is less dangerous.
Actually, that has become the normal
course of action. Most mascots today are
students dressed in costumes. But not
necessarily. There are still all kinds of crit
ters serving as live mascots.
There is no accurate record of how
many schools employ live animals as
mascots, but one thing is certain. Their
number is diminishing. And for a variety
of reasons.
Sometimes, the animals are just too
rare—such as Boston College's bald
eagle, which is on the endangered
species list. Sometimes, schools have
been forced to succumb to outside
pressures, such as the University of Ore
gon, which had to give up its live duck
mascot, named Puddles, after repeated
complaints from the Humane Society.
Likewise, the University of Wisconsin re
placed its live badger mascot for health
and safety reasons.
Sometimes, there are inside pressures.
Many universities, with new artificial turf
in their stadiums, just don't want all kinds
of wild animals roaming around on their
new carpeting.
And sometimes, it has just been too
difficult to find caretakers. Who, for in
stance, wants to look after Florida A&M's
rattlesnake or Florida's Albert the Al
ligator?
That is not the case at Louisiana State
University, however. The live tiger that
serves as the LSU mascot, Mike IV is
watched over carefully by both the stu
dents and the school's renowned veteri
nary department. Mike IV resides in an
air-conditioned cage across from Tiger
Stadium and receives the best of care.
Why, seven years ago, when it was ru
mored that Mike was involved in an acci
dent, fans called to donate blood.
And last semester, LSU students voted
to add $2 to their activity fees in order to
remodel Mike's quarters so that they
more closely resemble his natural habitat.
The amount raised by the students will be
matched by the university, and the total is
expected to reach $100,000.
Now really. These mascots are sup
posed to be ferocious. That's the whole
idea behind mascots. They're supposed
to be mean, nasty, the fiercer the better.
Texas A&.I, for instance, once had a
javelina for a mascot. That javelina was so

fierce that it once bit the school's
president. And Houston once used its
mascot, a cougar named Shasta IV, to
guard its lockerroom after a series of
thefts.
But for every one of those stories, there
are several where the big, tough mascots
have turned out to be old, scaredy cats.
Take Washington State's cougar mas
cot. Now, the Cougar is the most ferocious
mascot in the Pacific-10 Conference. But
in 1965, when the Pac-10 was still the
Pac-8, students from Gonzaga University
kidnapped the cougar, named him Butch
VI. And, what's worse, when they brought
him back—before a basketball game at
Spokane—the Gonzaga cheerleaders
were petting him. Even more embarrass
ing, when one student stuck his hand in
Butch's cage, Butch licked it. So much for
ferocious.
Orhow about the supposedly ferocious
Baylor Bears? Why, the cubs used as mas
cots by Baylor have a fondness for Dr.
Pepper and 7-Up. The only thing vaguely
nasty about them was the time one of the
cubs got his collar and chain wrapped
around his neck while trying to climb a
tree. He choked to death. In light of
Baylor's 0-10 record that season, however,
some observers ruled the death a suicide.
And then there is Ralphie II. Ralphie II
is a three-year-old cow buffalo that
weighs 1,400 pounds and serves as the
mascot for the University of Colorado.
Ralphie II replaced Ralphie 1, who, after
13 years, retired after the last game of the
1978 season.
Now, after 13 years, Ralphie I was per
fect, and the students loved her. She was
even elected homecoming queen one
year. She had her routine down pat. When
the band struck up "Glory, Glory Col
orado," Ralphie stormed onto the field,
raced down the sideline and back, paus
ing only to snort at the opposing bench.
Then she stormed back to her trailer and
was returned to the ranchwhere shelives.
But it took Ralphie II a little time to pick
up the routine. After her rather lethargic
debut at that last game in 1978, one uni
versity official muttered, "She might as
well have been a cow."
But after a summer's worth of practice,
Ralphie II returned for the 1979 season
raring to go. And, university officials re
port, she has been properly ferocious ever
since.
Unlike Bevo X. Bevo X is the longhorn
steer that serves as the mascot for the
University of Texas. Bevo is slightly tranquilized before he takes his place in the
end zone of every game.
But he is still pretty tough. Earl
Campbell, the former football star from
Texas who now plays for the Houston Oil
ers, once ran into Bevo in the end zone.
Neither of them was hurt. Campbell got
continued
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Quality makes them worth asking for.

The Official
Lindsay Olive/Football
1Q Test:
INSTRUCTIONS: Take this test between plays or at half-time. Circle the correct answers and mail this page to the college,
government agency or professional football team of your choice. If they accept you on the basis of this test, you re truly
smarter than they are.
6. Which of these would a fullback use to open a can of
1. The difference between a Lindsay Olive and a football is:
mellow, nutlike Lindsay Ripe Olives?
A. Footballs taste lousy in sandwiches
B. Have you ever tried a mushroom-and-football pizza?
C. Lindsay Olives are Green or Black, but footballs are only
brown
D. Lindsay Olives are ripe and delicious, footballs are chewy
and hard to digest
7. If footballs are brown, Lindsay Pitted Green Ripe Olives are
green, what color are Lindsay Pitted Black Ripe Olives?
2. Which of these does not belong with the others?
(Hint: Lindsay Olives are in a class by themselves.)
A. Black
B. Black
C. A & B
D. All of the above
E. None of the above
8. NFL Linebackers enjoy Lindsay Pitted Black RipeOlives in:
A. Hospitals B. Chocolate malts C. Salads D. The Super Bowl
B^C
9. Which of these semi-official signals indicates time-out to
3. If Lindsay Green Olives grew to the size of footballs, which
enjoy wonderful Lindsay Pitted Green or Black Ripe Olives?
size martini would you put them in?
A. Extra large size
C. Stadium size
B. Swimming pool size D. Any size
4. Which of these would add flavor and excitement to salads?

A. ^

B. "W

C.

C.
D.
E.
SUMMARY: If you were patient enough to read
this far in the test, you deserve a littlesomething
extra. So send your name, address and zip
code to Lindsay Olive Growers, P.O. Box 278,
Lindsay, CA 93247, and we'll send you
something sooner or later.

D.

5. A true football fan would never:
A. Eat anything but Lindsay Olives
B. Spit Lindsay Olive pits at the opposing team
C. Let his sister date an offensive tight-end
D. Ignore the game to take this test

I
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up. Bevo, who was lying down, continued
to lie down. The collision was ruled a
draw.
Ralph Jordan, the retired Aubum foot
ball coach, has had a few run-ins himself.
He was once chased by Tennessee's blue
tick coon dog and almost run over by the
Tennessee walking horse. Both of those
animals are native symbols of Tennessee,
although the current dog, Smokey IV is a
mite more timid. According to his donor,
the Rev. W C. Brooks of Knoxville, he was
spooked by firecrackers when he was
young and has never quite recovered.
N ot so for Uga, the Georgia bulldog that
once attacked Jordan. Uga III, whose
name is formed from the abbreviation of
the University of Georgia, is every bit as
ferocious as his grandfather, Uga I, and
his father Uga II, both of whom are buried
under the scoreboard in Sanford
Stadium.

Don't tangle with the Houston Cougar.

The Washington Husky, Regents Denali.

dog who was hit by a car and killed in
1950. Before his untimely death, George
had his moments. He once bit Oski, the
California bear mascot, on the nose.Some
say, though, that George never got over the
embarrassment of being kidnapped by
UCLA students, who shaved the initials
U-C-L-A on his back in 1947.)
Speaking of kidnappings, probably the
most sought-after mascot is the Army
mule, which, Cadets boast, has never
been kidnapped. By comparison, the
Cadets have gotten Navy's goat a few
times. Why, the Air Force Cadets even
managed to kidnap Ralphie I and
paraded her around as a big buffaloburger.
The mule and the goat are among the
earliest college mascots. The mule made
its debut in 1899, six years after the first
goat, El Cid, made its appearance.
Tradition says that the goat must al
ways be facing Navy's offensive goal so
Two of college football's feathered friends: the Rice Owl and Auburn's War Eagle.
that the Navy quarterback will always be
sure that he is going in the right direction.
But then, that's what all mascots are
Actually, Georgia's firet mascot was a and Traveler III, the horses that represent
for, isn't it? To give support and bring
goat, back around 1892. But by 1894, the Texas Tech and USC, respectively.
Now, Oklahoma has a couple of ponies, good luck. The word mascot comes from
goat had been replaced by a white bull
terrier. No one is quite sure why the Boomer and Sooner, who pull a small the Portuguese word mascotto, which
change was made, but there are a couple prairie schooner around the field, but means sorcery. Of course, everybody
they are no match for the handsome knows that mascots are just for fun.
of theories. One says that a sportswriter
There's really nothing to this good luck
reported that "Georgia held on with a horses at the other schools.
Happy VI is the black stallion that leads stuff. Or it there?
bulldog's tenacity," and the nickname
The Arkansas nickname is the Razorstuck. Others claim that the Georiga the Texas Tech football team onto the
bulldog is a cousin of the Yale bulldog, be field. That tradition started at the 1954 backs. Actually, razorbacks are extinct, so
cause many of Georgia's early presidents Gator Bowl when Joe Kirk Fulton, dressed the university used a mean, mixed-breed
in a scarlet and black cape and a slouch hog as a mascot.
were Yale men.
In 1977, the mascot, named Red III, es
If all that is true, Uga III should come to hat, jumped onto a black horse and led
caped and broke into a barnyard near
the aid of his Yale cousin. The Yale mascot the Red Raiders onto the field.
Barryville, Ark. A farmer trying to protect
Traveler III is a white Arabian, ridden
is Bingo, a female bulldog, who is being
by Richard Saukko, who dresses as his prized sow, shot and killed Red III.
forced to go by the official name of Hand
That afternoon, the Razorbacks suf
Tommy Trojan and charges around the
some Dan.
While handsome might be an inappro Coliseum track at USC football games. (At fered their only defeat of the 1977 season,
hands of Texas.
priate adjective for a female mascot, it one time, USC had two live mascots— a 13-9 setback at the«*>
certainly fits male mascots like Happy VI Traveler I and George Tirebiter, a scruffy
33t

NOW I CAN GAIN
466,400YARDSII
ON JUST ONE TANKFUL.
\/^ \/^N, ,'w^ read itit ri/-iht
Yes.You've
right.

Paul Hornung, one of football's pre
mier running backs, can still gain
thousands of yards on the ground.
This time with the Volkswagen Rabbit.

©1980 VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA. INC

Imagine. 466,400 yards.
Which means you can drive from
Lambeau Field in Green Bay to Soldier
Field in Chicago (and with plenty to
spare) without having to stop for gas.
And just take a look at these stats:
With the optional 5-speed manual
transmission, you can pick up an EPA es
timated [25] miles per gallon, 40 MPG
highway estimate. (Use estimated MPG
for comparison to other cars. Mileage
may vary with speed, weather and trip
length. Actual highway mileage will
probably be less.)
And there's more to gain by driving a

Rabbit than valuable yards.
There's also quickness.
At the snap, the Rabbit can bring you
from 0 to 50 in only 8.3 seconds. Leav
ing some sports cars in the backfield.
With the Rabbit's front-wheel drive,
there's great maneuverability. Which
makes moving in and out of
tough spots (and finding open
ings) a lot easier.
m And as to comfort, there's
pnni irih room so that even four mem
enough
bers of the Pack don't have to feel like
they're packed.
But probably what's most comforting
is that you don't have to be a fullback
to make all these gains.
Just a drive in our hatchback will do.

VOLKSWAGEN
DOES IT
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by Jack Disney, Los Angeles HERslLD-EXAMINER
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he play bears all the impact and sub
tlety of a billy club. In an era of foot
ball sophistication, it is the game's
link to a primeval age.
The play has come to be popularly
known as Student Body Right. But that is
a misnomer. It could just as well be called
Student Body Left.
The compelling thing about Student
Body Right is that its construction is so
simple. It could have been designed by
soiled eight-year-old fingers in play
ground dirt:"Everybody block while I run
around end."
Yet it did not achieve widespread atten
tion, in its present context, until the early
'60s when it was resurrected from the
single wing glory days.
The play is so basic in concept that if
Princeton and Rutgers had playbooks in
that historic first game, prehistoric Stu
dent Body Right might be preserved to
day.
The play found a contemporary resi
dence when a West Coast coach won
dered if it might be the response to
eight-man defensive fronts popular at the
time.
"It was developed as a solution to the
Arkansas-50 defense," explained one of

his assistants."We were looking at films in
1962 when we decided to try the power
sweep off the I-formation.
"The idea was to give the back the
chance to get outside, either side, with
equal speed. It was as versatile a running
situation as you could give a tailback.'
Reasoning that defenses would react to
the sweep in various ways, the coach as
signed his backs keys; much in the man
ner in which a linebacker reads keys.
Example: If the defensive player moved a
certain way, the back would cut in a pre
determined direction.
At that time, the play was baptized 28Pitch, and it would unfold with the quar
terback pitching to the tailback.
"It's all finesse," deadpans a former
All-America guard who used to lead the
play. "Kind of like a building falling on
you.
"It's the one play where everybody is
involved, doing something," he continues.
"Every block matters. And for an offensive
lineman, that kind of contact is impor
tant, the kind you can take pride in.
"It comes down to big man on big man;
one on one. It's just dominating the other

g u y"

"Whatever finesse

is involved, and

there is very little, is extremely subtle,"
says a midwestern coach, who runs a
slight variation of 28-Pitch.
"You have to have the right kind of per
sonnel though, if you're going to make it
your stock in trade."
Student Body Right's most strategic
practitioners, in addition to the tailback,
are the tight end and strongside tackle.
At some schools players are recruited
with the 28-Pitch in mind. Specifically,
the tight end and the strong tackle must
be very physical and very tall.
"The tight end for example, has to be
able to execute the play, period," says one
coach who has had tremendous success
with Student Body Right. "If he can't
make the 28-Pitch go. he doesn't go."
The height requirement for the tight
end and strong tackle is necessary be
cause of the blocking technique dictated
by the play,
"It's leverage blocking while in a
raised-up position," explains a coach.
"You've got to get up in your opponent's
face and screen him off.
"These two players essentially attack
the outside shoulder of their opponents
and stay with it until the tailback can get
continued
outside.
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"The guy getting blocked figures the
only way he can get off the block is to give
up ground, and that, after all, is what the
play is all about."
Meantime, the strongside guard's as
signment on Student Body Right is to pull
and seek out the strongside linebacker.
"It gives a lineman a lot of good oppor
tunities," says a former All-America
guard. "When I pulled down the line on
that play, anything in the clipping zone
was fair game ... easy game."
The fullback is another key player in
leading the way. But what the entire play
boils down to is trying to generate as
much power as possible.
The basis of the play is the run,
certainly—with as much physical force
as a team can muster. There's no subtlety
involved. It's the offense trying to ram the
play down the other team's throat
The ballcarrier must be physical, too.
At some schools, players are selected as
tailbacks simply on the basis of how they
can run that one play.
By design, the end result of Student
Body Bight is as pedestrian as the execu
tion.
"It's not really a big-gain play," says a
coach from the Southeast. "Because it's
such a physical play, its value lies in its
ability to wear down defenses.
"It may gain only two yards in the first
quarter. But it's gaining eight by the
fourth."
A tailback, whose bread and butter
used to be labeled 28-Pitch, adds:
"It's not a play we utilized to get points.
It's a play that wears a defense down
mentally as much as it does physically.
"In the fourth quarter, that play is
there, even if it wasn't in the first. Even if
we lost yardage, we were beating people
up on that play. It tells later in the game."
One coach, reflecting on his devotion to
the play, has said a prerequisite is pa
tience.
" The key is to be patient. We were play
ing our archrival one year and our tail
back was having one of those days. He
could do that. Look bad, get racked up,
fumble. Then you'd look up and he'd be in
the end zone.
"TVvo of my assistants wanted to take
him out that day. They said, "Take him out,
he's killing us.' I said, "One more play.' He
fumbled again. My assistants were
screaming. 1 said, "Just wait. He'll do it.
\bu've got to be patient.'
"The next play he ran 28-Pitch 67 %'ards
for a touchdown and we won the game. I
should have fired both those guys."
Adaptations of the power-I can be seen
in every section of the country now. And
with the power-I comes some version of
Student Body Right. At smaller schools,
the appellation is much more accurate
than elsewhere.
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After 76 years,
EFHutton&Company
still hasone name.
Dominance on the line makes the Student Body Bight play run like a clock.
It has been estimated that the forma
tion and its attendant resources are used
by more colleges than any other offense.
One recent estimate pegged the number
at 50, which is considerable when figur
ing the number of formations employed.
USC, the modern cradle of Student
Body Right, ran the play 107 times last
year, 18 years after its inception. Its effect
obviously hasn't dulled over the years,
over the generations, no matter its guise.
"The concept is still sound," says a Big
Eight coach 'It's still based on good
blocking schemes and it lets a good back
either go where the blocking takes him or
else take enough time to find
a hole
somewhere else.
"It is effective because it forces an op
ponent to defend a very wide area, an
area the width of a football field."

Notes a Pac-10 assistant. "It's the kind ol
play we have to run perfectly fot it to
work. We practice it. Oh, how we practice
it.
"We may not intend to run it once dur
ing practice and we end up running it 30
times. You see, if there's a breakdown, it
won't work. And if you don't practice, you
have breakdowns."
Unlike its many counterparts that seem
to depend on deception, Student Body
Right is testimony to redundancy
"We ran it every game last season and
everybody knew it was coming, says a
West Coast coach It averaged 7 8 yards
per carry even while running it well over
100 times."
He shakes his head out of reverence for
Student Body Right. 'As long as I coach
this game," he says, "I'll use that play i®.

In an industry that undergoes ups and downs,
mergers and constant change, E.F. Hutton has always
stood for reliability and dependability
Through all those years, we've maintained an un
broken record of profitability and of continuous service
to our customers.
And now, as we celebrate our 76th year, that
stability seems even more impressive.

Member of SI PC

The tailback should be cat-quick and durable.

When EFHutton talks,
people listen.

The Father of College Football

W

alter Camp's sobriquet, "The
Father of American Football,"
is more than just a fanciful
title invented by some sports publicist
for promotional purposes. When Camp
brought his athletically-gifted body and
systematic brain to football, the game
was little more than a slightly modified
version of English rugby. Walter's direct
influence carried football into the
U.SA.'s 20th Century.
TVvo of Camp's many innovations
alone are enough to have earned him
the title of football's father. The first
revolutionary Camp invention was the
scrimmage. In rugby, and in the 1880
version of football, the ball was put into
play by a scrimmage, a disorderly cir
cle of players from both teams gathered
around the ball and, at the referee's sig
nal, fighting madly for its possession.
Camp established the scrimmage line
in 1880, with one team in definite pos
session of the ball and able to put it
into play. The ramification of this de
parture from rugby was to permit a
team the opportunity to map out a
strategy for advancing the ball since
they would know just when its posses
sion was theirs, instead of having to
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depend upon the luck of the scrim.
Walter Camp's second stroke of or
ganizational genius began as a seem
ingly simple rules variation. The year
was 1888 and Camp decided that defen
sive players were at a great disadvan
tage when trying to catch and wrestle
down by the shoulders a speeding ball
carrier. Thus, he advanced legislation
that permitted the tackier to hit below
the waist and as far down as the knees.
A corollary to this rule was that blockers
must now keep their arms in close to
their bodies. Amost immediately, foot
ball formations took on the shape we
now recognize. Previously, with the ad
vantage to the runner, the formations, if
they can be so called, were field-wide.
That deployment enabled the ball car
rier to either go one-on-one with a defenseman, or if he faced a gang, to lat
eral to an open colleague. Blockers had
been allowed to help by locking arms in
front of the ball carrier, thus providing a
wall of interference.
With the new rule, formations were
pulled in tight to provide the blocking
once achieved by locked arms. Planned
interference had to be arranged to help
fend off the new, deadly efficient knee

high tackle. Skillful inside maneuvering
became paramount and football was on
its way.
Camp's involvement with sports was
a lot more than just a cerebral one.
Born and raised in New Haven, Walter
proved himself the fastest and best prep
athlete in that Connecticut city. In 1876,
as an aspiring physician, he entered
Yale University and quickly found a
niche as the dominant athlete on cam
pus, representing that school in every
varsity sport that existed. He was an ex
cellent swimmer, tennis player, gymnast
and track man. The currently used
hurdle step is a Camp invention.
In baseball, Camp was a stellar
pitcher, an early master of the curve
ball and two-time captain of the nine.
But it was football that fired Camp's
imagination and as a halfback he played
six varsity seasons, two as captain of the
squad. A long distance punter and drop
kicker of historical merit, Walter may
well have thrown football's first forward
pass. The scene was an 1876 football
game and as frosh halfback, Camp was
being tackled. He spotted an open
teammate and tossed the ball forward
continued on 46t
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Putting together do-it-yourself projects can be a lot
of fun when you get started right. And our Redi-Cuts™
pre-cut building materials are a good first step.
For example, you can build this workbench, or
one of nine other home projects as easy as nailing the
pieces together. Because materials are available in
convenient pre-cut sizes.
Just follow the instructions in our Redi-Cuts book
let. (It's free with the coupon.) And in no time at all,
you can nail down these easy,
attractive home projects.
For the nearest G-P Registered Dealer. I Home of quality
call toll free: 1-800/447-2882 (except Alaska I building products
& Hawaii), Illinois: 1-800/322-4400

You can do it.Well help
with Redi-Cuts.

Please send me your Redi-Cuts booklet.
Send to:
FREE REDI-CUTS BOOKLET
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
Dept. REP
900 S.W Fifth Ave.
Portland, OR 97204

Name
Address
State

Programs...
Just $10.00
Now is the time for all good fans to order
their souvenir editions of the 1981 Rose
Bowl, Orange Bowl and Cotton Bowl,
and the 1980 Gator Bowl and Sun Bowl
Football Programs.
These beautiful collector's editions
contain over 125 pages of in-depth
scouting reports, special features on
past bowl games, a section on the re
cord holders and halftlme shows, a re
view of the past season in words and
photos and even a bowl quiz to test your
trivia memory.
Each program is chock-full of full color
action photos and is a perfectgift forthe
fanatic fan and the discerning collector.
Whether you attend the games in person
or view them in the comfort of your
home, these programs are a must item
to increase your enjoyment of all of the
excitement at bowl time.
Prices for the souvenir bowl programs
follow and include first class postage
and handling:
$ 4.00 for one program
7.50 for two programs
10.00 for three programs
12.50 for four programs
14.50 for five programs
Additional programs are $2.90 each.
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-ROSE BOWL
-ORANGE BOWL
-COTTON BOWL
-GATOR BOWL
-SUN BOWL
by Wayne Lockwood, San Diego TRIBUNE

H

e is the Walter Mitty of college
football. With one big difference.
He is not content merely to
dream dreams. He is determined to make
them come true.
He is the "walk-on," that unrecruited,
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unknown athlete who refuses to believe
he cannot play college football just be
cause no one offered him a scholarship.
He turns out for the team anyway, bent on
competing with those all-staters and allleaguers with scrapbooks full of press

clippings.
And sometimes, just often enough to
keep the dream alive, he succeeds.
The smaller the school and less pub
licized the competition, the better his
continued

Orders must be postmarked by December 1,
1980to Insuredelivery before game day.
Send check or money order, together with
your name and address to:

TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Three Embarcadero Center, Ste. 1980
San Francisco, CA94111
(415) 398-1919

Enjoy Mr. and Mrs.'T"
Bloody Mary Mix without
vodka! Send for our free brochure of drink, meal
& party recipes. Write to: Taylor Food Products,
20321 S. Susana Fid., Compton, California 90221.

THE WALK-ON WHO CAN PLAY

through on GE
The rich green ol Miss Liberty. The bright
red of a football jersey. The vibrant yellow of a
harvest moon. These are America s true colorscolors that come through vivid and lifelike on
GE TV.
What's more, every GE VIR II color set
adjusts those colors automatically. From chan
nel to channel, program to program
GE color TV. It brings America s true colors
into your life.

We bring good things to lite

chances, of course. "If I didn't have any
walk-ons, I wouldn't have any team," says
one Division III coach.
But even bowl-bound Division I teams
have them, those rare young men who
somehow slipped through everyone's
recruiting nets but can play the game,
nevertheless.
"They're out there," says one major col
lege coach. "There aren't as many as they
think. But there are enough that you can't
afford to take anyone lightly. You never
know when a real player might show up."
This will happen, on the average,
maybe twice a year.
"Ifyou have two walk-ons in one season
who can step in and start or see consider
able playing time, I'd say you're well
ahead of the game," says another coach.
'Any more than that would be very un
usual."
But there will be more walk-ons on the
squad. A number of such players fill out
the "scout" teams used to run opponents'
plays and otherwise do the things which
must be done during a football practice.
During spring practice, as many as two
dozen walk-ons may try out for the aver
age college team." In the spring, you try to
give every athlete a shot to see if he has
any chance," a coach explains.
"In the fall, you'll invite maybe 10 or 12
of those back. And maybe you'll end up
with eight by the end of the season.
'A player turning out in the fall for the
first time has less chance because you
have less time to look at him."
No matter when he turns out, a walk-on
has a better chance of making the team at
some positions than others.
The brightest opportunity, without
question, awaits those who can kick a
football— both punters and placekickers.
Very few coaches recruit kickers, un
less they have other football skills as well.
"We've never had a pure punter on a full
scholarship," notes one coach.
He and his fellow coaches rely on the
walk-on pool to help fill the need.
The next most likely walk-on to suc
ceed is one who can snap the ball to those
who kick it, and do so consistently and
accurately.
"If a guy can snap the ball, regardless of
his other ability or size, lie's worth having
around," says another coach. "That's a
real knack."
Among those who play every down, the
walk-on with the best chance is one who
plays a position where experience and
technique are not as important.
Such positions, according to most
coaches, would be in the defensive line or
at running back.
"If a player has some ability and in
stinct, he can step in more easily at those
positions even though he hasn't had as
much experience," a coach explains.
Given a reasonable amount of talent,

continued

Many walk-ons make the team as kickers.
how does a walk-on otherwise measure
up to his contemporaries?
"Generally, all players are pretty much
the same when it comes to learning the
system ... things like that," a coach feels.
"Sometimes, though, the walk-on will
be more intense because he has some
thing to prove—both to himself and to
the coaches.
"Besides, there is always the chance of
winning a scholarship. That's the real in
centive."
Coaches, being only human, admit that
a walk-on may sometimes have to do
more than another player initially in
order to earn attention.
"You like to think you treat every player
the same, but, realistically, you don't," a
coach admits.
"You're less likely to give immediate at
tention to a walk-on because you usually
have more knowledge about the scholar
ship player. You have recruited him.
You've seen him play, at least on film.
A walk-on's ability has to jump out at
you pretty fast, especially in the fall."
And, strangely enough, sometimes it
does. How could an athlete so good go
unnoticed until he comes knocking at the
door?
"It happens," concedes a coach. "Not
often, but it happens.
"There are different reasons. Some
times a kid develops late. Sometimes

people overlook him because they think
he s too small or too slow.
"Sometimes he just doesn't get a
chance to play for one reason or another.
Sometimes he gets lost in the shuffle by
transferring from one school to another.
"But the really good player who shows
up out of the blue is a real rarity."
Once a walk-on makes the team, where
does he rate in relation to a scholarship
player? If the two are close in ability, is
there an unconscious tendency to favor
the one who was recruited?
"We try not to let that affect our judg
ment," says a coach. "We have enough
things to think about as it is. If we think
the walk-on is better, we're going to play
him and try to get him a scholarship."
But the average walk-on doesn't play
that much, if at all. And a scholarship re
mains a dream.
"We have some kids come out and work
hard and get tired and dirty every day ...
and they know they're probably never
going to get a chance to play in a game,"
notes a coach.
"Sometimes, I ask myself, Why?'
"But they enjoy being part of it, the fel
lowship and the friendship. They enjoy
being part of the game.They come to get a
great deal of respect from the other team
members. And from me, too."
That's not such a bad thing to have.
Even for Walter Mitty.
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A NONTECHNICAL LOOK
AT THE TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES
OF USING SIP GAS TREATMENT
It all starts with this wonderful
chemical called
Alkylhydroxybenzylpolyamine.
Fancy name for something that looks
like a balloon on a string. But, as the
primary active ingredient, it does two
important things in your car's fuel
system:
First, it helps remove water from your
gas tank by surrounding droplets of
water, suspending them in your gas
so they can pass
harmlessly through
your fuel system.
Second, it helps pre
vent grundge like
gum and varnish
from sticking to metal
surfaces of the fuel
system in two ways:
By coating the metal
surfaces of the fuel
system and by sur
rounding the gum and
varnish to keep them from getting a
toehold. This helps keep your car
buretor clean and that helps maintain
peak engine performance.
Still with us?
So far, all you've got to remember is
that STP Gas Treatment fights back
against bad guys in your fuel system.
Now for the second thing to
remember: All this isn't fiction. It's
fact. Results proven in scientific tests.
For instance:

FIGHTS RUST.

These two
steel bars
were both
soaked in
the same gas
plus water.
Only dif
ference? The
gas used with
the bar on the
right contained
STP Gas
Treatment.

FIGHTS WATER.
Water causes more than rust. It
can freeze, too. Brrrr! Regular use
can lessen the likelihood of gas
line freeze. Tests proved STP Gas
Treatment increases the emulsification of water and that means it helps
water get through your system, out
your exhaust.

tests. Without us (left) nasty
formations developed. With us (right)
sleeves came out much cleaner.
Take your pick.

FIGHTS VALVE DEPOSITS.

For this test, we
matched up six
new cars in
three matched
pairs. After only
12,000 miles,
look at the
y
difference that
can develop in
valve deposit
|l
formation.
A
(We're on the
"" right.) That
stuff on the
left? Would you want that in your car?

X

FIGHTS CARB DEPOSITS.

Some carburetor openings are tiny
enough to become restricted by
gum and varnish, which can rob
your engine of efficiency. We put
clean metal sleeves in 28 engine

FIGHT BACK! WITH
STP GAS TREATMENT.

EASY
POUB

In summary.
Maybe you've never
thought about using a
gas treatment. Well, you
should. Odds are,
, you've got some bad
guys lurking in your fuel
system. Things you
ought to fight back
against— if you want to
keep your car running
like it ought to.
STP Gas Treatment
does exactly that.
It's the best selling Gas
Treatment in America.

ATMS*
STP Corporation 1979.1400 W. Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33310

General Motors Parts Division
is Mr. Goodwrench and more than
12,500 GM Parts employes
dedicated to good customer care.

QUALITY
SERVICE PACTS
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to him. The forward aerial progress was
unprecedented and play was halted for
the ensuing debate as to the play's le
gality. A confused referee tossed a coin
to see if the play would be allowed and
the coin ruled in Yale's favor. RS.—It
was a touchdown pass.
The final two years of his varsity
competition coincided with Camp's two
years at the Yale Medical School and
were perfectly legitimate under the lax
athletic regulations of the period.
Camp's own logic made him the
staunchest supporter of legislation out
lawing the use of anyone but under
graduates for varsity sports.
An aggressive organizer and leader,
Camp turned his tactical talents to
football as soon as he could and by 1878
he became a representative to the In
tercollegiate Football Association (IFA)
comprising Yale, Harvard, Penn and
Princeton. From that year until his
death in 1925, Camp sat in every session
of football legislatures, intercollegiate
conventions and rules committees. His
guidelines were largely responsible for
the evolution of the game away from
rugby
"into a contest embodying
characteristics of the American competi
tive spirit."
Between 1880 and 1888 Walter Camp
inspired rule changes that had the
cumulative effect of remaking football
into the modern game. It was Camp
who reduced both the playing squads
and field dimensions to their present
sizes. Camp is credited with the first
use of verbal signals and he instituted a
scoring scale awarding different points
for each of the methods of scoring (1
point safety; 2-touchdown; 4-goal after
touchdown; 5-goal from field).
Realizing that mayhem was the order
of the day on the scrimmage line, he
established the neutral zone between
the opposing lines, allowing the referee
better
officiating
conditions
for
monitoring penalties.
Fan appreciation was always a con
sideration
of
Camp's
and
when
spectator complaints about boring 0-0
games became regular, Camp designed
the "so many yards in so many downs"
requirement.
That
ingenious
new
wrinkle prevented a team from
just
keeping the ball an entire half without
ever making a scoring attempt which, if
unsuccessful, gave the opposition con
trol of the ball. Teams now had to take
risks and devise ever more creative of
fensive and defensive strategies.
Not all of Camp's innovations were
born flawless. The development of close
formations gave rise
to mass momen
tum strategies, such as the flying
wedge—a formation that put the ball
carrier in the middle of a fast moving V
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of humanity. A player attempting to
stop that juggernaut could find himself
literally trampled. Camp hadn't fore
seen this manipulation of his original
idea, and although he was clever
enough to use these mass formations to
his own advantage (he was Yale's first
coach—unpaid), he cried loudly to
abolish them, claiming the resultant in
juries detracted from the game.
Walter was correct, of course, and
soon public sentiment toward football
injuries caused the IFA to dissolve and
prompted West Point and Annapolis to
drop football from their regimens.
In 1906 Camp, Alexander Moffat of
Princeton and Captain Palmer F. Pierce,
head of the Intercollegiate Athletic As
sociation of America (shortly to become
the NCAA), established the Football
Rules Committee. Their first job was to
abolish the close order mass play. The
sane direction of the Rules Committee
soon achieved for football the renewed
appreciations of the public and the
schools and thus, according to one
noted football historian, "Walter Camp
was not only the sire of American Foot
ball, but also a saviour."
Camp's entire life was a demonstra
tion of that kind of zeal and dedication
for those things he loved. Abandoning
medical school for a career in business
Iperhaps the rigors
of a doctor's life
would have kept him from
football),
Camp rose from salesman to the com
pany's executive director. He was active
in civic and charitable affairs and dur
ing World War I, served as Chairman of
the Athletic Department of the Navy
Commission on Training Camp Ac
tivities and was also the Physical Direc
tor of the Air Service.
Today, alas, Camp is mostly remem
bered for his All-America team choices.
Actually, it isn't known if Camp had a
hand in selecting the All-America team
in 1889, to which Caspar Whitney can
lay claim. If Camp didn't assist Whitney
that first year, he quickly assumed that
position and by 1897 he was picking
them solo.
For the first five years, All-Americans
came only from Yale, Harvard and
Princeton, except for two Penn men,
and it wasn't until 1898 that a "wes
terner" from Michigan made the team.
That was the year Camp commenced
picking the All-America team for Col
lier's, a 28-vear relationship that pro
duced the annual official" mythical
eleven
The association of Camp with AllAmerica teams ended only with his
death shortly before his 66th birthday
on the night of March 13, 1925. Appro
priately, it was during the recess of a
Rules Committee Convention.
'•»
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lsewhere in this program you'll find
chronicled who's likely to run for
daylight, boom field goals and make
bone-jarring tackles in today's clash. On
this page, however, you'll find a different
kind of scouting report, one that will ad
vise you on a sure-fire winning combina
tion—not on the field, you understand,
but for your pre-game tailgating ritual.
The R.T. French Company Test Kitch
ens ofRochester, New York, can guarantee
you'll triumph with this recipe for AllAmerican Fried Chicken, and the
Campbell Soup Company expects you'll
get lots of cheers about their recipe for
Halftime Marinated Vtegetables.

ALL-AMERICAN
FRIED CHICKEN
1 envelope (1 1/2-oz.) sloppyjoe sea
soning m i,K

1/2 cup all-purpose flour
1 frying

chicken, cut up or 2 to 3

pounds chicken pieces
1/4 cup e\raporated milk
Oil
Combine seasoning mix and flour in plas
tic bag or shallow bowl. Dip chicken in
milk, then in seasoning mixture until well
coated. Fry in about 1/4-inch hot oil, un
covered, for about 20 minutes, turning
occasionally until brown. Cover; cook 20
to 25 minutes.I ncover; cook 10 to 15 min
utes longer, until tender and crisp. Chill
until served. 4 to 6 servings.

At your next tailgate party, or any festive occasion
let "V-8" Spicy-Hot give your Bloody Mary
a spicy hot kick. "V-8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice Cocktail is a spirited blend of
8 great vegetables with a special spicy
sizzle that puts more spirit in the spirits.
—
Makes a spirited snack or before-meal
appetizer, too!

HALFTIME MARINATED
VEGETARLE8
4
1

large carrots, rut in 1-inrh pieces
small head cauliflower, broken into
floweretes
1 cup sliced celery
V* cup green pepper strips
1 small onion, chopped
1 can I6 JI 07.1 vegetable juice (spicy)
Vi cup salad oil
2 tablespoons vinegar
1 tablespoon brown sugar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 teaspoon salt
V2 teaspoon Worcestershire
Generous dash pepper
In
saucepan,
cook
carrots
and
caulifloweretes in water until just tender
drain. In shallow dish, combine carrots
cauliflower, celery green pepper and on
ion. Combine remaining ingredients
pour over vegetables. Chill 12 hours oi
overnight: stir occasionally. Serve witl
slotted spoon. Makes about 10 cups.
Adapted from 1979 Family Circle NFL Tailgate Party Recipe Contest.

Bkg? ?

mm

"V-8" is a registered trademark of Campb

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER YOUR "V-8" SPICY-HOT COOLER:

Now "V-8" Spicy-Hot has a
special offer on a custom-designed
cooler that's great for tailgate parties
or any outdoor get-together. It's a Vzgallon insulated cooler with a tough, durable,
yet light-weight body. The cooler has a screw-on
lid plus a handy pour spout that's covered by a
snap-lock cap. The cooler is yours for just $4.95 plus
one label from any size "V-8" Spicy-Hot
(mfg. estimated retail value $6.95).

For each cooler ordered, send a check or money order for 54.95 (no cash please) and one
label from any size "V-8" Spicy-Hot (Wisconsin residents - send $4.95 and label facsimile
only) along with your name, address and zip code to:
"V-8" Spicy-Hot Cooler. Box 8466, Clinton, Iowa 52736

(please print)

State.

_Zip Code_

(must be included)

Offer Expires March 31,1981. Please allow 7 weeks for delivery. Offer good only in U.S.A.
Puerto Rico and military installations. Wisconsin residents send money requirement plus label
facsimile only. Void if taxed, restricted or forbidden by law.

Mailino vour reouesl to the offeror: Campbell SOUP Company, Camden. New Jersey 08101.
WILL DELAY DELIVERY.
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Code of Officials' Signals

WIN A DREAM TRIP TO SUPER BOWL XV,
PLUS A FABULOUS HAGGAR WARDROBE

Illegally Passing
or Handing Ball
Forward

Forward Pass or
Kick Catching
Interference

Ineligible Receiver
Down Field on Pass

Ball Illegally Touched,
Kicked, or Batted

Incomplete
Forward Pass,
Penalty Declined,
No Play, or No Score

Helping the Runner,
or Interlocked
Interference

Ball Dead; If Hand
is Moved from Side
to Side: Touchback;
Fourth Down,
Closed Fist

We want everyone
to fly

Saggar Super Bowl sweepstakes winners will join Roger Staubach
in New Orleans for a weekend of Super Bowl excitement.
The air crackles with anticipation as
you approach the country's most
imposing sports arena. The Louisiana
Superdome! Inside, tension mounts
as you take your seat. Suddenly, the
crowd sends up a deafening roar.
Super Bowl XV is about to begin!
And you're part of it.
Sound exciting? Then get in on
Haggar's Super Bowl Sweepstakes.
There's nothing to buy. Just come to
the nearest participating store for
complete rules and official entry
blanks. You could win one of these
terrific prizes.
10 GRAND PRIZES: An expensepaid trip for two to Super Bowl XV
in New Orleans, January 23-25, 1981.

Main photo: Roger Staubach wears a
brown Imperial® wool barleycorn sport
coat. Bill's gray blazer and plaid slacks are
stretchable, comfortable Haggar Magic
Stretch.™

Trip will include coach airfare, hotel
accommodations for three nights,
access to the Haggar Hospitality
Suite and a pre-game brunch, two
tickets to The Super Bowl game,
transportation to and from the game
with police escort, $200 cash, plus a
Haggar wardrobe consisting of one
suit, one sport coat, and three pairs
of slacks from the Haggar line of
your choice (Comfort-Plus™,
Imperial®, The Gallery by Haggar®,
or Body Work by Haggar®.)

100 SECOND PRIZES: A Haggar
wardrobe of one suit, one sport coat,
and three pairs of slacks.
1000 THIRD PRIZES: One pair of
Haggar slacks.
5000 FOURTH PRIZES: Prints of
specially-commissioned Super Bowl
artwork by noted American sports
artist Merv Corning.
NOTE: Sweepstakes begins August 1,1980 and ends December
15.1980. If you cannot find an entry form and details at a
participating retailer, submit a stamped, self addressed envelope to
HAGGAR SUPER BOWL SWEEPSTAKES, P.O. BOX 9502, BLAIR,
NEBRASKA 68009. Your request must be received by November 10,
1980. Each request must be
mailed separately. Sweepstakes
void in the
of Wisconsin,
Ohio, and wherever prohibited
m f * Cl W ' A y k
by law. Entrants must be 18
years of age or older.

THE OFFICIAL
WARDROBE OF THE SUPER BOWL

Air California is bringing
convenient, economical air
travel to more people and
more places across
the West-with
service to

Nevada and Oregon. And
a commitment to giving
you the lowest fares in
%
the air. We re
Air California,
^

AIR#CALIFORNIA

Touchdown or
Field Goal

and (he conference's most valuable player his senior sea-|
son, 1959.From Wyoming he went to the Canadian Football
,,s
League where he played for the British Columbia Lions ii^
*1960-61 and for the Calgary Stampeders the following twc|
seasons.
At Wyoming he was coached by former \ebraska coacH
and current athletic director Boh IJevaney while earning
all-conference honors both years. Walden attended a
junior college in Mississippi before enrolling at Wyoming. '
Walden led the Cowboys to seasons of 8-3 in 1958 and 9-1
in 1959. The 1958 team also received a hid to the Sun Bowl
and beat Hardin-Simmons 14-6. A high-powered offense
and a stingy defense epitomized the 1959 club as tin;
Walden-led offense scored an average of 28.7 points a
game while the defense allowed just 6.2.
Walden's name still appears in the record section of I he
Cowboy press guide:
• Average gain per play in a season, 7.0 (19591
'--A

The Cougs Have Won . . . The Day Is Done
And Now It's

yAusmem

Head Coach
Jim Walden

J

im Walden begins his junior season as head coach at
Washington State University, and the progress he has
made shows the Cougar program is on the right
track.
"One of the biggest things 1 had to do when 1 took over
was build depth in the Washington State football program,"
Walden said. "It's taken us three years but we are now to
the point where we have depth at every position and we
have some quality players giving us that depth. In the past
we often had young men playing out of position in order
for us to achieve depth. But that is no longer the case."
Walden is actually in his fourth season at WSU, coming
here in 1977 as the offensive backfield coach under then
head coach Warren Powers.
The native of Mississippi had the perfect background for
a head coach, having been both an offensive and defen
sive coach prior to coming to WSU.
A quarterback in college and the professional ranks, he
led Wyoming to two Border Conference (since changed to
Western Athletic Conference) titles. He was the school's

• Career passing yards gained per attempt, 9.1
• Two-point conversions in a season, 7 (1959, passed for ;(
six, rushed for one)
•
Walden was picked to play in the East-West Shrine Game
following his senior year at Wyoming, lie went into the
game as the second regular and backup quarterback. I hi'
No. 1 quarterback? Don Meredith.
,
"I was fortunate enough to play a little at quarterback
,j
and generate a couple of long drives," Walden recalled) i'*
remembering a sputtering West offense before these/ •
drives, "It was an experience to play behind someone of
Don's ability," he added of the current ABC commentator •
who ended up throwing two Tl) passes and earning V1V-P
honors in that game.
, ,-'j|
Meredith went on to star for the Dallas Cowboys.
¥'
Following his four years in the Canadian Football •„
League, Walden got his first taste of coaching ill the high
i f|
school ranks in Amory, Miss. After five seasons, including- ' -'<1
an 8-2 mark good for the league title and coach ol the year
honors his final season, he moved to Nebraska where he , vi
and Devaney again joined forces, lie coached on defense during the early 1970s when the Cornhnskers won two na
tional championships. His stay with one of the most suc
cessful collegiate programs in tin: nation lasted until 1973
when Walden joined l'ete Elliott at Miami.
Elliott named him offensive backfield coach and two
years later he moved to the defense when new coach Carl
Selmer named him defensive coordinator.
Among the players Walden has tutored since coming to
Washington Stale is Jack Thompson, the third pick in the
1979 National Football League draft.
Ilis days as a quarterback combined with his work as
both an offensive and defensive coach give him a wellrounded know ledge of the game. That's why WSU officials,
looked no further than the current staff in 1977 when pick
ing a new coach. And Walden is happy in Pullman.
"I guess niv goal when 1 first got into coaching was to
return to Wyoming as head roach. I think everybody would
like to coach at their alma mater," Walden said." But five or
six years ago if you told me I'd be a head coach at a major
university in a major co n fere lire 1 wouldn t have believed
you. Things have worked out well for me, and I m dedi
cated to building a solid football program at WSU. I'm for
tunate people like President Glenn Terrell and director of
athletics Sam Jankovich had the faith in me to do the job.
Together, I think we'll get the job done at Washington
State."
Jim and wife Janice have three children, Lisa, 19, a cur
rent WSU student: Emily, 15: and Murray, 13.

SOUTH 2586 GRAND
RO. Box 362

DANTINI
DISTRIBUTING

(509) 332-1195
PULLMAN, WA 99163

I FOOTBALL SCHEDULES
1981 __

1982

1983

Sept. 12 TEXAS-EL PASO
19 Colorado
26 ARIZONA STATE

Sept.11 TEXAS-EL PASO
18 COLORADO
25 Minnesota

Sept.10 Michigan
17 ARIZONA
24 NEVADA-LAS

Oct.

Oct. 2
9
16
23
30

Oct. 1
8
15
22
29

3
10
17
24
31

PACIFIC
Oregon State
UCLA
Arizona
USC

Tennessee
OREGON STATE
UCLA
STANFORD
ARIZONA
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7980 WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY ASSISTANT FOOTBALL COACHES (L-R): Ken Woody, receivers; Harold Wheeler, secondary; Bob
Padilla, defensive coordinator, defensive line; Dave Elliott, linebackers; Steve Morton, tight ends; Pat Ruel, offensive line; Lindsay
Hughes, outside linebackers; Rich Glover, defensive line; Scott Ricardo, junior varsity; Gary Gagnon, running backs.

Nov. 5 Oregon State
12 CALIFORNIA
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Nov. 6 Oregon
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ashington State University foot
ball coach Jim Walden has as
sembled a top-flight group of
assistant coaches.
"These men are as dedicated to the
success of football at Washington State as
the players. Naturally you're going to have
turnover among assistant coaches, but by
the same token there are men on this staff
who have been offered other opportuni
ties and decided to remain with the
Cougars. That speaks highly of both the
men we have at WSU and, I think, of the
direction this program is headed."
Nine assistant coaches return this year.
In addition, Walden added Bob Padilla to
the defense. The returning coaches are
Gary Gagnon, Rich Glover, Lindsay
Hughes, Steve Morton, Pat Ruel, Ken
Woody, Harold Wheeler, Dave Elliott and
Scott Ricardo.
Gagnon stepped from the high school
ranks at Seattle's Evergreen High to the
Cougars three seasons ago. A graduate of
the University of Idaho, he was coached
by former Oregon State coach and cur
rent OSU athletic director Dee Andros.
Gagnon coached former WSU All-America
quarterback Jack Thompson in high
school and won North Puget Sound
League Coach of the Year honors in 1973
and 1977. He coaches the running backs
at WSU.
One of the top collegiate linemen of
all-time, Glover is back at WSU for his
fourth season, coaching the defensive
line. He won the Outland Trophy and the
Lombardi Award as the nation's top line
man while at Nebraska After his college
career, he played in both the National
Fbotball League and the now-defunct

World Football League before beginning
his coaching career in 1976.
Hughes, an All-America center for El
Camino Junior College, is in his thirdyear
on the Cougar staff and coaches defen
sive ends. From El Camino he went on to
graduate from San Jose State and got his
master's from San Diego State. He joined
the Cougar ranks from Cerritos Junior
College after stints at Florida State, San
Diego State and in the Garden Grove,
Calif., Unified School District.
Morton, a former Cougar center, is the
senior member in his sixth season on the
WSU staff. The native Washingtonian
played high school ball at Chehalis and
attended Grays Harbor Community Col
lege. Steve has worked with the offensive
and defensive lines at WSU and is now the
tight end coach.
First-year Cougar assistant Padilla has
12 years experience in the college coach
ing ranks. He joined the Cougars after two
years as head coach at Fresno State. He
has also served as defensive coordinator
at Michigan State and San Jose State, and
began his collegiate coaching career as
an assistant at Fresno State after serving
in the high school coaching circles for 10
seasons. Padilla, a two-way performer at
tackle for Fresno State, is the defen
sive coordinator for the Cougars.
WSU's offensive line is becoming one of
the most respected front lines in the con
ference, and much of the credit goes to
Golden Patrick Ruel. Allan Kennedy re
ceived All-America recognition last sea
son as a junior and he credits Ruel for a
good share of his development. Ruel pre
viously helped coach the offensive line for
Arkansas, which dominated Oklahoma in

the 1978 Orange Bowl. A native of Miami,
Fla„ Ruel was an outstandinglineman for
Coral Gables High and went on to star for
the University of Miami.
When Woody joined the Cougar staff
three years ago he was no stranger to the
Pacific Northwest or the Pacific-10 Con
ference. He graduated from the Univer
sity of Oregon, was the head mentor at
Whitman College in Walla Walla until the
school dropped football prior to the 1977
season, then coached at Utah State in
1977. At Utah State he handled the wide
receivers, the same responsibility he has
at WSU.
Wheeler returns for his second season
with the Cougar secondary. After
graduating from
Southwest Missouri
State in 1964, he coached two seasons of
high school ball before joining the Geor
gia Bulldog staff in 1966. He has also
coached at Newberry College, Furman
University and Mississippi before going
to Memphis State for the 1978 season.
A 1975 graduate of the University of
Michigan, Elliott came to the Cougars last
season from Toledo where he was the de
fensive backfield coach. He played in the
1972 Rose Bowl for Michigan and in the
1975 Hula Bowl. He was a part-time coach
in 1976 working with linebackers at
Michigan and was also a graduate assist
ant at Miami prior to that. He is the
Cougar's linebacker coach.
Ricardo worked with the offensive line
and coached the Cougar freshman team
last season after coming to WSU from Cali
fornia where he was the defensive scout
team coach and assisted with the defen
sive backs. A 1977 graduate of Cal PolySan Luis Obispo, he spent the 1977 season
at his alma mater as a graduate assistant.
In the off-season the Cougars are as
sisted by Jim Burrow, a cornerback for the
Montreal Allouettes of the Canadian
Football League.

PAC-10
THE BEST MOTELS IN TOWN

YEARLY CHAMPIONS
Total

SCORING

Color T.V.
Air Conditioning
At the entrance to W.S.U.
S.E. 915 Main
Pullman, WA 99163
332-2646

Pool

ALSO FEATURING—
Our new motel:
THE ROYAL COUGAR INN
Color T.V.
Air Conditioning
Pool
W. 120 Main
Pullman, WA
334-3535

Rush
TOTAL OFFENSE
.... 803
1960—Kilmer, UCLA
.... 631
1961—B. Smith, UCLA
. ... -171
1962—Mathieson, WSU
.. .. - 52
1963—Morton, California
.;.. -238
1964—Morton, California
....
576
1965—Beban, UCLA
.... 454
1966—Beban, UCLA
....
227
1967—Beban, UCLA
47
1968—Plunkett, Stanford
....
113
1969—Plunkett, Stanford
.... 183
1970—Plunkett, Stanford
.... 248
1971—Bunce, Stanford
.... -213
1972—Boryla, Stanford
.... 154
1973—Haden, USC
1974—Bartkowski, California .. ....-193
.... - 36
1975—Roth, California
.... - 60
1976—Thompson, WSU
1977—Guy Benjamin, Stanford ....-112
.... - 72
1978—Steve Dills, Stanford
1979—Campbell, California — .... -195

Pass

Total

1086
305
1452
1475
2121
1336
1-245
1359
2156
2673
2715
2265
2284
1603
2580
1880
2762
2521
2943
2618

1889
936
1281
1423
1883
1912
1699
1586
2203
2786
2809
2513
2071
1757
2387
1844
2702
2409
2871
2423

TCB Yards
RUSHING
.... 163
803
I 1960—Kilmer, UCLA
.... 117
696
I 1961— Haffner, UCLA
98
581
1962—Coffey,Washington
.... 127
883
1963—Garrett, USC
.... 217
948
1964—Garrett, USC
.... 267 1440
1965—Garrett, USC
.... 230 1088
1966—Pifer, OSU
.... 266 1415
1967—Simpson, USC
.... 355 1709
1968—Simpson, USC
.... 282 1275
1969—Davis, USC
.... 254 1084
1970—Schilling, OSU
.... 249 1211
1971—Moore, Oregon
.... 184 1034
1972—Davis, USC
.... 150 1129
1973—Johnson, UCLA
.... 288 1354
1974—Davis, USC
.... 357 1875
1975—Bell, USC
.... 276 1417
1976—Bell, USC
1977—Charles White, USC .... .... 264 1291
342 1760
j 1978—Charles White, USC .... ....
I 1979—Charles White, USC .... .... 293 1803

Avg.

PASSING
....
1960—Norman, Stanford
1961—Gold, California
....
1962—Mathieson, WSU
....
1963—Morton, California
....
1964—Morton, California
....
1965—Roth, WSU
1966—Henderson, WSU
....
1967—Beban, UCLA
....
1968—Plunkett, Stanford
....
1969—Plunkett, Stanford
....
1970—Plunkett, Stanford
....
1971—Bunce, Stanford
....
1972—Boryla, Stanford
....
1973—Boryla, Stanford
1974—Bartkowski, California .. ....
1975—Roth, California
1976—Thompson, WSU
1977—Guy Benjamin, Stanford ....
1978—Paul McDonald, USC ...
1979—Schonert, Stanford
RECEIVING

Steve Coury
Oregon State

Rich Campbell
California

65
85
60
45
62
96
72
66
66
132
80
74
84
108
96
110
90
86
82
80
108

1960—Fleming, Washington —
1961—B. Smith, UCLA
1962—Reed, WSU
1963—Blanchfield, California ..
1964—Garrett, USC
1965—Garrett, USC
1966—Pifer, OSU
1967—(Tie) Simpson, USC
Beban, UCLA
1968—Simpson, USC
1969—B. Moore, Oregon
1970—Moore, Oregon
1971—Jackson, WSU
1972—Davis, USC
1973—Johnson, UCLA
1974—Davis, USC
1975—Muncie, California
1976—Ricky Bell, USC
1977—Jimmy Breech, California
1978—Charles White, USC ....
1979—Charles White, USC ....

1960—Face, Stanford
1961—Bedsole, USC
1962—Campbell, WSU
1963—Brown, USC
1964—Schraub, California —
1965—Bunker, Oregon
1966—Flansburg, WSU
1967—Washington, Stanford ..
1968—Washington, Stanford ..
1969—B. Moore, Oregon
1970—Newland, Oregon
1971—DeLapp, California ....
1972—Cross, Stanford
1973—Swann, USC
1974—Rivera, California
1975—Rivera, California
1976—Levenseller, WSU
1977—James Lofton, Stanford
1978—Ken Margerum, Stanford
1979—Steve Coury, OSU

PA
201
82
198
207
308
190
176
156
268
336
358
297
350
256
325
236
355
330
194
221

4.9
5.9
5.9
6.5
4.4
5.4
4.7
5.3
4.8
4.5
4.3
4.9
5.8
7.5
4.7
5.3
5.1
4.9
5.1
6.1

PC Yards
95
41
104
101
1 85
98
95
87
142
197
191
162
1 83
140
182
126
208
208
111
148

1057
403
1452
475
2121
1257
989
1359
2156
2673
2715
2265
2284
1629
2580
1880
2762
2521
1667
1927

No. Yards
29
27
57
34
52
51
54
48
71
51
67
48
53
37
56
57
67
53
53
66

270
525
849
448
663
838
613
575
1117
734
1123
464
730
667
938
790
1124
931
942
842

THE TOUCHDOWN SPIRIT
IS UNCOMPROMISING.
IT'S MATCHED BY JUST ONE
TIMEPIECE: ROLEX EXPLORER II.
Tough, trusty, unmistakable, Rolex Explorer II meets your need
for integrity in timekeeping. This self-winding, officially certified
superlative chronometer in stainless steel with matching bracelet
is pressure-proof in its famed Oyster case down to 330 feet. A
luminous red hour hand points exact time on a fixed 24-hour bezel.
Like championship football, rugged use and high performance are
built into Explorer II.

•#
ROLEX
For free color brochure: Rolex Watch U.S.A., Inc.,
Rolex Building, 665 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10022

After the gome,
tackle a pizza.
When the clock runs out,
pack up your team and head for
Pizza Haven.
After a day of football, it's a
great way to kick off an
evening.

editors and sportscasters from through
out the state cast ballots each year to de
termine new inductees.
The third hall of fame which is dotted
heavily with former Cougars is the Inland
Empire Hall of Fame. The displays of its
members are located in the Hall of Fame
room of the Spokane Coliseum, the center
for many indoor sports in Spokane, in
cluding some Cougar basketball games.
Washington State University's Athletic
Hall of Fame boasts 29 members, 21
elected to the Hall in 1978 and eight more
elected in 1979.
The 21 members selected by the WSU
Athletic Hallof Fame Council in 1978 were
Buck Bailey, baseball coach; Gale Bishop,
basketball; J. Fred "Doc" Bohler, athletic
director; Wilbur Bohm, trainer; Hugh
Campbell, football; Asa V. Ace" Clark,
football; Ike Deeter, boxing coach; Glen
"Turk" Edwards, football; Jack Friel, bas
ketball coach; Ed Goddard, football; Mel
Hein, football; Orin E. "Babe" Hollingbery,
football coach; Eldon Jenne, track; Gerry
Lindgren, track; Ed McKinnon, boxing;
Herbert "Butch" Meeker, football; Jack
Mooberry, track coach; Laurie Niemi,
football; Lee Orr, track; George Reed, foot
ball, and Clarence Zimmerman, football.
The eight members elected in 1979
were Gene Conley, basketball and
baseball; Earl Foster, administrator; Keith

CICTV

pizza crtwttTi®

T

hree athletic halls of fame in the
State of Washington have special sig
nificance to Washington State Uni
versity followers since many former great
athletes, coaches and administrators are
among the elite members.
One is the Washington State University
Athletic Hall of Fame, comprised, of
course, solely of former WSU athletes,
coaches and administrators. The WSU
Athletic Hall of Fame is in its third year,
having been started when university
president Dr. Glenn Terrell called for the
establishment of such a hall of fame to
honor those who had contributed to the
rich athletic tradition at Washington
State.
Another is the State of Washington
Sports Hall of Fame, established by the
Tacoma Athletic Commission in 1960. It
was originated by Clay Huntington, and
the annual induction of new members is
held each December in Tacoma. Sports

WHAT INTHE WORLD
IS KWSU DOING
ON THE COUGAR'S

to Pizza Haven.

Pullman • Moscow • Spokane

Jack Mooberry

Buck Bailey

Gene Conley

CAPTURING THE ACTION,
OF COURSE.
COUGAR FO0TBALL1980
Live coverage on1250 Radio with gamehighlights
Sundays at 6,30PM onTV/lO (and Monday; preceding
NFL Football) withJim Wolden and BobRobertson.

rJoin The Wellness 80 Team
Wellness 80 is a program to promote the
concept of wellness, emphasizing the impor
tance and concern for:
Glen Edwards

Lincoln, football; Jack Nelson, track; Roy
Petragallo, boxing; Ray Sundquist, bas
ketball; LaVern Torgeson, football; and
Jerry Williams, football.
The list continues to grow, with this
year's induction taking place in conjunc
tion with Homecoming activities and the
Oregon State game.
Edwards, Hein, Meeker, Bishop, Conley,
Lindgren, Bailey, Friel and Hollingbery
are also members of the State of Washing
ton Sports Hall of Fame. Other Cougars
who have been inducted into the Hall
since its establishment 20 years ago are
Don Paul, football;Harland Svare, football;
and Bill Nollan, football, basketball,
baseball and track coach.
"These State Sports Hall of Fame mem
bers are recognized for their outstanding
athletic accomplishments and contri
butions that have brought national
acclaim to them and to the State of Wash
ington," Huntington said.
Many of these former Cougar standouts
are also found among the outstanding in

Hugh Campbell

ductees in the Inland Empire Hall of
Fame: Meeker, Edwards, Bohler, Friel,
Bailey, Hein, Hollingbery, Deeter, Bishop
and Petragallo. Also in that group are
Dick Hanley, football coach; Lone Star
Dietz, football coach; Carl Ellingsen, foot
ball; Paul Swift, football; and Bud Roffler,
football.
The WSU Athletic Hall of Fame has had
nearly 150 former Cougars nominated.
There are certain criteria a nominee must
meet in each of the three categories athletes, coaches and athletic staff.
Anyone can nominate, and the WSU
Athletic Hall of Fame Council, chaired by
Don Downen, requests that supportive
material on the nominee be included
with the nomination. Once a person is
nominated, that nomination carries over
from one year to the next until the person
is elected into the Hall of Fame.
A framed picture and brief biography of
each person elected to the WSU Athletic
Hall of Fame is on display in the Hall of
Fame Room in Bohler Gym.

• Physical Fitness—Being physically fit al
lows us to do anything physical that we
might want to do.
• Nutritional Awareness—Proper nutrition
and diet will keep us running smoother,
looking better, and living longer.
• Self Responsibility—Self direction and
purpose gives us the motivation to decide
what to do with our lives.. .and then do it.
• Stress Management — Feeling better
about ourselves helps us feel better about
others.
• Environmental Sensitivity — We're
individuals, but we're also part of the world
around us. It's ours to enjoy, but it's also ours
to protect and make matter.
Join the Wellness 80 team. For more infor
mation, please call or write Kaiser Aluminum,
303 Washington Mutual Building, Spokane,
WA 99201, (509) 624-3116.

KAISER ALUMINUM
£> CHEMICAL CORPORATION

write checks & earn interest!

Ruel was also complimentary about the
Pullman community.
"People have been helpful throughout
the community toward this year's group.
People have bent over backwards to help
them with various projects."

ONB's Moneybuilder®...ONB's checking and savings account that automatically pays
interest on your spending money.
Make a Moneybuilder deposit and your money automatically goes into the savings
portion of your account. Your money stays in savings—earning 5V*% annual interest
until it's needed in checking.
You write the checks...And we make the transfers. Automatically. The balance remains
in savings, earning 51/4% annual interest.
Stop by an ONB branch today and find out how to make your money work for you.

79 statewide branches to serve vou.

ONB
Old National Bank
Member FDIC

Let's take care of tomorrow?.

together

Got a
minute?

Find out what you and your
neighbors can do to prevent crime.
Write to: Crime Prevention
Coalition, Box 6600, Rockville
Maryland 20850.

Look what
you lose
when a tree
burns.
The next time you
pick up your car keys and
head for the door, ask
yourself whether a phone
call could save you the
trip —and the wasted
gasoline.
For a free booklet
with more easy tips on
saving energy and money
write "Energy," Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

Learn
how to protect
yourself.

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.
FfH' ^ Public Service of This Magazine
(xwKi (St The Advertising Council

U.S. Department of Energy
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heerleaders. Bands. Drill teams.
School colors. Fight song. Alma
mater.
The various facets associated with a
football weekend are numerous, but they
all boil down to one thing ... SPIRIT.
The people most noticeable at a
Cougar football game when it comes to
spirit are the yell squad, Crimson Rally,
mike men, the Cougar Marching Band,
Cougarettes drill team, flag girls and the
head baton twirler.
Marti Ruel, program advisor at the Ac
tivities Center at WSU, is the advisor for
the yell squad, Crimson Rally and the
mike men, while Howard Meeker is the
Cougar Marching Band director. Meeker
and his staff also handle the selection of
the baton twirler, flag girls and Cougaret
tes drill team. Laurie Perez is in charge of
the drill team and Susie Steiner is in
charge of the flags.

iU's yell squad has taken on some: of a new look under Ruel, a former
rleader at the University of Miami,
m trying to help raise the standards,"
said. "That's not a rap on the people
did it before, but we want to make
» a member of the yell squad an
irand we want only the best people."
me entire six-man, six-woman squad
spent the summer on campus to get
ready for this season.
"They decided they wanted to stay in
Pullman and get organized for the com
ing year. They worked on their film pres
entation they'll enter in the National
Cheerleading Championships. Last year's
squad finished 21st in the national judg
ing."
She said members of the yell squad
must be full-time undergraduate stu
dents and maintain at least a 2.0 grade
point average.
Groups from all over campus were in
vited to sit in on the selection committee:
athletic department, band, executive
ASVVSU, Assembly, Activities Center, intrafratemity and panhellenic, residence
halls, university relations, Cougar Club,
student affairs, and alumni office to name
most of them.
"Basically we had a 1-10 grading sys
tem, and we put a lot of emphasis on
creativity. They had to make up their
dances and cheers, and each applicant
also had a personal interview."

More than 200 students tried out for
the Crimson Rally, with 12 men and -12 (
women selected for the group along with
the mascot, Butch. Butch's identity isn t
revealed until the final home basketball
game each season.
The Crimson Rally hopefuls had to per
form skits, make a poster, originate a
group participation idea such as a chant
or cheer and go through an interview
with members of the selection commit
tee.
"We spent six nights just interviewing
for the Crimson Rally," Ruel said. "The
interest in the group has really grown."
The mike men are also selected
through interviews and tryouts, and this
is the first year the mike men have been
under Ruel's direction.
The marching band, Cougarettes, flag
girls and all of the pageantry surrounding
them are also part of Washington State
football. Meeker said 160 band members
are performing this season at Cougar
football games. The group returned to
school a week early to begin rehearsing,
with the band practicing 10 hours per
week during the season.
"Most of our rehearsal time is on the
field working on halftime shows," Meeker
said. "We come back to school early so the
freshmen can audition. The band mem
bers aren't selected until the week before
school, but it's pretty automatic that any
one who was in the band the previous
year can return."
Ironically, most of the members of the
band aren't music majors.
"Music majors are in the minority
when it comes to members of the band,
Meeker said. "I think practically every
department on campus is represented in
the band.
"We try to consider ourselves as repre
sentatives of the entire university,
Meeker said.
The head baton twirler for the Cougars
is Robin Woodruff, a sophomore from Cas
tle Rock. She was picked through tryouts
and auditions.
"We just use the feature twirler,"
Meeker said. "We've had some excellent
girls. Robin has won national awards for
her twirling."
There is a lot more to Cougar Spirit, be
ginning with the fans in the stands. But
these groups donate their time, dedica
tion and in some cases their money to
make Cougar Spirit something more than
a slogan.

UOP Offers Quality Athletic Program

The College Football Hall of Fame.
Imagine, if you will a Hall of Fame devoid of musty little rooms
where memories hang heavily along drably painted walls and
trophies lose their glitter in dim-lit shadow boxes.
Visualize, instead, a football Hall of Fame which honors its great
players, coaches and personalities in bright attitudes of achieve
ment. Picture telescreens bringing men and matter to life, where
the late Knute Rockne "talks" of legends and "Red" Grange gal
lops again. See yourself matching wits with history's most
successful coaches or testing your knowledge of the game in a
computer quiz.
These experiences are reality at the National Football Founda
tion's new College Football Hall of Fame at Kings Island, the
1600-acre family entertainment center, situated along Interstate71 north of Cincinnati. The new facility promises more than a
past-tense presentation of gridiron glory. To the contrary, you will
discover football excitement in a modern mood, blending multi
media concepts into a unique, fun-filled learning process.
Aligned with the National Football Foundations's dedication to
educate and inspire Americans through the principles of football,
the new building has been hailed as the Hall of Fame of
the future.
Jaques Cattell Press, in its recently-released The Big Book Of
Halls Of Fame, foresees the visitor getting "to know the game of
college football intimately within 2-3 hours" or attaining "in 10
minutes, a first-name kind of friendship with a famous college
football star of the past'.'
Indeed, this personalized approach is an integral part of the Hall.
Exhibits will bring the total college football experience to life via
action-oriented attractions whichinvite your participation. With
in a campus-like framework of Georgian-Colonial architecture,
the building will house a wonderland of fact and fun certain to
appeal to each member of the family—male and female, young
and old.
For example, a touch of the telescreen keyboard will conjure up
the legends of Jim Thorpe, Tom Harmon, Bronko Nagurski,
"Whizzer" White, Pop Warner or any of the 453 players and
coaches enshrined in the Hall. The computer will give you ready
access to information on the Hall of Famers, according to name,
school, state or season.
You may want to meander through the "Time Tunnel',' tracing the
history of football from its earliest beginning as a Greek game

T he University of the Pacific, a small
school of 3,800 students nestled in
California's San Joaquin Valley, offers
one of the highest quality athletic
programs per capita in the country.
The University, founded in Stockton
in 1851, is one of few small and private
institutions that has managed to uphold
NCAA and AIAW Division I status in all
of its sports (14, 8 men, 6 women).
Seven of the eight men's sports —
football, basketball, baseball, golf,
water polo, swimming and tennis —
have been members of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association since its
conception in 1969. Soccer, a member
of the Pacific Coast Soccer
Conference, is the lone sport that
doesn't fall under the PCAA banner.
Other PCAA members are: San Jose

ministrators and student athletes. In ad
dition to team successes, UOP boasts
numerous individuals who have made
their mark on the nation's sports pages.
The likes of the legendary coach Amos
Alonzo Stagg, quarterbacks Eddie
LeBaron, Tom Flores and Bob Lee;
running backs Dick Bass and Willard
Harrell and basketball greats Keith
Swagerty and John Gianelli, have all
played vital roles in building UOP into a
respectable athletic program.
Stagg, innovator of the football hud
dle, the shift from a "T" formation and
extensive use of the forward pass,
brought his vast coaching experience,
spanning 41 years, to UOP and created
interest in the football program. During
his tenure on the Stockton campus
(1933-46) he won five of the schools six

called Harpaston, played in 478 B.C., to its modern versio1. .
Walk along the cobblestones of Merry Old England and learn
how King Henry II outlawed the sport when his archers spent jl
more time kicking a ball than drawing their bows. Leave tha .1
ancient days of football's development, passing through a Civil
War tent and into the blossoming evolution of the game as a
uniquely American sport.

J

Burns Tower, named alter former university
president Robert Burns, houses many of
UOP's administration offices.

Four theatres will provide cinematic insight into great teams and
individuals, classic contests, bowl highlights and rib-tickling j
football follies. Wide-eyed youngsters can enjoy Hanm Barbera's Fred Flintstone in an explanation of football rules. V
250-seat Grandstand Theatre will record the game's Golden ar I
Modern eras in film and slides.
And, yes, you will witness Notre Dame s legendary Knuta
Rockne—in a specially-produced animated form—deliver his
famous pep talks in the "Locker Room',' sponsored by Chevrole'.
The reincarnate Rockne will urge you to Win One For The
Gipper" or "Fight, Fight, Fight',' recalling some of the most in
spirational moments in football. That s not all! Many othei
coaches are featured in Locker Room screenings.
The computerized "Strategy Room" is set to offer exciting games
to test your skill and judgment in situations so familiar to the
nation's coaches. Tackle a computer quiz and "make the team,'
moving from Recruit to Coach, all based upon your knowledge of
football and its history.
Or, for some real fun, stepup to the tee and kick a "game-winning"
field goal. Be careful, though! There are cheers if you make it,
boos if you miss.
Undoubtedly, the new Hall of Fame will offer college football's
color, excitement and pageantry as an extension of the already
popular family entertainment theme of Kings Island. Tatt
Broadcasting Company, owner of Kings Island, is managing the
Hall of Fame under the direction of the National Foot
ball Foundation.
The traveling gourmet can enjoy the Island's International Restau
rant; the golfer, a tour of the Jack Nicklaus Golf Center, site of
the 1978 Ladies Professional Golf Association Championship.
Overnight guests will relax amid the Swiss-chalet charm of the
300-room Kings Island Inn or take advantage of the Kings Island
Campground which accommodates 300 recreational vehicles.

Stanley McCaffrey, president of University
of the Pacific.

Elkln Isaac became the UOP athletic direc
tor In July, 1979.

State, Fresno State, Long Beach State,
Utah State, UC Irvine, UC Santa Bar
bara, and Cal State Fullerton.
Prior to joining the PCAA, UOP was a
member of the West Coast Athletic
Conference and earlier part of the
California Athletic Association, Far
West Conference and California
Basketball Association. UOP started in
tercollegiate competition in 1910.

conference titles.
Others followed Stagg, namely
LeBaron who led the 1949 team to an
11-0 season and a No. 10 national
ranking. In 1948, LeBaron paced the
Orange and Black to a win in the Raisin
Bowl (26-14 over Wichita State) and a
tie in the Grape Bowl (35-35 vs. Flardin
Simmons). The Tigers have been in six
post-season bowl games with the latest
being a trip to Sun Bowl in 1953 where
they defeated Mississippi Southern 277.
The basketball program has also had
its share of post-season exposure. In
1978-79, the Tigers won a first ever
PCAA title enroute to qualifying for an
NCAA tournament bid. The PCAA title
was Pacific's eighth league hoop title
with the last coming in 1970-71 as a
member of the West Coast Athletic
Conference. The '70-'71 squad was led
by Gianelli who later went on and
played in the National Basketball As
sociation with the New York Knicks,
Buffalo Braves, Milwaukee' Bucks and
Utah Jazz.
UOP's finest post-season game was

The women compete in the relatively
new (1976) NorCal Conference. The
conference, made up of a mixture of
small and large schools, features seven
active and six associate members as
well as 11 sports. UOP competes in
basketball, volleyball, field hockey,
swimming, softball and tennis.
Other NorCal schools include: San
Jose State, Fresno State, CaliforniaBerkeley, Stanford, Santa Clara, and
University of San Francisco.
The current program, under the
direction of second-year athletic direc
tor Elkin "Ike" Isaac, is attempting to
carry on a strong academic/athletic
tradition set down by past ad

in the first round of the 1966-67 NCAA
tournament held in Corvallis, Oregon. It
was here the Tigers beat the defending
champion Texas Western, now TexasEl Paso, 72-63.
The women, although only in ex
istence for a short time, have some
post-season experience also. Last
year, Taras Liskevych's volleyball team,
after winning UOP's first ever NorCal
Conference title with a 12-0 record,
placed fourth in the AIAW nationals in
Carbondale, Illinois. Prior to the vol
leyball team's accolades, the 1977-78
swim team ripped through an un
defeated dual meet season only to
place second to powerhouse Stanford
in the NorCal tournament. Despite
placing second, the team competed in
the nationals at Duke University.
UOP sports are funded by the
University and the Pacific Athletic
Foundation (boosters club). The
boosters are making great strides in
the growth of the athletic program. One
booster in particular, Alex G. Spanos,
paved the way for a new 6,500 seat
special events facility to be named the
Alex G. Spanos Center. The center will
host all UOP indoor sports. The indoor
sports are currently housed in the UOP
gym and the Stockton Civic
Auditorium. The football team plays in
the 30,000 seat Pacific Memorial
Stadium.

Tiger Coach Enjoys Challenges
B ob Toledo is a man who enjoys
challenges. Upon taking the head
coaching job at Pacific last year, he saw
two in front of him — winning UOP's
first PCAA championship and restoring
community interest in Tiger football.
Although he wasn't able to win the
conference championship the first time
out, the energetic and personable
Toledo was instrumental in raising in
terest in UOP football to a level it has
not seen in the last 20 years.
More than 19,000 fans per game
poured into Pacific Memorial Stadium
in 1979 to watch the high-powered,
pass-oriented offense installed by
Toledo, and the Tigers showed the six
th largest attendance increase in the
nation — a feat attributable in no small
part to the excitement generated by the
first-year head coach.
With one challenge well on its way to
becoming a reality, Toledo and his staff
is now focusing on the second — winn
ing the conference title. And winning is
something the 34-year-old Tiger coach
is very familiar with. He has been a win
ner in every phase of the game.
In all of his years as a player, assis
tant coach and head coach, Toledo has

the country, Toledo spent three years
prior to taking the top spot at Pacific as
the secondary coach at Southern Cal.
His defensive backs picked off 56 pas
ses in three seasons, including 28 in
1976 to lead the nation. Southern Cal
was 31-6 during this time, winning two
Pac-10 titles, two Rose Bowls, a
Bluebonnet Bowl and a national cham
pionship in 1978.
Before his stint at USC, Toledo spent
three seasons at UC Riverside, the last
two as head coach. The Highlanders
were 15-6 in his two seasons at the
helm (8-3 in 1974 and 7-3 in 1975), win
ning the California Collegiate Athletic
Association both years. UC Riverside
was ranked among the Top 10 national
ly in Division II in total offense both
seasons. They ranked fourth nationally
in total offense in 1973 and went 8-2
when Toledo was the offensive coor
dinator.
The outgoing, pass-minded Toledo
Head Coach Bob Toledo.
experienced just one losing season. earned a shot at the college ranks after
compiling a 26-5-1 record in the three
Last year, his winning touch was vividly
illustrated in a 24-7 upset of Iowa State, seasons at Riordan High School (San
UOP's first ever win over a Big Eight Francisco), winning two straight West
Catholic Athletic League titles. He was
school.
One of the youngest head coaches in an assistant at Riordan in 1969.
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"Give America's Olympic hopefuls
the same chance you gave me!"
—Eric Heiden
It took me ten years of hard training to be
come an Olympic champion... and donations
from great people like you helped make it
happen.
Did you know that only 10% of the U.S. Olym
pic Committee's budget goes toward sending
a Team to the Olympic Games? Helping young
athletes become the best they can be through
ongoing programs like the Training center,
sports medicine, and competitions is what
the usoc is all about.
it costs $12.61 to train one athlete, one day,
at the Olympic Training center.
Give some other athlete the chance I got.
The more you contribute, the more athletes
you can help.
Call toll-free now... 1-800-331-2000 or send
your check to: united States Olympic
Committee

Tony Culpepper can burn opposing defenses with his blazing
enBnri

Box EH

Colorado Springs, CO 80950

A Public service Message brought to you by this
publication and the united states Olympic committee.
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Jeff Tracy (2) and Stan Shlbata (12) are seasoned members of
the UOP secondary.
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and great dancing.
Join us for a great meal and a great time,
without a great deal of running around. Enjoy dinner,
then a few short yards away in the lounge, we have
a perfect encore: music for dancing, and plush
sofas for friendly huddles. So spend the whole
evening with us.

BLACK ANGUS/CATTLE COMPANY RESTAURANTS • •

••

The Choice in: California • Washington • Oregon • Arizona • Colorado • New Mexico • Idaho
Iowa • Missouri • Nebraska • Nevada • Alaska • Hawaii • Texas • British Columbia
WE ACCEPT VISA MASTERCHARGE AND AMERICAN EXPRESS. PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN HAWAII AND ALASKA

